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News In Brief

TUESDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 1, 1988

MALIBU, Calif. t AP I — John Houseman was remembered upon
Ins death at age 86 as a gentleman actor-producer who taught young
actors, not the autocratic law professor in "The Paper Chase," for
which he won an Oscar.
Houseman brought a magnetic eloquence to the role of the cur—
mudgeon as Professor Charles W. Kingsfield Jr.
He parlayed his fame from "The Paper Chase" movie and television series and his distinctive speaking style into a lucrative series of
commercial endorsements, including advertisements for the investment firm Smith, Barney in which he growled, "They make money
the old-fashioned way — they EARN it."
"Behind that austere public posture was the warmest, most
generous man in the world — with his time, his remarkable intelligence, his insight," said writer David Rintels, who collaborated
with Houseman on the movie "Gideon's Trumpet" and the play
"Clarence Darrow."
Houseman died at his seaside home before dawn Monday. said Ivan
Goff, a family friend and scriptwriter. Margo Harley, a longtime
friend and colleague, said he had spinal cancer.
Houseman's most Significant contribution was his role advancing
the work of young actors, Ms. Harley said. They included Kevin
Kline, Robin Williams, Christopher Reeve, Patti LuPone and David
Ogden Stiers, with whom Houseman appears in the new Woody Allen
movie, "Another Woman."
"He was really the last of the Renaissance men," she said. "He
was somebody who has been responsible, probably, for more people's
careers in American theater than any single person."
Robert Ginty, an actor who worked with Houseman in "The Paper
Chase" television series, agreed. "He was without question the No. 1
creative influence on my life."
"He was a gentleman of the old-school, polite and courtly," said
Kirk Douglas, who starred in the Houseman-produced movie "Two
Weeks in Another Town."
While best known for his work on screen, Houseman was a reluc(Ceard ea page 2)

Elsewhere
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHWAGO — Sears, Roebuck and Co., the nation's largest retailer,
is selling the world's largest building and a real estate unit, shuffling
jobs and buying its stock in a move seen by some as a defense against
a possible takeover.
WASHINGTON — If the federal budget deficit seems invisible to
most Americans, the gaping trade deficit is all too apparent. They
see its evidence every day in the cars they drive, the televisions they
watch, the shoes they wear.
JERUSALEM — The Jewish state's 2.9 million voters cast their
ballots today in watershed elections expected to determine the future
of the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip and the 1.5 million Palestinians who live there.
LOS ANGELES — President Reagan disputes U.S. hostage Terry
Anderson's videotaped statement that the administration bargained
with terrorists, but says he still doesn't know what happened in the
Iran-Contra affair.
NEW YORK — A federal judge says Imelda Marcos, former first
lady of the Philippines, who is charged with racketeering, can return
to her exile in Hawaii — only after she comes up with $5 million bail.
MALIBU, Cant — John Houseman was remembered upon his
death at age 86 as a gentleman teacher of actors, not the autocratic
law professor in "The Paper Chase." for which he won an Oscar.
WASIILNGTON — U.S. experts say the Soviet budget deficit that
Moscow has finally acknowledged is comparatively larger than that
of America and could jeopardize the reform program of Kremlin
chief Mikhail Gorbachev.
CONCORD, Maas. — Walden Pond, where Henry David Thoreau
retreated to observe nature 140 years ago, is to conservationism what
Selma, Ala., is to civil rights or Woodstock, N.Y., is to rock music. So
the possibility that two large developments may rise within a few
hundred yards of the pond has set off a red alert within the conservation movement.
THE WORLD OF POLITICS — George Bush mocked Michael
Dukakis' sudden embrace of liberalism as the Republican nominee
courted disenchanted Democrats. Underdog Dukakis appealed to
women and young voters in his uphill fight for the presidency

Kentucky Ste Police Detective Gary Smith, left, and Calloway County Coroner Ricky Edwards answered
questions at a press conferemoe following a coroner's inquest into the death of Carl Ricky Rickman Monday in
tkosso Nottcotilti
Ytatt photo
the Calloway Circuit Courtroom'.

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger dr
Times by 5. 30 p.m Monday.
Friday or by 3.30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 530 p.m Etnd 6 p.m.

Monday through Friday. or
3.30 p.m. and 4 p.m_ Saturday.

RALEIGH, N.C. tAP — The
tobacco seasons that usually stick
in a farmer's mind are the ones in
which the weather was bad, the
prices were down and the tobacco
companies just weren't buying.
But agriculture experts say the
1988 crop will likely be
remembered because none of
those things happened.
"I think we did come up with one
of the vintage crops of tobacco

across the state as a whole,"
Carlton Blalock of the Tobacco
Growers Association of North
Carolina said in a recent interview. "The Eastern Belt, in particular, had a good crops, as did
the Old Belt, except for some late
crops that got hit by frost. Overall,
though, this is one of the better
crops we have grown in this state
in many years."
The quality of the crop, Blalock

said, was reflected in the prices,
which were generally higher than
1987, and in the small amount of
leaf taken under the government
support program.
"In my opinion, its been a successful season when you look at
the amount of tobacco moving into
the channels of trade," said Reggie Lester of the Tobacco Growers
Information Committee. "Very
little of the crop has gone into the

Office Hours — 8 a.m. 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday. R
a.m. - 12 p.m Saturday.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Chairman Frank Keener says
legislation proposed by the Kentucky Lottery Commission is a
model that draws on the best from
all the other states that have
lotteries.
Legislative members of the
commission say the bill is a good
starting point but will likely be
changed once the General
Assembly gets its hands on it.

The 44-page bill draft recommended by the 11-member commission on Monday outlines how a
lottery corporation would be
established and run if Kentucky
voters remove the constitutional
ban on a lottery in the Nov. 8
referendum.
Some of the more controversial
sections of the bill establish taxfree status for some prizes, mandate that. proceeds be used for

357.2
357.2

flue-cured cooperative — less than
2 percent for the year across all
the belts. That means 98 percent of
the crop moved into the channels
of trade.".
With a quota increase this year,
growers are selling "7, 8, maybe 9
percent more than they did Past •
year," Blalock said.
The tobacco sales, combuied
(Cont'd on page 2)

specific programs and create the
the lottery which will ensure its
post of president with sweeping
success."
authority over conduct of the lotSeri, Joe Wright, D-Harned, said
tery and who is answerable only to
he favors taxing all prizes. The bill
the governor.
would exempt from state income
The bill also sets as a goal that taxes all prizes up to million.
35 percent of gross proceeds would
"After all, the purpose of it is to
be returned to the state, though
raise money," said Wright, who is
the percentage is not a
majority floor leader in the
requirement.
Senate.
Keener said the proposal
represents "a foundation under ((bard tin page

Pearce speaks at Media Day

Tonight, clear, low in the mid
30s Northwest wind 5 to 10
mph
Wednesday,sunny, high from
55 to 60.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast ealls
for mostly fair conditions
Thursday, with a chance of
ghowprs Friday and Saturday

Kentucky
Barkley

(Cont'd on page 2)

Lottery commission presents 44-page bill
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By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
Three Murray police officers
will be allowed to return to work
after a coroner's inquest jury
found that they were justified in
shooting 40-year-old Carl Ricky
Rickman during an early morning
burglary at Holland Drug Store on
,Sept. 29.
Testimony presented at the inquest indicated that Rickman was
shot by the police officers five
times while he was descending a
ladder from the attic of the store
and made a sudden movement
toward two of the officers.
Rickman died from the wounds
the next day.
The six -member jury
deliberated for approximately 30
minutes on Monday after hearing
testimony from the state medical
examiner, the three police officers, members of Kentucky
State Police, which was the investigating agency, and a local
surgeon.
Kentucky Chief Medical Examiner Dr. George Nichols said
Rickman was shot five times —
four times with 12-givage.shotguns
and once with a 38-caliber

Experts: '88 tobacco season produced vintage crop
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John FA Pearce, right, syndicated columnist and free-lance writer, was the speaker on Saturday at the 19th
annual News Media Appreciation Day at Murray State University. He is shown with Ed Staats, left, chief of
the Louisville bureau of the Associated Press, and Dwain McIntosh, director of university information sotvices on the campus. Pearce, who retired from the Courier-Journal in 1988 after some 40 years with that
newspaper, spoke to about 100 newspaper, radio and television representatives invited to the campus by the
Office of University Information Services.

Identification
now required by
individuals for
voting process
Secretary of State Bremer
Ehrler, chairman of the State
Board of Elections, wants Kentucky voters to know that. for the
first time, they need to take identification to the polls with them on
Election Day, Nov. 8. Ehrler explains that "according to the provisions of the new election reform
legislation, precinct workers are
required to confirm the identity of
voters. This can be by personal acquaintance with the precinct election official or by a driver's
license, credit card or Social
Security card."
"We hope our voters don't get
too upset with having to produce
this identification, but the
members of the Kentucky General
Assembly passed this legislation
to insure that every voter has one
vote and one vote only," Ehrler
said. Precinct election officials
will be required to note the means
of Identification on the precinct
roster, and then to add their in.
Meat ea page 2)
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Director with Boys Clubs of America
will be guest speaker at Murray State
Judith Carter, director of career development for the Boys Club of
America, will be the guest speaker for the Youth Agency Administration (YAM seminar scheduled Thursday, Nov. 3, at Murray State
University.
Miss Carter's topic for the seminar is "What Can Boys Clubs Offer
Today's Society and in the Future." The seminar, which will begin at
3:30 p.m. in the Ohio Room of the Curris Center, is open to the public.
Phil Jachowicz, executive director of the American Humanics
YAA program on campus, said Miss Carter's topic is timely, since
plans indicate that the number of Boys Clubs in America is planned to
double by the year 2000.
Jachowicz said that Miss Carter will be available to meet with persons interested in the career opportunities offered by Boys Club in
Room 108, Carr Health Building.
Jachowicz, who spent 10 years as the director of the Milwaukee
Boys club, explained that the clubs are primarily geared toward
youth located in larger cities and offer a variety of programs that encourage development of a good self-concept. He added that sports is
only one of the motivational grim)activities which provide guidance
and development opportunities.
Additional information about the seminar !nay be obtained by calling 1502) 762-3808.

Attorney General: media
has right to polling places
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
news media have a right of access
to polling places to observe voting,
according to an attorney general's
opinion released today.
The opinion said Kentucky law
appears to prohibit such a practice, but the constitutional right of-Lthe news media to gather and
disseminate information must
also be weighed.
"While the state has a very real
and sufficient interest in insuring
the integrity of the electoral process, we do not find that the entrance of the news media into the
polling place for the limited purpose of filming the voting process
is such an intrusion as to disrupt
peace, order and decorum at the
polling place," said the opinion
written by Assistant Attorney
General David H. Ashley.

The opinion was sought after a
dispute arose in Calloway County
when news media photographers
tried to take pictures at polling
places during a ballot on a local
option election.
Local election officials protested the action of the
photographers and the Calloway
County Grand Jury, in a report
released on Sept. 27, said the news
media violated a Kentucky law_
that prohibits anyone from being
in the voting room other than the
voter or an election officer.
The opinion said news media
representatives cannot interview
prospective voters or people who
have just voted or "otherwise
engage in such activities that
would be disruptive to the normal,
orderly voting process."

John Houseman dead at 86...
(Cont'd from page I)
tart actor. His strongest affections were reserved for theater and
opera production, book writing and the teaching of acting.
Houseman achieved what he told friends was his ultimate goal: the
establishment of the Acting Company, a touring ensemble of the nation's brightest theatrical talents.
Born Jacques Haussmann in Bucharest, Romania, to an Alsatian
father and a British mother, he began his career in 1.934 as the director of a Broadway production crf the Gertrude Stein-Virgil Thomson
opera "Four Saints in Three Acts." He founded New York's Mercury
Theatre with Orson Welles in 1937.
Houseman produced the "War of the Worlds': radio broadcast for
Welles, a panic-inducing account of an imagined Martian invasion of
Grovers Mill, N.J., broadcast 50 years ago last Sunday. Though uncredited. Houseman was instrumental in making Welles' legendary
film "Citizen Kane" in 1941.
As an actor, Houseman played small roles in Welles' nevercompleted 1938 film "Too Much Johnson" and the 1964 film "Seven
Days in May" before emerging as a strong film character in the 1973
"The Paper Chase." He won a best supporting actor Oscar for his .
portrayal of Kingsfield.
His subsequent acting credits included "Three Days of the Condor," "The Cheap Detective" "St. Ives," "Old Boyfriends," "The
Fog" and "Bright Lights, Big City."
He also starred in the 1978-79 CBS-TV series based on the movie
"The Paper Chase."
Houseman was featured in the ABC miniseries "The Winds of
War" as Dr. Aaron Jastrow, a Jewish scholar in Europe at the start
of World War II. During Wbrld War II in real life, Houseman was
head of the Voice of America.
Survivors include his wife, Joan, and two sons. There will be no
funeral, but a memorial service was being planned, said publicist
.Judi Davidson.

Jury rules
(Coned from page 1)
revolver. The lethal shot, Nichols
said, was with a shotgun at close
range through the left buttock,
which resulted in internal damage
to the small and large intestines.
Nichols said that though he
could tell a shotgun wound in the
thigh, the lethal wound to the intestines, and a revolver wound th
the arm occurred first, he could
not tell in which sequence. The
last two shotgun wounds, one in
the back, trailing downward from
the left shoulder, and a shot in the
left chest area, occurred while
Rickman was falling from the ladder, Nichols said.
Kentucky. State Police Detective
Gary Smith, who headed the investigation, said Patrolman Darrell Davis shot once with a
shotgun, while Capt. David Smith
shot three times with a shotgun,
and Sgt. Jimmy Armstrong shot
once with a revolver.
According to the testimony of
detective Smith and the officers
involved, the incident occurred as
follows:
At 2:19 a.m. on Sept. 29,
Patrolman Clayton Hendricks
receives a call for an alarm at
Holland Drugs, however, officer
Ronald Wisehart is closer so he arrives on the scene first. Wisehart
goes to the back of the store, an
alley on the east side, and Hendricks goes to the front.
Soon, patrolman Darrell Davis
arrives and goes to the rear, Sgt.
Jimmy Armstrong arrives and
goes to the front-and Capt. David
Smith arrives, appearing at both
ends of the building at some point.
Through the front window, Armstrong sees a man on the first floor
in the lighted pharmacy area and
recognizes him as Carl Ricky
Hickman. Wisehart gets on
a squad car public address system
and begins calling Rickman by
name asking him to come out.
Owner Bob Dunn arrives with
the keys to the store and tells
Smith and Armstrong where he
keeps a handgun inside. Smith and
Davis enter the store, begin to
search, then notice a gift shop
area to the left. Smith, as shift
leader, makes the decision that
they cannot safely search both
areas and calls for assistance

Patrolman Davis comes in the
front and searches the gift shop.
Meanwhile, Armstrong locates
Dunn's handgun.
Having cleared the first floor,
the three go up a set of steps to the
second floor. At the top are two
doors, one at the left with broken
glass, and the other of wood directly in front. The officers look
through the broken glass with a
flashlight then decide to go
through the wooden door.
The room is dark and cluttered.
Armstrong, who is first, turns on
two lights with pull strings on the
ceiling. The officers notice a ladder descending from an opening in
the ceiling. They shine a flashlight
in the opening but see nothing.
Smith keeps a shot-gun on the
opening while the other two go
through a doorway to search
another room.
Finding nothing, they come
back to the opening and Davis
hands his shot-gun to Armstrong
while he climbs the ladder. He
looks to his left in a small crawl
space and sees Rickman lying
there. Davis comes back down the
ladder, takes cover near a doorway to the right, and begins calling for Rickman to come down.
Smith and Armstrong are positioned to the left of the ladder.
The three hear shuffling as
Rickman crawls toward the opening. They also hear a hollow,
metallic sound bumping across
the attic. Rickman is asked to
show his hands several times but
does not, nor does he speak.
Rickman starts down very slowly,
then suddenly, his upper torso
pops out of the hole. He holds on
with his left hand and throws his
right hand out under his left arm
toward Smith and Armstrong.
Detective Gary Smith said he
believed the five shots were fired
almost simultaneously. He said he
believed Capt. Smith fired the first
shot in response to the sudden motion.. Davis said he thought
Rickman had fired when he heard
a pop and saw a flash, so he fired.
Capt. Smith said he did not
realize he had fired a second shot
but knew he had fired the third
one. Smith said he did not know if
Rickman was falling off the ladder
or was jumping. Smith put handcuffs on Rickman, who was still
moving his arms around, while
Davis radioed for an ambulance.
Detective Smith said, "I found

A special time

Lottery...
(Cont'd from page I)
Keener said he favored the taxfree proposal, which passed the
commission by a vote of 7-4. "I
believe it would help increase the
sale of tickets," Keener said.
Wright and his House counterpart, Rep. Greg Stumbo of
Prestonsburg, also said other
topics of debate will likely be
legislative confirmation of
members of the board of a Kentucky Lottery Corp. and whether
to earmark lottery proceeds for
specific programs.
The bill would set that one-third
of the first year's proceeds be split
among a bonus for Vietnam era
veterans, and programs for early
childhood education and senior
citizens. In subsequent years, the
proceeds would be divided evenly
between the programs for
childhood education and the
elderly.
Wilkinson favors earmarking
the funds in that manner.
Both lawmakers said they
generally favor specifying how
proceeds of the lottery should be
spent, - but disagree on the
specifics.
Wright said the money should go
to ensure all-day kindergarten for
all eligible Kentucky students.
That program would take virtually all of the proceeds, which have
been estimated to be as much as
$70 million per year.

Decked

out in Halloween best, Lacey Hobbs gets a lollipop from Cindy
Ragsdale, hospital social worker, at a party Monday in the long term
care unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The employees' children
who stay in the hospital's child care unit dressed up for fun and games
with the seniors to celebrate Halloween.

County students
to participate
in mock election
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not one single contradiction from
the interviews and physical
evidence." As for the metal object
heard in the attic, Smith said a
shelf brace was found protruding
about eight inches into the opening
after the shooting which was not
seen there before. He said it was
apparently dragged there by
Rickman.
Detective Smith also presented
some background incidents involving Rickman and Murray
police officers:
On Oct. 20, 1985, Rickman was
arrested by Capt. Larry Elkins for
the burglary of a drug store.
Though the arrest was made
without incident, Rickman
reportedly told the officer that
"next time it wouldn't be so easy."
On Nov. 10, 1985, Sgt. Bobby
Holmes arrested Rickman for the
burglary of a drug store after a
pursuit on foot. After the pursuit,
Rickman reportedly kept his
hands concealed while walking
toward the officer. In later
testimony, Capt. Smith said he
was present during this incident
and that Rickman kept walking
towards Holmes with his hands in
his pockets saying, "shoot me,
shoot me."
In March 1987, Rickman was arrested for second-degree assault
and second-degree robbery and on
Aug, 18, 1988, he was pulled over in
his pick-up truck and arrested on
some warrants. A sawed-off
shotgun was found under the seat
of the truck by officer Wisehart.
Also as a background witness,
John Grant, director of Paducah

Id for h the Mures 1.44 r & Times

OnTriday. Nov. 4, the students
of the Calloway County School
Distrist will have the opportunity
to learn more about the election
process by casting their own vote
for president during their school
lunch periods.
Eacn student will receive a
ballot during their school lunch
which they can use to vote for the
presidential candidate of their
chOice. The ballot features both
the Democratic and Republican
candidates as well as a "write in"
blank. The votes will be counted
and the results announced over
each school's public address
system.- This may encourage the
students to take interest in the
election that evening. it was
reported
Joanna Adams, food service
director, believes that by giving
the students this opportunity to actively participate in an election of
theit own, they will develop an appreciation for the voting privilege
they will have as young adults.
Food Service personnel encourage all students to take part in
the elections.

The post of president of a lottery
corporation was given special attention in the legislation. Though,
the corporation would have a
eight-member board of directors,
the president would be appointed
by, and could only be be removed
by, the governor.
The board, made up of the president, the attorney general, state
treasurer and five others appointed by the governor to staggered terms, would have broad
authority to set the types of games
that would be offered and some
general oversight of the lottery
operation.

Community Service Center, a prerelease halfway house for state inmates, testified that Rickman was
"very self destructive.. I've never
seen anyone that sick with ( drug)
addiction." Grant said the officers
should not feel responsible for
Rickman's death. "He died of
drug addiction however it happened," Grant said.
Murray Police Detective
Charles Peeler, who investigated
the burglary, said Rickman

entered the building through a
second-floor window which Was
broken out. Peeler said he found a
plastic bag at an exit point with
two bottles of pills containing
codeine.

Detective Smith said fingerprints were not taken in the investigation because Rickman was
wearing gloves.
Murray Chief of Police Larry
Nixon said the three police officers, who have been on administrative leave since the
shooting, can go back to work as
soon as he and the officers decide
they are ready.
The case, however, may not be
over. The attorney for the
Rickman family, Gary
Haverstock, said he and his clients
plan to discuss their options, such
as either presenting it to the grand
jury or taking other civil litigation. The basis for a civil case
would be the question of whether
the officers used reasonable force,
Haverstock said.
The problem with a coroner's inquest, he said, is that the information is presented by the prosecutor
and the Kentucky State Police who
are trying to defend the officers.
"It is really not unbiased," he
said. But, the officers' testiinony
under oath will serve as a -record
for us, Haverstock said.
Calloway County Coroner Ricky
Edwards said the case could go
before the grand jury if someone
presented it to them or if they asked for it.
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Vintage crop...
(Cont'd from page 1)
with record-high soybean prices
caused by drought in the Midwest
should mean a profitable year for
growers, he said.
"It Will be one of the better
years /or our farmers in a long
time," he said. "And that means a
better year for a lot of other
businesses. Farming has a big
economic impact in this state."
The weather during the growing
season was "almost ideal, particularly in the east," Blalock
said.
"We were fortunate to be
strategically located for the rainfall," said Mitch Smith of the_Pitt
County Agricultural Extension
Service. "Rainfall is the single
most important factor in any
tobacco crop.
"When the market opened,
everyone was talking about the
adverse weather conditions in
other areas," Smith said. but our
crops really did well. We got the
rain when we needed it, for the
most part."
Blalock said the season-ending
average price could be 1 to 2 cents
higher than last year, but Smith
said the concensus in his area was
that the price would stay at about
last year's aVerage.
Lester said changes in the tobacco program two years ago to
reduce the stockpiles of leaf held
by the Flue-Cured Tobacco
Cooperative Stabilization Corp.
apparently have worked to
stabilize the market.
"Considering where we were,
the disastrous situation we were
in, there's no question that the
tobacco reform program has
worked," Lester said. "The nonnet cost assessment was at 25
cents a pound when the program
began and this year was down to
something like 1.13 cents per
pound, so most farmers should be
seeing an increase in their net
income."

The board would not have veto
power over decisions by the
president.
Keener defended the authority
vested ih the president of the corporation and the fact that he would
be answerable only to the
governor.
"If the lottery fails the buck is
going to stop with the governor,"
(Cont'd from page!)
Keener said.
The lottery corporation would itials by the voter's name This
be exempt from state purchasing new requirement could slow down
rules, could establish regulations the voting process, so election ofwithout legislative oversight, ficials hope the voters will have
would be exempt from some provi- their identification ready when
sions of the Open Records Law and they sign the precinct rosters
would set its own personnel
"It's hard to tell what impact
policies.
this new law will have. In rural
areas, most of the voters will proThe bill gives authority to the bably by known by
personal aclottery corporation to borrow up to quaintance, but in
metropolitian
$6 million from the state or private areas, the requirement
for idenInterests for start-up money.
tification cards will probably be
If the referendum passes. it will more prevalent,
" Ehrler
be up to Wilkinson to decide when coned.
to call legislators to Frankfort to
Secretary Ehrler points out that
take up the legislation.
the administration of Kentucky's
Wilkinson reportedly favored a new election laws will be
more difNov. 14 date to begin a special ses- ficult and possibly
confusing at
sion, but the legislative members first, but the new
laws are a good
of the commission said Monday a faith attempt
to promote truly
later date would he preferable
honest elections in Kentucky "We
Keener said he also initially just hope our voters
will bear with
favored Nov. 14, but now agrees a us this first time
around," Ehrler
later date would be best
saki
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In the end, the tissue issue is one of our most-debated subjec
ts

Apparently, I have been
overlooking one of the most
debated issues of our day
For days now, I have been trying to make up my mind whether
or not the President is telling us all
he knows about the Iranian armsfor-hostages swap. Too, we would
like to know where all that money
that was supposed to have gone to
the Nicaraguan contras is stashed.
I have also worried about the national deficit getting so out of
hand. It f ightens you to think
what wo d happen should our
economycollapse, the nation going bankrupt.

Then, there is the farmers'
dilemma. I worry about that. My
heart bleeds for those who have
lost or are losing their farms,
some of which have been in
families for generations. That's
sad, and something should be done
to help. But what?
• • •

These are only a few of the
"issues" in the news today. Our
papers and TV screens are full of
analysts trying to justify one view
or another.. what to do with Lt.
Col. Oliver North in the hostagearms deal.. whether or not to hang
I had a solution to that once. I Georges Ibrahim Abdallah the
sent it to Congressman Carroll kingpin of international terHubbard along with one of this rorism...the terrifying AIDS
constituency questionnaires, duly epidemic...drug abuse.. child
55-mile-per-hour
completed. I suggested that the abuse...the
deficit could just about be wiped speed limit.. and the overcrowded
out if everyone on the federal death rows in our prisons.
I have a good, quick solution for
payroll would take a 10 percent
that
last issue, too, but every time
pay cut for just one year.
I
start
expounding it, my Wile
Evidentally, he didn't think
gives me the eye that silently says,
much of that idea. I never heard
anything from it, although it "Now, you hush up!" And I do —
but I still think it would relieve the
wasn't long after that when the
situatio
n.
senators and congressmen very
I have been preoccupied and
quietly voted themselves another
concerned about these things, I
pay raise — this one about 12 suppose
. And, because of it, I have
percent.

Editor's note: M.C. Garrott has
been re-admitted to Norton
Hospital in Louisville. The following is a repeat of one of his
previous columns.
missed one of the real issues with
which a surprisingly large number
of our people are concerned. It is
simply this:
Should the toilet tissue in the
bathroom come off the roll toward
you or away from you against the
wall?
My wife tells me this question
was pretty well thrashed out a few
years ago in Ann Landers or Dear
Abby's column, but I missed that.
I had no idea until a few days ago,
that this was such a heated,
debatable topic.
• • •

I was at my desk at Parker
Ford-Lb „gn-Mercury, where I

spend a few hours everyday trying
to help them through advertising
to sell all those cars and trucks. I
was working away on an ad
layout, not paying much attention
to what was going on around me.
Then suddenly, one of the
fellows who works there — and I
will not use his name because he
wouldn't appreciate it — came
storming out of a nearby
restroom.
"I would like to know," he
almost yelled, "who in the h--keeps turning the toilet paper
around. I thought everybody knew
it is supposed to come off the roll
toward you! But, somebody keeps
turning it around so it comes off
over against the wall!
"It's supposed to come off over
against the Wall," another spoke
up, apparently the one who kept
turning it around, although he
never got around to admitting it.
About that time, one of the other
fellows came in the door. "Isn't
the toilet paper supposed to come
off the roll toward you and not
against the wall?" the first fellow
asked the newcomer.

around over there in that other
restroom." He pointed to another
building across the way. "And I
wish they'd quit. It is frustrating."
• • •

That went on for several
minutes with both views being expressed rather vehemently before
the participating parties stalked
off in different directions, muttering to themselves and making motions with their hands as if tearing
little squares from an imaginary
roll of Charmin.
I just sat there. I could hardly
believe what I had heard. "Which
way do I like for it to come off the
roll?" I secretly asked myself.
Then a little voice inside me
whispered, "Toward you."
Two mornings later, I was at the
Holiday Inn for our weekly Gideons International prayer time
together and breakfast. Around
the table were: Stanford Andrus,
Tom Hogancamp, Jack Norsworthy, Bob Douglas, Ron Wright,
Harry Sparks, Ray Brownfield,
Nix Crawford and I.
. Once our routine activities were
completed and we were waiting
"Yeah,' he instantly replied, for our breakfast orders, I thought
"and I could write a book about I'd just make a little toilet tissue
that! Somebody keeps turning it survey by polling the group.
I

think that's the way a lot of polls
are taken.
"Fellows," I said, "changing
the subject just a litttle bit, let me
ask each of you a question: Do you
like to have toilet paper come off
the roll toward you or away from
yoy againt the wall?"
To the man, the nine of us voted:
"Toward me!"
Now, I'm not trying to influence
you or anyone else on how you
should put your toilet tissue in its
holder — so it will come off the roll
toward you or away from you so
you have to reach under the roll to
get the tissue.
That is a decision you, or
whomever is in charge of hanging
the paper at your house, will have
to make. I have no qualms what
soever about which way you like it
— just so you are happy and comfortable with the end result.
I did, however, want to alert you
to this burning social issue of today in the event that you, as had I,
missed it.
So, let's just let the paper hang
as it may, and be thankful that it is
soft and comes off a roll instead of
coming from a tattered old SearsRoebuck catalog hanging from a
nail in a drafty old outhouse out
back.

•'`
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Letters To The Editor

Murray resident disagrees with letter from Rev. Falwell

Dear Editor:
Recently I received a letter
signed by Rev. Jerry Falwell, asking for a donation of one hundred,
five hundred, one thousand dollars
or more, to help keep the
Democrats from being elected,
and to get George Bush elected on
Nov. 8th. He informed me, that if
the Democrats were elected, how
evil this country would become in
the next four years. It would be
worse than in Mid Evil times. The
letter mentioned some of these
evils. Such as, little unborn babies
being murdered, or children not
being allowed to pray or have the
Ten Commandments in school.

The gays would be everywhere,
our weapon strength would get so
low, the Russians could take us
without any trouble. The drug and
child abuse etc.
He wrote that he was sending
this letter to ministers, Priests,
Ftabbies, and churches,* asking
that they join with him in this
crusade.
I remember Mr. Falwell sending this same type letter with
movie tapes & other material in
1980 against President Carter,
again in 1984 about Walter Mon.
dale and other Democrats who
were running for election. Mr.
Falwell was successful in both 80

& 84. •After eight years of Mr.
Falwells candidates Ronald
Reagan & George Bush. Let's look
at these evils that Mr. Falwell
talks abbut. Abortion — murder of
unborn babies. There has been
more unborn babies aborted in the
past , eight years than any time
period in the history of our country. Recently the Supreme Court
voted unanimously to let each
state make their own abortion
laws. And five of the nine judges
were appointed by Mr. Reagan.
Prayer and The Ten Commandments in schools. I don't
remember a bill being presented
to Congress by either Mr. Reagan

or Mr. Bush on this issue. The gays
are coming out of every closet,
and now we have the dreaded
disease of Aids. I do not understand the life style of gays nor do I
approve it; However they should
have the same rights as every one
else. And I would think that any
candidate would do every thing
possibe to find a cure for Aids. The
Russians are coming has been the
cry of every candidate since
World War II. I believe, every candidate is concerned about our
strength & protection. Drugs and
child abuse are on the uprise.
Mr. Falwell has questioned the
Christianity of anyone voting for

Vote of 'yes' encouraged on broad-form deed amendment
Dear Editor:
Kentuckians have the opportunity to right a great injustice by
voting "yes" on constitutional
amendment 02 on November 8.
This is the broad form deed
amendment, designed to give surface owners some say in what is to
be done with their land when min
ing companies seek to get at those
minerals,
Passage of tOt amendment
would put us one step closer to
returning some control to those
parties that still retain title to the
surface. Bear in mind that when

the mineral rights were sold, the
men drawing up these deeds were
generally much more savvy than
the landowners. Buying only the
minerals and leaving the surface
with the landowner was no acci•
dent or act of good will on the part
of the mineral buyer. The mineral
owner avoided paying taxes on the
land by leaving the surface in the
hands of the landowner. So what at
first might appear to be an act of
generosity was really a wolf in
sheeps's clothing.
A fundamental element of con-

Looking Back
Ten years ago
More than $6.5 million in federal
and state grant money has already
been committed to Murray State
University for 1978-79 fiscal year,
making it the largest grant year in
university history.
Mayre Briggs has attained the
'rating of Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS). She is a member
of Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries International
Twenty years ago
Prof. Joseph Lee Rose of Social
Sciences Department, Murray
State University, spoke about
"Political Myths of the Vietnam
Situation" at a meeting of Murray
Kiwanis Club last-night.
Ten persons were fined this
week in the City Court of City
Judge William H. (Jake ) Dunn.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Mickey Cherry, Oct.
25, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Pendleton, Oct. 27: and a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Bobby Brandon, Oct.
28

Thirty years ago
The proposed zoning ordinance
for the city of Murray was explained by Verne Kyle, chairman of
Murray Planning Commission, at
a joint meeting of Commission and
Murray City Council on Oct. 30.
The Kentucky Lake Section of
American Chemical Society will
receive its formal charter from
ACS at a banquet on Nov. 5 at
Paducah, according to Dr. Walter
E. Blackburn, chairman.
Forty years ago
The entire city turned out this
forenoon to welcome Alben W.
Barkley when his motorcade
made a half-hour stop here on a
final pre-election swing through
the vice pr€sidential nominee's
home territory
Pvt. Joe E. Reeder, son of Mrs.
Eva Reeder, is serving with 25th
Infantry Division at Osaka, Japan.
Marcella Glasgow, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.T. Glasgow of
Murray, is a student at Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn
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tract law is the intentions of the
parties to the contract at the time
the contract was signed. This element has gotten lost in the past
thirty years of case law dealing
with the competing interests of
mineral and surface owners in this
state. The destruction we continue
to permit in Eastern Kentucky
says something about this state
and what we are willing to allow to
happen to people, their rights and

the environment. Other states
where surface mining is in wide
use have acted to stem this power
of the mineral owner. The rights of
the surface owner and the mineral
owner are competing, not absolute, and it is time the citizens
and the courts of this state
recognize that.
Stephanie A. Midkiff
812 Idlewild Court
Lexington, Ky 40505

Coal deed issue gets supporti
Dear Editor:
And, to homeowners, farmers,
apartment dwellers, all voters:
Would you plant trees, dig a
garden. build a pool or a pond, improve a field or a lawn, erect
fences and outbuildings, if you
knew that sometime, anytime, someone might dig it all up? ....and
not ask permission, or pay you a
penny! It could happen, if years
and years ago, whoever owned
your land had sold the mineral
rights with a "broad for deed" at a
time when mines were dug by men
and ponies, wells drilled by teams
of oxen. These deeds allow the present owner to use whatever means
"necessary" to get out the
minerals, which nowadays usually
means stripping the surface.
Years of legislative effort,
lawsuits and plain cries for help
have failed here in Kentucky, and
only here) to influence the State
Supreme Court to restrict mineral
extraction to those methods only
in practice at the time the deeds
were sold. "Unconstitutional",
says the Court. So now, an amend-

merit to the Constitution, number 2
on the ballot, is put before you for
a vote. Coal companies have tried
to object, but of course our Constitution provides rules for its own
amendment, and thee have been
followed. It needs two-thirds votes
cast to be "Yes", and most will
have to come from people who
don't own land, or do own their
minerals; people who believe in
the Golden Rule, people who
realize that anything ail('
everything that detracts from the
prosperity, security and pride of a
fellow citizen affects
themselves...in the pocketbook, on
their conscience.
Please vote "Yes" on Amendment 02, please don't just skip it
because the wording is hard to
fathom; a skipped vote is almost
the equivalent of "No".
For the League of Women
Voters of Kentucky,
Susan Herrick. (Off-board
Chair.
Rte 2, Box 211,
Campton, Ky 41801

Writer: Dukakis is not the answer
Dear
itor
The are many issues to consider in the election on Nov. 8.
Foremost in my mind is the selection of the Supreme Court justices
By inauguration day three justices
will be over 80 years old and
another 79. Our next president will
likely select 3 or 4 judges who
could serve well into the next
century.
With Dukakis we can expect
pro-abortion judges who will want
to make laws instead of interpreting the constitution. VP Bush
said he will not have a "litmus
test" for judges but that he will
select candidates who will interpret the constitution but not
legislate. His conservative choices
would be more likely to oppose

abortion. With more Pro-Life
justices on the cOurt there is a
good chance the Roe vs. Wade
abortion decision would be
overturned
This election is not only about
competence but ideoiogy. As a
Democrat it is my believe that the
Democratic party will never win
the white house until they come up
with a Pro-Life candidate.
Maybe our Democratic party
will finally wake up after another
defeat. I'm- asking my Democrat
friends to vote for George Bush on
Nov. 8th.
Sincerely.
Steve Maloney DVM
330 S. Main St.
Franklin. Ity, 42134

the Democrats. I have been a
Christian for fifty five years. I am
a true Roosevelt Democrat. I
believe the Democrat Philosophy
of compassion and helping the less
fortunate. The elderly, disable.
Poor and the Dealth and welfare of
our childreeis more in keeping
with the teaching of Christ. I
woold hope that every Christian
Democrat would rise up in arms
against attacks on our Party and
our Christianity.
Why is Mr. Falwell doing this?
He is a Republican and I believe,
he would say or do anything to get
his party in office. Also, there is
Power & Money. In 1980 Mr.

Hazard man says
amendment bad
Dear Editor:
When you and I make a deal, we
stand by it. If Constitutional
Amendment No. 2 passes, contracts such as your house deed
could be up for grabs.
Take a look at this amendment
— it is not understandable. We
shouldn't pass something we can't
understand. What's worse, we
may be fooled into thinking that
this amendment is good for some
people, only to have it hurt us in
the future. Vote NO on Amendment 02.
Very truly yours,
Jerry Wells Jr.
P 0. Box 1411
Hazard, Ky. 41701

Lottery opposed

Falwell said, that he had the
power to get anyone elected to a
Political office that he wanted,
and get rid of those he didn't want.
I believe it is dangerous for any
one to have this kind of Persuasive
Power. It frightens me. .
Thank you,
Violet Johnson
Rt. 01 Box 88
Murray, Ky.

Ruiz: Quayle is
no Jack Kenned

Dear Editor:
I would like to make an observ,
tion on the letter written by JotHaase of Murray about the Benison /Quayle debate.
Mr. Haase said Senator Bentson's statement that Dan Quayle
was not Jack Kennedy was uncal!
ed for, immaterial ariLL
'incompetent.
I disagree. Senator-Bentson was
correct.
Jack Kennedy served his country not only in the government but
in the armed service.
Dan Quayle did not.
He chose to "hide out' until the
fighting was over. And then he
went into politics..
Ask the mother's and wives of •
the vietnam veterans how they fell
about voteing for Dan Quayle.
George Bush knew of Dan
Quayle's service record when he
chose him for his running- mate
and yet ne of the first statements
he made was "that Da'S: Quayle
was young andTandsome and all
the stomen would vote for him."
If George Bush thinks that Dan
Quayle looks can hide his record .
and women will vote for him, he is
-Mistaken.'
Dan Quayle is no Jack Kennedy.
Sincerely
Lois Ruiz
Rt. 05
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dear Editor:
Consider the following
statements by notable Americans
concerning the lottery.
„
Former F.B.I. director/current
C.I.A. director William Webster:
"I do not see how one can expect to
run legalized gambling anywhere
without serious problems.
Anytime organized crime sees an
opportunity to put a fix on
something it'll be there.Andy Rooney, newspaper columnist and 60 Minutes commentator: "How can we teach kids
that hard work is the way to success if they hear radio commerDear Sir:
cials, paid for by their
While there may be disagree
ment over Amendment 01 on thi:
governemnt, suggesting the way
year's ballot, all Kentuckians
to get rich is to bet on a number?
should support Amendment. 02.
How can Americans who profess
Judging by the letters to the Ledger
to believe in such classic values as
& Times, it appears to have
honesty, thrift, hard work, and inunanimous support and most
telligent action allow any part of
everyone knows by now what it
the government they formed to
deals with.
run a gambling operation?"
Go to the polls November 8ths. For those who don't, Amendment
02 prohibits destructive strip minand show your opposition to the
ing on people's land where the right
Lottery Admendment.
to mine was sold before the'techniMarian Tharpe
ques of strip mining were
59 Botta Ave.
developed. It is an amendment that
Elizabethtown, Ky 42701
will benefit about everybody except
Editors Note: Similar letters
strip miners, who in Kentucky
were received from Joan Priddy,
already have all the benefits they
Lebanon Junction, Ky., Dr. Sam
need. Everyone should vote yes on
Pike. Elizabethtown, Ky., and
Amendment 112.
Sandra Smith, Cecilia, Ky.
Sincerely
Mike Miller
Notice
Rt. 2, Box 114A
The last day for accepting
Murray, Ky. 42071
election -related Letters to the
Editor's Note: Similar letters
Editor will be Wednesday. Nov 2
were received from, Irene Hayes,
Letters concerning the election
Huyeaville, Ky., Brenda L. Cornett,
should be submitted prior to this
Dwarf, Ky. and Michael Smith,
date
Prestonsburg, Ky.
.„

#

Amendment 2
deserves passage

,
'

• • •.
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Tucker-Ross vows solemnized
Ms. Judy Ann Tucker and Ross
Clark James were married in a
summer ceremony at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
James H. Thurman and Mrs. Betty J. Smith, both of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurman of Murray and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Glunt of Niles,
Ohio.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat James of Murray.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey James of
Kirksey and of GarIon E. Clark
and the late Mrs. Opal Clark of
Puryear, Tenn.
The Rev. Bill Fisher officiated
at the double ring ceremony.
Music was presented by Mrs.
'Tamara Outland, pianist, Mrs.
Bea Farrell, organist, and Mr. and
Mrs. Al Chapman, vocalists.
The bride wore a full length
satin gown accented with lace and
pearls. Her fitted bodice featured
a sweetheart neckline in front and
back. The long, sleeves with sheer
insets were trimmed with Venise
lace.
Her headpiece of white bridal illusion was trimmed with pearls
and flowers. She carried a cascade
bouquet of sonia roses, white
daisies and ivy.
Mrs. Tamra Cunningham was
matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Tanya Cain and Miss
Lonna Furr. .
The attendants wore floor length
gowns of sonia colored satin. Each
carried a single sonia rose.
Jamie Couzens, niece of the
bride, was flower girl. She wore a
white dress with a sonia colored
sash. and carried a white wicker
basket trimmed with sonia
ribbons.
The groom wore a cut-away tail
tuxedo in shimmering silver gray
with a white pleated front shirt,
and gray bow tie and cummerbund. His boutonniere was of sonia
rosebuds.
Joe Pat James, father of the
groom, was best man.
Groomsmen were Mike Kelly
and Jim Thurman, brother of the
bride.
Ushers were David Rogers and
Chad Bazzell.
The men attendants wore silver
gray tuxedoes with matching gray
bow -ties and cummerbunds. Their

Mr. and Mrs. Ross Clark James
boutonnieres were sonia roses.
Jeremy Tucker, son of the bride,
served as ring bearer. He wore a
silver gray tuxedo with tails, identical to that of the groom.
The mother of the groom wore
an aqua marine dress with silver
accessories. Her corsage was of
sonia roses.
A reception followed in the
social hall of the church.
Serving the three-tiered wedding cake were Janice Couzens,
sister of the bride, Janet Paschall,
Kim Oakley and Rita Futrell.
Carol Ainsworth served the
groom's cake.
After a wedding trip to Panama
City Beach, Fla., the new Mr. and
Mrs. James are residing in
Murray.
A rehearsal dinner was held at

the Golden Corral Restaurant with
the groom's parents as hosts.
Bridal events included the
following:
A shower hosted by the Business
Office Staff of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital:
A miscellaneous shower hosted
by JCPenney Associates;
A household shower hosted by
1/YF of First
the Senior High 6
rch;
United Methodist
A personal shower hosted by
Tamra Cunningham;
A coffee hosted by Jane
McDaniel, Joyce Key, Margery
Crawford, Sina Richardson.
Margie Armbruster, Carolyn
Halford, Marilyn McCuiston,
Drucilla James, Joyce McDowell,
Hilda Jackson, Ruth Caldwell and
Mildred Hodge.

Holcomb receives foundation award
Dr. Thomas F. Holcomb, professor of Guidance and Counseling
at. Murray State University, has
received the maximum award of
approximately $5,000 from the Edward W. Hazen Foundation for the
college of education to recruit
young ex GI's into the teaching
profession. This project will focus
on Fort Campbell and those who
are about to be leaving the army.
According to Holcomb, "this is a
tremendous opportunity for the
College of Education to expand its
recruitment processes at a time
when tight state budgets do not
allow for such ventures."
The grant provides for the
development of recruitment
literature, special ''Career in
Education Nights" at Fort Campbell, and special personal/professional development projects for
prospective teacher education
candidates.
Currently, Murray State University runs an Educational Transistion Management Program at Ft.
Campbell which helps those who
are leaving the army with their

753-3314 1008 CHESTN111
Coming Nov. 4th
U2
Pottle & Hum

career plans.
According to Dr. Holcomb,"this
Each month this E.T.M. Prois an exciting project since this is a
gram receives 300 to 400 names of new venture for the college. It is
those who will be mustering out of
also a good feeling to know that the
the service within the next three to
competition for this foundation
five months. The project calls for, money was quite stiff.
contacting these individuals and
'Only 10 awards were made
inviting them to a special career
throughout the United States.
orientation program once a month
Along with Murray State. some of
at the Fort.
the institutions receiving grants
The program will feature a
were: Harvard, Old Dominion,
variety of topics, but the major
University of Washington, and
goal will be to inform individuals
Virginia Commonwealth
about the teaching profession as a
University.
career.
"The need for teachers is very
There is a teacher shortage
critical. Our nation's most
throughout the country and this precious natural resources - our
will be emphasized as well as the
children - need them. I believe
unique opportunities that exist in
we here at M.S.U. provide an
the educational field in Kentucky outstanding teacher education exand especially the great opporperience. This project will help us
tunities in Western Kentucky.
market this even more."
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Hospital lists babies, dismissals
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Oct. 26, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Hutchins baby boy, parents,
Angela and Nicholas, Rt. 2, Box
136D. Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Ann P. Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Theresa A. Jones and baby
girl, 3339 Central Ave., Paducah;
Mrs. Robbie N. Shields, Box 93,
New Concord;
James B. Jones, 504 N. Poplar,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Shaannon Lea
Norsworthy, Rt. 2, Box 12A5, Murray; Mrs. Margaret D. Bynum,
Rt. 5, Box 850, Murray;
Mrs. Vanda G. Elliott and baby
girl. Rt. 7, Box 97. Mayfield;
Stanley Crawford, Rt. 5, Box 161,
Mayfield;---Mrs. Mattie L. Clark,
1015 Sharp...St., Murray;
Miss Fran Littleton and baby
girl, 516 N. Brewer, Paris,Tenn.;
Robert S. Hopkins, 1107 Larkspur,
Murray; Mrs. Marcella C.
Wheeler, Rt. 8, Box 900., Murray;
Mrs. Bonnie L. Ketcham, Rt. 5,
Box 333, Benton; Mrs. Willie Lane,
423 South Eighth St., Murray;
Mrs. Wenonah D. Colson, 451 W.
Dougherty, Ashdown, Ark.;
Roland F. Byrne, HC Box 202,
New Concord; Mrs. Juletta
Christopher, 1504 Johnson, Murray; Mrs. Ellina W. Ziegler, Rt. 9,
Box 420, Bentoa;
John Neubauer expired) Box
656, Murray.
---One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday.
Oct. 27, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Rosenbaum baby girl, parents.
Janet and Jerry, 2108 Edin•
borough, Murray.
Dismissals
Miss Kellie A. Williams, E-29
Mur-Cal Apts., Murray; Miss
Charlotte A. Hayes and baby boy,
Box 471, Camden, Tenn.;
Garnett Dean Alexander, 505
Blair, Murray; Mrs. Irma P.
French, Rt. 10, Box 19, Benton;
Mrs. Joyce Morrison, 1910 Green.
briar, Murray;
Mrs. Sandra Hartsfield, Rt. 1,
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
28, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Frizzell baby boy, parents,
Michelle and Kenneth, Box 96, Big
Sandy, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janice Joan Manis, Rt. 3,
Box 126, Murray; Miss Brittany
M. Paschall, Rt. 1, Box 57, Big
Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Marsha Sue
Bullock, Box 1062, Cadiz;
Mrs. Terri L. Thompson and
baby boy, Rt. 5, Box 325, Murray;
Mrs. Janet N. Rosenbaum and
baby girl, 2108 Edinborough,
Murray;
Walter Edgar Rhodes, 509 South
Eighth St., Murray; Michael Scott
Thompson, 1402 Franklin Ave.,
Nashville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Ruby Donelson, Rt. 3, Box
266, Murray; Maurice G. Jones
Box 45, Kirksey; Thomas J.
Moore, Rt. 2, Water Valley;
Mrs. Anna Marie Komar, Box
107R, New Concord; Mrs. Bess
Jones, Rt. 5, Box 473, Murray;
Mrs. Gertie Mae Garland, 609
Broad Ext., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Nell Raymer, Rt. 2,
Box 106, Paris, Tenn.; Perry D.
Harrison, Rt. 2, Box 305, Murray;
Mrs. Connie Adams, HC Box 4,
New Concord.
---One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday. Oct.
29, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Webber baby boy, mother,
Kathy, Rt. 1, Box 2, Palmersville,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Glenda K. Martin and baby
boy, Rt. 5, Box 374, Murray; Mrs.
Carolyn R. Doyle and baby boy,
1710 Oak Hill Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Donna M. Wilson, Rt. 1,

Almo; Miss Angela D. Woods, Rt.
1, Box 269, Almo; Miss Denisha R.
Waldrop, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Elaine Etherton, Box 871,
Murray; Miss Ashley D. Hester,
2815 Nelson Dr., Hopkinsville;
Mark Allen McCuiston, 104 North
14th St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Jean Shahan, 1701
West Main St., Murray; Mrs. Rita
Cherry, Rt. 4, Box 458, Murray;
Jerry Wayne Maness, Box 83,
Dexter;
Mrs. Teresa Scarbrough, 308 S.
Lake, Paris, Tenn.; Greg Allen
Smith, Box 741, Murray; Nathan
B. Clark, 2208 Edinborough,
Murray;
Miss Emily M. Brov, Rt. 3,
Box 254, Hampton; Kenneth Lee
Geurin, Rt. 5, Murray; Rollie J.
Lawson, 1907 Audubon, Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Wilson, 612 N. College Fulton; Mrs. Mary F.
Bilbrey, Rt. 7, Box 98, Murray;
Harland Easley, Farmington;
James G. Wilson, Box 17, New
Concord; Mrs. Vonell Burton, 502
South 13th St., Murray; 011is Lee
Beach, 703 Riley Ct., Murray.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
30, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Tillman baby boy, parents.
Robin and Robert, E-1 Southside
Manor, Murray;
Kimmons baby boy, mother,
Eva, Rt. 3, Walker Street, Clinton;
Medlock baby boy, parents,
Susan and Mark, Rt. 1, Box 98M,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Angela Hutchins and baby
boy. Rt. 2, Box 136D, Springville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Elsie J. Thurman,
Box 254, Murray;
Mrs. Imogene Belcher, 811
Broad St., Murray; Miss Cathy
Wright, 1611 Wiswell Rd.;-Murray;
Mrs. Marquitta R. Jones, 102
Spruce St., Murray;
Mrs. Ella Viola Vannortwick,
612 Pine Ridge, Apt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.; Miss Kimberly Jo Shelton,
1515 Sycamore St., Murray;
Mrs. Ruth E. Vaughn. 1616 Main
St., Murray; Phillip Piazza, HC
Box 207P, New Concord; William
A. Buchanan, Rt. 1, Dexter.

The Blood River Baptist
Association will sponsor the
Western Kentucky Area Youth
Ministers/Workers Retreat at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly
in Marshall County on Friday
evening, Nov. 4, and Saturday
morning, Nov. 5.
The retreat will be led by
Richard A. Ross, a consultant in
the Church Administration
Department of the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board,
Nashville, Tenn.
Ross' prima,ty area of responsiblilty is working with youth
ministers.
A native of Texas, Ross moved
to the board from Royal Haven
Baptist Church, Dallas, where he
was minister to youth for 12 years.

Earlier, he was minister to youth
at Pioneer Drive Baptist Church,
Abilene, Texas.
Ross holds the B.A. degree from
Hardin Simmons University,
Abilene, Texas, and the M.R.E.
and Ed.D. degrees from
Southwestern Theological
Seminary, Fort Worth. He also
served as an adjunct professor of
youth education at Southwestern
Seminary for four years.
He is /be author or compiler of
31 Trutfri to Shape Your Youth
Ministry, Youth Ministry Planbook 3, Summer Youth Ministry

Ideas, Ministry with Youth and
Their parents, and Youth Ministry
Council Guidebook.
Topics of concern for the retreat
will focus on youth ministry
philosphy/strategy for the next
five years, ministry to parents
keeping youth "plugged in" to the
youth programs, and youth
ministry resources.
Registration will begin at 5:30
p.m. Friday and 8 a.m. on Saturday. For more information concerning the cost of meals, lodging
or retreat schedule contact R.P.
Hodge at 753-1854.

I %Inn lel Id

compiling an anthology, a
readings section consisting of six
anthologies and a research paper
manual.
A professor at Murray State,
Steiger joined the faculty in 1976.
He earned the B.A. degree from
City University of New York and
the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from
the University of California.
Helton is an associate professor
in the English department. He
holds the B.A. degree from Belmont College and the M.A. degree
from Vanderbilt University. He
joined the faculty in 1967.

Richard .A. ROVi
I,yn Crysler. library volunteer, was the guest storyteller at the Halloween theme Story Hour held in Arts Annex of Calloway Public library.
she k pictured with Sandy Linn, director of children's programs, and
the Wednesday afternoon Story Hour participants. Story Hours are held
on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. and again at 3:30 p.m. for 3-7
year-olds. Also on Tuesday and Wednesday at 0:30 a.m. is the time for
Parents and TWOS Story HOW'.
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Steiger and Helton publish textbook
Dr. Richard Steiger and Roy
Helton, members of the Department of Littlish faculty at Murray
State University, are the authors
of a recently published textbook,
"Going to the Source: A Guide to
Critical Reading and Writing."
Published by Wadsworth
Publishing Company, the book explains the entire process of working with written source material,
from summarizing an essay to
writing a formal research paper.
The book is dividied in three
parts: six writing projects designed to teach the skills required for

A

Area youth retreat at Jonathan Creek
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Box 123, Hollow Rock, Tenn.;
Ethelbert Hamil, 301 Ponderosa
Dr., Hickman;
Mrs. Dorothy E. Suggs, Rt. 1,
Box 254, Sedalia; Mrs. Ovie J.
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Marjorie L. Tull, Rt. 1, Box 116-D,
Kirksey.

10 p.m.
You con t eat this well at home for this price
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.4my & Greg will be married Nov. 19
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Wedding planned at local church

t.

1

1-

The approaching marriage of
Ms. Felesia Montgomery and
Roger Wayne Kimbro has been
announced.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Berry. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Dorothy
Farris and the late Leon Farris.
Mr. Kimbro is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lonnie Kimbro. He is the
grandson of Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon and the late Eldridge Brandon
and of Mrs. Vida Mae Kimbro and
the late Edison Kimbro.
The bride-elect is a 1986
graduate of Murray High School.
She is employed at Pockets Convenient Store in Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1983
graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed at Auto
Shack in Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, Nov. 25, at 7 p.m.
at South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

2

Felesia Montgomery and
Roger Wayne Kimbro to marry

DATEBOOK
Candidates forum-is -tonight
A "Meet the Candidates" for Murray Independent School Board will
be tonight Tuesday)(
at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Murray Middle
School, Main and Eighth Streets. Candidates are Sally Alexander,
Bill
Allbritten, Sid Easley and Hugh Noffsinger. This will be a question/answer format. The forum is being sponsored by Murray
Education Association and and Murray City Parent-Teacher Organizations.
The public is invited to attend.

e,
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Martin-Newsome wedding planned
Miss Marilyn Gaye Martin and
Allen Lee Newsome announce
their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Ms. Marilyn Martin of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of Ms.
Clara 0. Waldrop and Robert
Waldrop.
The groom -elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lee Newsome of
Mayfield.
He is the grandson of Ms. Reba
Newsome and Ms. Anna Marie
hayden.
Miss Martin is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is now enrolled in the Murray
School of Licensed Practical
Nurses.
Mr. Newsome is a graduate of
Farmington High School and Murray State University. He now
resides in Cobb County. Ga.,
where he is a teacher.
A winter wedding is being planned. Invitations will be mailed.

DR. GOTT

Marilyn Gaye Martin_andAllen Lee Newsome to marry

PETER
GOTT, M D.

Bazaar at library

DEAR DR. GOTT: After reading a
book which recommends against
childhood immunizations, our daughter elected to home-school her older
child to avoid immunization requirements. Her youngest has received no
shots yet. What do you think of her
Air Force Staff Sgt. Robert A. Vieitez, son of Maria B. and George E.
decision?
Knight of 900 Lancey Ave., Pensacola, Fla., has arrived for duty at TynDEAR READER: I believe that
dall Air Force Base, Fla. Vieitez is a fuel systems repairer with the 325th
parents who refuse to allow their chilLIHUE, Hawaii I AP — She
Component Repair Squadron. He is a 1981 graduate of Wingo High
dren to have immunizations are making a grave error. Unfortunately, the shares the same age and the same
School. His wife, Michelle, is the daughter of Glenn and Joyce Tynes, Rt.
children may be victimized by this de- home state as the new Miss
5, Mayfield.
cision, because the parents them- America but Jennifer Kline
was
selves have usually been immunized-' crowned the
new Mrs. America.
during their own childhoods; hence,
Kline, a model, received more
they are protected in ways their chil-&-•
dren are not. The entire issue of "baby than $100,000 in cash and prizes
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals
include the
shots" boils down to a simple concept: along with the title during Sunday
following: Gary Steinfeldt, Eva Alexander, John Dixon
and Lowry
The risk benefit ratio. The risks
night's pageant
Sumner of Murray, Georgia Trimble of Hardin and
Herman Carrot of
Tetanus (lockjaw) is often fatal
First runner-up was Jaunita
Almo from Western Baptist; Hardy Pierceall and Danny
Rogers of MurIn the past, epidemics of diphtheria Lee. 30, a sales represen
ray and Charles Tibbs of Hazel from Lourdes.
tative
and pertussis (whooping cough) from Mount,
Pleasant, S.C. Other
claimed millions of young lives and
runners-up, in order, were Connie
caused
inestimable
pain
and
LeLaChe
ur, 25, of Colorado Sprsuffering.
Polio was a devastation that pro- ings. Colo., co-host of a children's
duced generations of handicapped television show:- Candi Sizemore.
'Murray-Calloway Cbunty Vocational Center will hold an Income Tax
youngsters. many of whom required 25, a. part-time computer operator
Reporting class beginning Thursday, Nov. 3. at 6 p.m. at the center. The
long-term respiratory assistance in from Pine Bluff, Ark.; and
20-hour class will meet Monday and Thursday evenings from 6 to 9 p.m.
Renee
iron lungs.
Johnson, 25, a model and fundCPA Robert K. Martin of Shackelford, Thurman, Martin and Colson will
Measles can be complicated by ingive an overview of new tax laws and the proposed Technical 'Correcfections of the ears, lungs and brain. raiser from Rockford, Ill.
tions Tax Bill now before Congress that will adjust 1986 tax changes. He
Rubella (German measles) can
also will cover reporting, deductions and tax information both for small.
cause birth defects in pregnant
women:
individually owned businesses and for individuals. Persons interested
Mumps can produce damage to tesshould contact the Center at 753-1870 or attend the first class meeting on
ticles, ovaries, joints, heart and
Thursday. The cost of the class will be $5.
kidneys.
Thus, these previously common
Dr. Frank C. Miller. a Murray
childhood illnesses were far from be- native, has been named as
one of
nign; they added appreciably to pedithe 107 best doctors for women in a
atric mortality
Calloway County Genealogical Society will have its regular meeting
Even more important These 'dis- poll taken by Good Housekeeping
uri Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. The
eases are much more serious in an magazine.
Miller's name appeared in the
older child or adult.
meeting was changed to the second Tuesday for this month, accordin
g to
'Widespread inoculation of children list in the October 1988 issue of the
Jean Murdock. spokesman for the society. All interested persons are inhas been one of the greatest examples national magazine, John Mack
vited to attend these meetings, Murdoek added.
of preventative medicine in this cen- Carter, editor-in-chi
ef.
tury In fact, some diseases -- such as
The article, written by Maxine
smallpox - have been eradicated
Abrams, said "because women's
worldwide
Unquestionably. the childhood vac- health is of such great importance
The annual Thanksgiving luncheon by the ladies of Murray Country
cines carry a risk, albeit small An oc-, to Good Housekeeping, we underClub will be Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 11:45 a.m. at the club. Reservat
ions
casional child may become sick or took a nationwide survey to detershould be made immediately by calling Gaye Haverstock, 753-7123,
Nanparalyzed from immunizations Ha- mine the best doctors in the field
cy Jones Haverstock. 753-2300. or Jan Wilson, 753-0428. Bridge with
bies+die very rarely
Toni
of obstetrics and gynecology."
Hopson as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m. on Nov. 9 and players should
The risks of the diseases thembring
'We polled 250 department
their own foursome.
selves are several thousand times
greater than the risks of the vaccines. chairmen and section chiefs in
Put another way. the benefits of baby obstetrics-gynecology at major
medical centers, asking each docshots far outweigh the risks.
I urge parents who have refused tor. 'Who, in your opinion, are the
The annual bazaar by ladies of Immanuel Lutheran Church will be
vaccines for their children to recon- titbit outstanding obstetricianFriday, Nov. 4. from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
sider their decisions Life itself is full gynecologists
across the country?'
Library. All types of itemfrwill be on sale, according to Connie Lennox,
of hazards - at home, on the playchairman, who invites the public to attend.
ground, at school -- and we cannot 'To limit personal big as much as
consistently protect our youngsters possible, we asked the physicians
from harm Since immunizations are not to recommend anyone at their
available at little cost and risk, I think own institutions. We also asked
that it's irrational and potentially them to name only physicians who
M.C. Garrott remains a patient at Norton's Hospital, Louisvill
dangerou
s for parents to refuse medi- actually see patients."
e.
where he underwent surgery last week. He will be there for three
cal protection for their children.
or tour
The article said "almost 1,000
If preventative medicine is the goal
weeks taking special treatment. Friends and well wishers may
send him
doctors
were cited for outstanding
of the profession — and I believe it is
cards to M.C. Garrott, Norton Hospital. 200 East Chestnut, Room
5R-05,
work. Our list is made up of those
—
childhood
immuniza
tions
are
cerLouisville, Ky. 40202,
who were mentioned most
tainly a foundation fpr that goal.
I should add that not every child is frequently."
Dr. Miller, son of Mrs. Modelle
automatically a candidate for immunizations certain conditions -- such Miller and the late Claud Miller,
as allergies - may require adjust- 522 Whitnell, Murray, and brother
The Fall Dance, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance, will be
ments in dose and timing or avoid- of Cary Miller, director
Saturday. Nov. 5, from 8 p.m,to 12 midnight at Woodmen of the World
of
ance of the vaccines altogether A peBuilding, South Third and Maple Streets, Murray. Elsie and Charles
athletics
at
Murray
High
School,
diatrician is the best judge of these
Boogie ) Thurman will present a demonstration of all types of swing
has served since 1983 as professor
- exceptions
dancing from the early 1900s to the present. They will demonstrate how
and
chairman of the Department
I suggest that parents check with
swing is danced on the east coast as compared to the west coast.
pediatricians, rather than relying on of Obstetrics and Gynecology at
Hors'doeuvres and soft drinks will be served. The cost will be $10 per
the pronouncements of some self- the University of Arkansas, Little
person and the public is invited to attend, a dance school spokesm
styled anti-vaccine guru who writes a Rock.
an
said.
book to see his name in print.
Under his leadership, the
Finally, some religious orders pro- department has grown in fewer
hibit childhood vaccination This is than-five years from four to 18 fullnot a medical decision, and these peo- time faculty.
Ladies Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet tonight
ple are willing to accept responsibil(Tuesday )
ity for their beliefs. I won't comment . Miller, who earned the M.D.
at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall. Members are asked to bring
Thanksgiving. on their views
except to say that im- degree at tile University of
related canned goods or non-perishable food items for the
Thanksgiving
munizati
ons
are
all but universally Louisville School of Medicine in
Basket which will be raffled off at the Guild Bake Sale on
Sunday. Noir.
1962, served more than 14 years on
accepted for most children
13 Hostesses for tonight will be Mary Gertzen and Dr. Joyce
Hughes.
-DEAR DR. GOTT Would rheumat- active duty with the U.S. Army
ic fever or .-scarlet fever cause Medical Corps from July 1963 to
impotence
September 1977.
' DEAR READER To my knowlHe holds board certification in
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United
edge, rheumatic fever and scarlet fe- obstetric
Methodist
s and gynecology and in
Church Women will meet Wednesday. Nov. 2, at 1:30 p.m. at the
ver
do not cause impotence They are
church
maternal
-fetal medicine and is
Voline Guthrie and Imogene Paschall will present the
thought to be consequences of streptoprogram. coccal
infection, such as tonsillitis. licensed to practice in Arkansas,
Hostesses will be Eula Mae Barnes and Dorothy Cooper
Kentucky, California and the
and are usually self-limited.

Vieitez serving at Tyndall Ptase
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Mrs. Hawaii
selected as
Mrs. America

Patients- are dismissed

k,
S.

Income tax class on Thursday

17

Frank Miller named by magazine

Genealogical Society to meet

Thanksgiving luncheon planned

.1•11•

Katherine Ray, left, and Agnes Watson are shown with one of the three
handmade quilts to be offered for sale in conjunction with Country
Christmas Bazaar scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 3. at 9 a.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. The quilts, Lone Star I pictured above), Churn
Dash and Log Cabin, will be on display at the Library the week before
the bazaar. Country Christmas is sponsored by the nited Methodist
V.'omen of Goshen Church. The public is invited.

Lutheran bazaar on Friday

Garrott at Norton hospital

District of Columbia.
Upon leaving military service in
1977, he became an assistant professor in obstetrics and
gynecology at the USC School of
Medicine and was named chief of
the perinatal intensive care
delivery unit at Los Angeles County/USC Medical Center.
As he pursued his primary interest of clinical reserach in complicated obstetrics. Miller advanced to full professor rank at USC.
His work in maternal-fetal
medicine afforded him the opportunity to deliver and care for the
first test tube baby born in California. He also headed the fellowship
program that brought doctors
from around the world to Los
Angeles for training in high-risk
obstetrical care.
Miller is a graduate of Murray

High School and of Murray State
University. He is married to the
former Pat Perdew, a 1959
graduate of Murray State. They
have three children, David. Tom,
and Anne.

Dr. Frank C Iiller

OSTEOARTHRITIS
WHA I IS IT?
HOW DUES IT AFFECT US?
WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?
A REPORT BY B E SMITH - COPYRIGHT 1988
518 MOUNTAIN HOME DR
SAN JOSE CA 95136
¶ -1'vi with stamped addressed ,ong envelope

•

Fall dance planned Saturday

7

Warehouse
Sale
Vol*

Big savings
on a waretxxise-wwle slock
4 Magic Chef home appliances
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Guild meeting will be tonight

Circle meeting on Wednesday

VIA•gic Mel*

We

ALL ITEMS
REDUCED!

•Air Conditioners
•Stoves
.Dryers
'Refrigerators
•Freezers
'Washers
'Dishwashers
FREE Pot Holder For Everyone
That Comes In!
ervice What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep) Hwy. 641 N. 759-1505
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Community events listed
Tuesday, Nov. 1
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house
————
Singles Organizational Society
wi,11 meet at 7 p.m. in Mississippi
Room, Curris Copter, Murray
State University. For information
call Pamela at 759-1105 or Paul at
753-7351.
————
GED Classes will be at 6 p.m. in
Room 112, Calloway County High
School.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
in Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
————
Alcoholics Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Tuesday, Nov.1
Comedy Zone Trip Wingfield
will perform at 8 p.m. in Curris
Center Stables, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
————
Reece King will present his
sophomore trombone recital at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
Events at University Church of
Christ will include Ladies Study
Group and Singles Class, both at 7
p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Homemakers' special interest
lesson on "Holiday Decorations
with a Williamsburg Touch" will
be at 6:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.

Tuesday, Nov. 1
Forum for Murray Board of
Education candidates will be at 7
p.m. in Murray Middle School
auditorium, Main and Eighth
Streets.
————
Ladies' Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at 7:30
p.m. in Gleason Hall.
————
Young Farmer and Kirksey
Adult Farmer Classes will meet at
7 p.m. at Murray Area Vocational
School.
— — — —
Wednesday, Nov.2
55 Alive/Mature Driving
Course, first class, will be at Blood
River Associational Building,
Hardin, from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. For information call 753-1760.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank at Hazel from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Rainey's Grocery in

Wednesday, Nov.2
Wednesday, Nov.2
Jones Mill area from 12:30 to 2:30
Drawings: paintings and
p.m. Blood prekssure checkes,
ceramic pieces by BFA candidate
pilMe, cholesterol and triglyceride
John Toomey will be on display toscreenings and colon cancer kits
day through Nov. 13 in Clara M.
will be offered.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
————
Center, Murray State University.
Bereavement Support Group
———
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel pf
Parents and spouses of inMurray -Calloway County
dividuals with eating discorders
Hospital.
will meet at 2:30 p.m. in Counsel————
ing and Testing Center, Ordway
Family YMCA events will be YHall, Murray State University.
Skippers, Parent & Tot Swim at 9 For information call 762-6851.
a.m. at Carr Health Building pool;
————
Seniors on the Move at 9 a.m. at
Events in Land Between the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
————
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Exhibition of works by Murray Homeplace-1850.
Art Guild members will be shown
————
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the guild.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
————
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acEvents at Calloway Public tivities by senior citizens.
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours ' Events at St. Leo's Catholic
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Church will include Genesis II at
10 a.m. and Genesis II at 7:30 p.m.
in Parish Center, and RCIA at 7:30
p.m. in Gleason Hall.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley Foundation Lunch
at 11:30 a.m.; Youth Club at 5
p.m.; Finance Committee at 6:30
p.m.; Administrative Board at 7
p.m.

BUY
EQUIPPED
TRUCKS
FO LESS THAN
STRIPPED
TRUCKS

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will be prayer meeting,
Mission Friends, RAs and GAs at 7
p.m.

CHEVY

AT YOUR GOOD NEIGHBOR CHEVY DEALERS
This is the time to buy! The
savings with Chevy's Preferred
Option Group Discounts are so
big, you can actually buy a new,
'89 Full-Size Chevy Pickup
loaded with Option Package 1

for $215 less than a stripped, \
base priced truck! You save
$ 1600 with option discounts
and cash back
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You'll Do Better
on a Chevy!
Good
eighbor
Chevy
Stars

TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

DWAIN

Murray KY
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Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m., and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Bazaar workshop at 6:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts at 9
a.m. in conference room; Bible
Study at 9:45 a.m.; Exercise Class
at 10:45 a.m.; Youth Handbells at
5:30 p.m.; prayer meeting,
children's choirs and Klaymata
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign Language Class at 7:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
————
Choir rehearsal will be at 6:30
p.m. tr First Presbyterian
Church.'
Homemakers' special interest
lesson on "Holiday Decorations"
will be at 10 a.m. in Calloway
Public Library.
————
Cordelia Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 1:30
p.m. at church.
————
Ladies' day bridge with
Florence Hensley as hostess will
be at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
Thursday, Nov.3
An Income Tax Reporting class
will begin at 6 p.m. at Murray.
Calloway Vocational Center. For
Information call 753-1870.
————
Cub Scout Pack 73 of Southwest
Calloway Elementary School will
have its monthly pack meeting at 7
p.m. in cafeteria of school.
————
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club will not meet today
as members will leave at 7:30 a.m.
from club house parking lot to attend the Audubon District of

GINNIE MAE:
9.33%
They guarantee income payments
every month Plus peace of mind
every day because they're backed
by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. Government. Call me today
Kr details_

David Lane
520 Main St
National Hoteil
755-7401

.7.; Edward

D. Jones & Co:

Thursday, Nov.3
Garden Club of Kentucky meeting
at Paducah
————
55 Alive/Mature Driving
Course, second session, will start
at 8:30 a.m. at Blood River Baptist
Associational building at Hardin.
————
Baking Workshop will be at 8
a.m. in kitchen of First
Presbyterian Church. For information call 753-1941.
•
————
Murray Civitan Club will have
its 30th anniversary celebration at
6:45 p.m.iai Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
Low Unpact Aerobics Class will
be at 9 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. For information call
753-0696.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 9
to 11 a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. Blood
pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride
screenings and colon cancer kits
will be offered.
————
Family YMCA events will include Tots in Motion at 4:30 p.m.
at Carter Elementary School and
Seniors Aquatic Exercise at 9 a.m.
at MSU Carr Health Building.
————
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. on third floor of Education Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information call Carol at 753-2596, Brenda
at 753-2513 or Glen at 435-4143
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Post Home on
Highway 94 East.
————
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church will have a Coffee Break for Christ at 9:30 a.m.
————
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to
meeting at 7 p.m.
————
Life House will have prayer
time at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506 Chestnut.
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizen Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059. 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Real Estate Financing
Workshop will start at 9 a.m. in
Curris Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
————
Youth Agency Seminar will be
at 3:30 p.m. in Ohio Room, Curris
Center, Murray State University.
For information call 762-3808
————
Adult children of alcoholics
group will meet at 11:30 a.m. in
Counseling 4nd Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State
University. For informtion call
762-6851.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Hazel Adult Farmer Class will
meet at 7 p.m. at Dees Bank of
Hazel
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church 'kill include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m.; Knights of Columbus at 7 p m.; Genesis II at 7:30
p.m
Events at First United
Methodist Church will be UMW
Mission Study at 9
Bible
Study at 9:30 a.m.; Bell Chbir at 6
p.m.; Chanel Choir at 7 p.m.
————
Men's Basketball will be at 7
p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
Group IV of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 12 noon in
Fellowship Hall
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a m and Exercise Class at
10:45 a.m.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Do-it-yourselfers get
help in new products
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By ANDY LANG
or wood-cutting jigsaw blades ...
AP Newsfeetures
that it has a reversible plate for
What's new on the market?
splinter-free cutting ... that its
THE PRODUCT — A convenient slimline design makes it possible
application system for water- to cut up to 111 inches away from a
proofing concrete, brick and
wall ... that it has a textured, easymasonry.
grip handle for one-hand operation
Manufacturer's claim — That in tight spots
that is has two
the applicator kit comes with a special storage compartments ...
bottle of concentrate and a that one of those compartments
sprayer nozzle ,.. that the operator can hold as many a five extra saw
attaches the bottle of concentrate
blades and that the other holds the
and the sprayer nozzle to a garden standard alien wrench to adjust
hose, turns on the water and the base plate ... and that a roller
sprays a light, even coating on the
guide prevents blade breakage.
surface ... that an on-off switch ofTHE PRPDUCT — A line of
fers maximum application control three surface-mount accessories
... that one bottle of concentrate for low voltage outdoor lights.
makes 342 gallons of the product,
Manufacturer's claim — That a
which covers up to 700 square feet, swivel-mount bracket can be used
the size of the average driveway ... with any fixture that has a 14-inch
that this takes only 10 minutes ... riser, such as tier lights,
that the sprayer bottle provides
mushroom lights and satellite
the proper dilution rate that on- lights ... that a surface bracket is
ly a single coat is required .... and for use on deck surfaces, steps and
that the material is a protection
railings ... that it eliminates the
against cracking. splitting, spall- hassle of having to cut the ground
ing and general deterioration stake and drill holes in the mouncaused by melting salts.
ting bracket before installing the
THE PRODUCT — A -new all- fixture to a flat surface ... and that
purpose glue for homeowners.
the t ird bracket is for installation
Manufacturer's claim — That where floodlights are used, allowthis glue can be used for arts and ing fixtures to be installed virtualcrafts projects to fixing furniture ly anywhere—under overhanging
to replacing ceramic tiles in the eaves, on decks, near walk, stairs,
bathroom ... that it is applied in a wall and even in the most confined
one-step process that requires no area.
mixing .... that it dries faster than
(The waterproofing application
white glues, is easier to apply than system is manufactured by
epoxy glues and won't bond skin Thompson & Formby Inc., 825
like many superglues ... that it Crossover Lane, Suite 240, Memissafe to use around children and
phis, TN 38117; the glue by DarHERE IS A DUPLEX WITH TWO symmetrically located identical units,
pets, being non-toxic, non- worth Co., Avon, CT. 06001; the
each
with 792 square feet. Each unit contains a porch. a living room, two
irritating and non-flammable ... cordless jigsaw by RYOBI
bedrooms, a bath, a kitchen and a utility rm.For more information write -that it will bond paper, cardboard, America Corp. 1433 Hamilton
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - - to architect Jan. Reiner. 1000wood, ceramics, fiberglass and Parkway, Itasca, IL 60143; and the
62nd
St. North, St Petersburg. Ft. 33710.
most metals and plastics ... and
mounts for low voltage outdoor
that it is strong enough to fix a lights by Intermatic, Inc., Interbroken rocking chair, yet gentle
matic Plaza, Spring Grove, IL
enough for gluing hearts on a 60081.
homemade birthday card.
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
THE PRODUCT — A cordless valuable information in Andy
jigsaw for splinter-free cutting.
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Manufacturer's claim — That Home Repairs," which can be obthe portable jigsaw has a quick- tained by sending $2 to this
charge battery pack
that it ac- newspaper at Box ,5. Teaneck, NJ
By ANDY LANG
things by clamps or hangers of
cepts universal L4-inch shaft metal 07666.)
AP Newsfeatures
some sort.
Sometimes the noise will take
The older your house is, the
place only at the faucet that is bemore likely you have been or are
ing used and is a kind of chatter.
being bothered by an assortment
Check the washer in the same
of plumbing noises.
Most common of these noises is
manner you would do if the faucet
By,ANDY LANG
putting in an enclosure, how many what is known as water hammer. stem required a new washer.
A
AP Newsfeattires
vents are required?
Its name accurately describes the
chewed-up washer often produces
Q. — I see the term R•value in
A. — It depends on whether the kind of noise it is. The sound
a chattering sound. Replacement
relation to insulation. I know it has ground has been sealed with
of the washer will eliminate the
resembles somebody hitting one of
something to do with the quality of something like polyethylene
noise if that truly was the cause.
your pipes with a hammer.
the insulation but I am not sure of sheeting or asphalt roll roofing,
When excessive water pressure
the details. Can you tell me
which should be lapped by at least
is the culprit, a pressure-reducing
hammer
Water
occurs
most
precisely what it stands for and 3 inches. If it is sealed, you need at
valve is needed. If a rumbling
whether I should concern myself least one square foot of vent for often when a faucet or valve is
noise takes place when the hot
shut
off
quickly.
You
can
prevent
with it when I go to purchase some each 1,500 square feet of crawl
water is turned on, it may be the
the noise most of the time by turninsulation soon?
space. But if the area is unsealed,
water is too hot. Lower the
ing
faucet
off
the
or
valve
slowly.
A. — R-value measures the then one vent is needed for each
temperature by 10 degrees or so.
resistance of the insulation to heat 150 square feet of crawl-space But, since this is a condition which
There are other reasons why you
be
annoying
can
as
well
as
potenflow. Years ago. insulation was area.
might get noises when the hot
tially
harmful
to
your
plumbing
rated according to its thickness.
Q. — I have a workbench that
water is running, but these usually
system,
it
should
be
corrected
as
.But, since there are different hasn't been used for a long time.
require a professional to make the
hinds of insulation with varying The top has a lot of gouges in it. If I soon as possible. New homes —
decision as to what they are and
degrees of heat resistance even fill the openings with wood filler of and some old homes — have what
how they can be corrected.
when the thicknesses are the some kind will the patches stand are called air chambers. An air
chamber
is
installed
on
a
length
of
same, this did not give a true pic- up under hammering and such?
So far we have been discussing
A. — A much better way is to pipe leading to a fixture. Its purture of the situation. The R-value
rather
loud and offensive noises.
pose is to act as a shock absorber
tells the effectiveness of the in- forget about the gouges. Merely
But sometimes there is just the
and
thus
prevent
the
noise
and
sulation you Suy and most certain- screw a piece of 4-inch tempered
slightest sound, as though water
vibration you hear. When there is
hardboard to the top of the bench
ly should be taken into consideramight be running somewhere. It is
water
hammer
in your house, it is
tion. It must be remembered, to serve as.a new work surface. It
a barely perceptible sound, not
signal
that
a
some
air
chambers
will last for years. And if it ever
however, that the R-value refers
even noticeable if a radio or televito the resistance to heat flow when gets to the point where you want to are ne5ed or one or more of those
sion is on or if people are talking.
already
place
in
are
filled
with
the material is properly installed. replace it, just take out the
The
noise is exactly what it seems
water instead of, air and require
Presumably: this will be true if it screws, turn the hardboard over
to be. Water is running
draining.
This
can
be
done
by
is professionally installed. If you the rescrew it into place.
somewhere — usually in the toilet.
draining the entire system. first
install the insulation yourself, be
Q. — I put up wood framing in
If you see water trickling into the
turning
on
the
faucet
at the lowest
our attic some time ago. intending
sure you follow the instructions on
bowl, it is leaking under the ball
point
in
the
house,
then
all
the
to finish the area into two rooms,
how to do it. Your insulation
that
sits on the valve at the bottom
Generaothers.
lir-you will need a
but I never got around to it. I now
dealer has a chart which tells him
of the tank. The ball needs cleanplumber
to
check
the
chambers
or
would like to complete the job.
how much insulation should be ining or replacement.
Everything seems to be OK, ex- install chambers if the drainage
stalled in your area to give you the
halt
fails
the
to
noise.
procedure
recommended R-value. Some cept that in one place the studs are
In some cases, you may find
communities have regulations not 16 inches apart on center. Is
that water is running into the
Occasionally, the noise is the
regarding the kind and amount of there any special way to insulate
result of a water pipe that has overflow tube inside the toilet
that section, since the insulation
insulation that must be used in
come loose from its fastening. tank. That is most likely in a tank
blankets are wider than the
new homes.
Which utilizes a float at the end of
Check as much of the line as you
Q — In reading directions about space?
can to see whether any pipe is not a horizontal rod.- The float itself
A. — You will have to cut the inthe ventilation of an attic in consecurely fastened. If it isn't, com- may need replacement or adjustjunction with installing insulation, sulation. using a sharp knife and a
ment so that the water stops rising
mon sense will tell you to refasten
it mentions "free" vent openings. straightedge. Cut it about an inch
it or obtain a similar fastener for in the tank more quickly than it
wider than the space to be filled. one that
Aren't all vent openings "free" to
is broken. Pipes are has been doing. Usually, there is a
Staple the remaining flange, then fastened to beams
allow the passage of air?
mark on the inside of the tank that
and other
A — A vent is considered "free" pull the vapor barrier on the other
when it has no grill or other side 'o its stud, Staple to the stud
right through the barrier. Should
obstruction that might interfere
you tear even the slightest hole in
with the free passage of air, If a
Release the radiant color
vent has some kind of covering to the blanket, make sure it is patchkeep out animals or insects or ed. The tiniest opening will permit
hidden in your home...
moisture to enter the insulation,
whatever, it should be a larger
destroying the purpose of the
site than a "free" vent. While invapor barrier. If you use loose
sUlation keeps heat inside a living
wool to stuff cracks and narrow
space, vents allow moisture vapor
spaces around windows and framto escape and, ln, summer, the
moving air prevents heat buildup. ing, be sure to cover the wool with
a vapor barrier.
Carpet and Furniture Cleaning
Q. — I intend to finish our attic
with a type of insulation that has a
i Insulating an attic is explained
Steam Extraction - Dry Cleaning
vapor barrier. Should the vapor in detail in Andy Lang's booklet.
barrier face a certain direction or "Save Money by Insulating,"
Special Attention — Determined to Satisfy
doesn't it matter'
which can be obtained by sending
A. — It matters a great deal
75 cents and a long. stamped. selfThe vapor barrier should always addressed envelope to Know-How.
Philip A. Rose
Telephone
face the part of the house that is P.O. Box 477. Huntington. NY
heated.
Murray. KY
11743 questions of general in759-4450
Q. — We have an unheated terest will be answered in the
crawl space under our house In column.1
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Decorator showhouse
season lengthened
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsteatures
The urge to live vicariously
must be growing. What else explains the mysterious lengthening
of the season for decorator
showhouses?
Though once mainly a feature of
springtime, the season in the New
York area lasts through Dec.. 18,
all in the name of charity. AIDS
research, public television, a settrement house, physical
rehabilitation and even the British
National Trust benefit this year
from the sale of tickets to
showhouses.
A conclusion about interior
design that can be drawn after
visits to several is that there is no
longer any such thing as overkill.
Perhaps the best example of the
power of more — more art, accessories, painted surfaces and
fabrics — to stimulate was shown
in a Manhattan townhouse sponsored by Metropolitan Home to
benefit the Design Industries
Foundation for AWS.
The rooms that excite some of
the greatest comment were those
by entertainment media
celebrities. The kitchen was
decorated by .17,a;iromia showman
chef, Wolfgang Puck, who placed
enormously oversized, colorful
ceramic vases and a plethora of
other accessories among the stateof-the-art appliances.
The dining room featured the
stage sets which David Hockney
created or Maurice Ravel's
"L'Enfant et les Sortileges,"
presented at the Metropolitan
Opera several seasons ago.

Old houses' plumbing problems
may cause headaches for owners

Weatherproofing information sought,
insulation may help keep out the cold

P.A. ROSE

••••••••-•.
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indicates how high the water
should rise before the inlet valve
shuts off.
The next time your family is all
together, have the most
knowledgeable member show
everybody where the valves are
located and what they control.
Most important is the location of
the main shutoff valve. Knowing
its location might prevent a lot of
water damage if a pipe bursts or
something similar occurs.
You can get a copy of Andy
Lang's booklet, "Make Simple
Plumbing Repairs," by sending 75
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How.
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, NY
11743.

New York art gallery owner
Holly Solomon and her stable of
artists created a "TV room" in
which the vintage set is tuned to a
video by artist Nam June Paik and
Andy Warhol's "Brill° Box" is
among the accessories in a room
handpainted by artist Kim Mac.
Connel. And Santo Loquasto, one
of Woody Allen's favorite movie
set designers, turned a bedroom
into a forest glade.
In the same house, Jeffrey
Bilhuber and Tom Scheerer made
a room out of an unscreened porch
at one side of the house by stack-ing logs on its. two open sides. A
window-sized opening in each log
"wall" and furniture that consisted of cushioned wooden pallets
enlivened by striped blankets continued the rustic theme.
Another important decorating
lesson from showhouses is that
mixing periods now seems richer
and more interesting than simply
recreating a historically accurate
room.
In New York, John Saladino
blended these elements: a 10-footlong, 17th-century refectory table,
halogen lighting, a contemporary
convertible sofa, luxurious fabrics
and antiques from disparate
periods.
Almost every room in every
house displayed a great variety of
artwqrks — not only paintings but
craft art objects, too. The attitudes of the collector have invaded the home to a much greater
degree. Forced to choose. connoisseurs prize original condition
over good condition.
Architect Michael McDonough
demonstrated that disrepair can
be acceptable by displaying turnof-the-century Westport chairs in
their original peeling paint.
Believe it or not, they didn't
detract from the colorful room's
appeal. McDonough said his goal
was to provide a capsule history of
American design in surfaces_ald
furnishings. References included
American Indians, patchwork
quilts, Shaker and Arts and Crafts
Movement furniture and artifacts.
The mix of periods and nationalities was perhaps most extensive in a "Renaissance ga,cret"
by Feldman-Hagan Interiors in
Greenwich. It contained an 18thcentury painted Spanish bed, a
19th-century English cradle, a
grand piano. a French art deco
chair, a gothic-style bench found
on the premises, a gaudy
chandelier and a stuffed barn owl.
The room. which combined the
functions of a bedroom, sitting
room and nursery, was based on
the past, but could only have been
created today.

Some Countries
Make Politics Easy
They don't allow elections. Or they offer only one
candidate. Or they offer only one candidate who stands
any real chance of winning.
Fortunately. our country makes politics tougher than
that. You must make some choices. And then you must
act on them.
Of course, you could decide not to decide. You could
withhold your vote, and make things easy.
But before you do that, consider that in countries
where politics is easy, it's usually the only thing that is.
Learn. And vote. This is the foundation upon which
your electric coopertitive is built. This is the foundation
upon which America is built.
ELECTION DAY IS NOVEMBER 8Th. BE SURE TO VOTE.

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp.
753-5012
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Irish eyes
are smiling

National Football League

Dickerson provides
treats as Colts romp
over Broncos, 55-23

But Holtz wary
of top position
By THOMAS P. WYMAN
Associated Press Writer
Notre Dame has reclaimed the
top spot in the college football
rankings for the first time in seven
years. Lou Holtz is wary of the
position.
"My motto's always been, first
we'll be best, and then we'll be
first," the Notre Dame coach said
Monday. "Right'now I'm not sure
we're the best."
The latest AP poll of sports
writers and broadcasters put the
Fighting Irish on top for the first
time since early in the 1981 season.
The Fighting Irish, coming off a
sluggish 22-7 victory over Navy,
will take the top ranking into
Saturday's game against winless
Rice.
"Here we are number one and
I'm scared to death of a team that
hasn't won a game all year," Holtz
said. "We can't go the cash window yet and cash our tickets in.. I
just hope our players don't get all
excited about being number one."
That position had been held for
two weeks by UCLA, which lost to
Washington State 34-30 on Saturday and fell to sixth.
Southern Cal, a 41-20 winner
over Oregon State, moved from
third to second, while Miami, Fla.
moved up one place to third. West
Virginia and Florida State rounded out the first five.

INDIANAPOLIS t AP — Eric Dickerson celebrated his anniversary
with the Indianapolis Colts, and the NFL's leading rusher provided the
scor*
es.
erforming before a record Hoosier Dome crowd of 60,628, Dickerson
a career-high four touchdowns and rushed for 159 yards, going
over 1,000 yards for an NFL record-tying sixth consecutive season
despite carrying the ball only three times in the second half.
Indianapolis was ahead 45-10 at halftime en route to a 55-23 triumph in
the first Monday night football game played in Indianapolis. Dickerson
did all his scoring in the first half on runs of 12, 11, 1 and 41 yards, sparking Indianapolis to a 31-0 lead.
Dickerson and Coach Ron Meyer, who was reunited with the running
back he coached at Southern Methodist on Halloween Night last year in a
blockbuster three-team trade that brought him from the Los Angeles
Rams, talked about his play at halftime.
"He asked me if I wanted to.play more," Dickerson said. "I said I can
sit out and let Albert (Bentley I play. I don't like to run scares upon people. We have to play another game this week (Sunday against the
visiting New York Jets 1. It was no big deal.
"I felt I had a chance to run for 200 yards, but it may -come another

tr aV

National Hare Scramble champion Tony Hendon stands beside the .ATK motorcycle he claimed the national title with.
Staff photo 19)

Daniel T Parker

'Hare'-raising Hendon claims title

By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
There's always room for improvement — but not
Notre Dame became the fourth
much room in the case of Tony Hendon, Murray's
team to be ranked No. 1 this
own national championship motorcyclist.
season. Florida State was tops in
Hendon, who claimed the 1988 National Chamthe preseason poll but lost its
pionship Hare .Scramble title on Oct. 2 in Sand Spropener to Miami 31-0. Miami then
ings, Oklahoma, did so with a nearly-perfect score,
with two races left in the 12-race series, and despite
became No. 1 for six weeks before
having to battle back from a painful shoulder injury
losing at Notre Dame 31-30. UCLA
incurred during the season.
then stepped in for its two weeks
"Hare scrambles" is a term many people may
on top of the college football
have trouble applying to a sport such as motorcycle
world.
racing. To grasp the basic concept of the daredevil
It wasn't very good luck for
sport, picture a rabbit being chased by hounds
Florida State," Holtz said. "It
through a forest, dodging trees, skirting thornwasn't good luck for Miami and it
bushes and leaping over or through other natural
wasn't for UCLA. It's nice that it
obstacles.
creates an awful lot of interest.
Now picture the rabbit — and the hounds — on
But 'What we have to understand
-4-1--nlotorcycles.
is, we're not defending a number
"It's like an enduro," Hendon said, "because it's
one ranking. What we're doing is
a time event through the woods. And it's like a
fighting for a national
motocross, because you're full-speed at all times;
championship."
it's full-blast for three hours.
-It's very demanding, to say the least."
Since the AP poll began in 1936,
But champions always rise to meet the demands,
Notre Dame has won seven naand such was the case with Hendon.
tional championships, more than.
Of the 12-race series, riders choose their best
any other school. But the Irish
seven finishes for consideration in the final stanhaven't won a national championdings. Hendon won the first race and never looked
ship since 1977 and were last rankback, using six wins and one second-place finish for
ed No. 1 after opening the 1981
his seven scores and the nearly-perfect title.
season and the Gerry Faust era
And this was despite a shoulder separation Henwith a 27-9 victory over Louisiana
don
suffered while competing in a moto-cross race.
State. Notre Dame lost to
It was supposed to be in the afternoon," Hendon
Michigan 25-7 the following week
said of the day of the injury. "But it had rained real
and haven't been higher than
bad, so they moved us up to 7:00 the next morning.
fourth until beating Miami two
"We went into the first turn and this boy fell over
weeks ago.
on me," he said. "He took me down, and the one
behind me ran over me and separated my
"We're not an indestructible
shoulder."
team," said offensive tackle and
Despite the injury, Hendon was back in training
co-captain Andy Heck. "We could
one week after the mishap, and back in competition
just as easily fold as we go on and
in two weeks. "I wasn:t really 100 percent," he said.
have a great season."
"I was babying it a little. I still can't put much
After Rice, the Irish face Penn
pressure on it. but as far as grabbing hold of a bike,
State before ending the season at
it's
no problem."
Southern Cal, setting up a possible
"No problem" was right, as the injury barely
meeting between the two topslowed Hendon down. In fact, the two-week layoff
ranked teams Nov. 26 in Los
may have given Hendon the "edge" he needed to
Angeles. Southern Cal, 7-0, would
keep his competitive juices flowing.
have to beat California, Arizona
"It gave me an edge," Hendon said. "I'd lay
State and UCLA.
around and think about it ... if you leave it I racing
alone for a while and come back to it, it excites you
Although the Top Ten teams in
that much more — it makes you think you're going
this week's poll are the same as
twice as fast."
last week, there was considerable
Going into the ninth race of the 12-event Hare
shuffling.
Scramble series, Hendon had a fifty-point lead over
West Virginia leaped from
the nearest competition After winning that race,
seventh to fourth by routing Penn
only one man — Ed Lojak, the defending national
State 51-30. The Mountaineers, 8-0
champion — had a chance of beating Hendon for the
for the first time in their 97-year
title.
football history, was as high as No
"He had to beat me in every race, and all I hat to
4 twice during the 1983 season
do was get second in one," Hendon said. "But he
Florida State was Idle but rose
told Me,'I'm coming after you.'
from sixth to fifth followed by
"I said, 'You'd better come hard," Hendon
UCLA, Nebraska, which dropped
added
Lojak came hard, taking the early lead at the
from fifth to seventh. and
Sand Springs race, but a twisted knee forced the
Oklahoma, Auburn and Wyoming.
defending champion out of the competition.
Nos. 8, 9 and 10 last week
The Second Ten consists of
Arkansas, Oklahoma State, LSU,
Michigan, South Carolina,
Syracuse, Clemson, Alabama,
Georgia and a tie for 20th between
Brigham Young and Indiana
Last week it was Arkansas,
Oklahoma State, LSU, Michigan,
Clemson, Syracuse, South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and
Oreg6n
Oregon fell out of the rankings
by losing to Arizona State 21-20.
BYU,7-1. made it for the first time
this season by crushing New Mexico 65-0 and Indiana, which dropped out after losing to Michigan
last week, moved back in with a
45-34 victory over Iowa The
Hoosiers are 6-2-1.

4

The Colts totaled 244 yards on the ground against the worst rushing
defense in the league.
"The offensive line did play a marvelous game," Meyer said. "I think
it's noteworthy that for the third game in a row we allowed no sacks. As
for Eric, he is just special."
"We could do nothing to stop Dickerson. He was outstanding," said
Denver coach Dan Reeves after the two-time defending AFC champions
fell to 4-5, the same record Indianapolis has in defense of its AFC
Eastern Division title.
The Colts scored on seven of their nine first-half possessions, forced
four fumbles, sacked Denver quarterback John Elway three times and
didn't let Denver cross midfield until its seventh possession, five
minutes into the second quarter.
By then, Indianapolis had its 31-0 lead on Dickerson's four touchdowns
and the first of two field goals by Dean Biasucci.
Meyer used the wishbone formation, with Dickerson, Bentley and
George Wonsley lining up as running backs behind backup quarterback
Gary Hogeboom, for the second consecutive week. Hogeboom, who
replaced starter. Chris Chandler whenever the Colts went to the
wishbone, threw a 53-yard touchdown pass to Bill Brooks in the second
quarter.
Dickerson, seeking a fourth NFL rushing title in six years, raised his
season total to 1,038 yards, joining Franco Harris and Walter Payton for
the most consecutive 1,000-yard seasons with his 50th-regular-season
100-yard game.
His first touchdown came on a 12-yard run early in the first quarter.
Chris Goode's recovery of a fumble after a pass reception by Pat Kelly
and a personal foul on Denver's Clarence Kay gave the Colts possession
at the Broncos' 10-yard line. After a 5-yard penalty, Dickerson ran twice
and scored from the 11 to give Indianapolis a 14-0 lead before Denver
recorded its first first down.
Denver's next two possessions also ended in fumbles, once by Mark
Jackson after a pass reception and another by Elway on a bobbled snap
from center.
After Jackson's fumble, it took Indianapolis five plays to score, all on
runs by Dickerson.
Biasucci kicked a 31-yard field goal three plays after Elway's fumble,
and it took only one play for the Colts to score again after consecutive
sacks of Elway forced Denver to punt from its own end zone. Dickerson,
matching his longest run of the season, raced 41 yards through the middle on the first play for his fourth touchdown.
Denver scored on the next series, with passes of 23 yards to Vance
Johnson and 45 to Jackson taking the Broncos to the Indianapolis 2.
Elway hit Steve Sewell on the next play for the touchdown.
Trailing 38-10 with one minute left in the first half, Bentley returned a
kickoff 40 yards to the 45. Chandler then passed 15 yards to Matt Bouza
and 40 yards to Clarence Verdin for a touchdown.
Denver's last two touchdowns came in the final six minutes on passes
from backup quarterback Gary Kubiak of seven yards to Johnson and 48
yards to Sewell.

Hendon, meanwhile, overcame a flat front tire
and caught leader Mark Hyde on the final lap of the
race for the win which clinched his national
championship.
The title may signal the emergence of a new
breed of riders in the li*re Scrambles sport; which
is one of the AMA's (American Motorcycle Association ) youngest national championships. When the
sport began in 1979, most of the drivers were
veterans of the enduro circuits.
But Hendon, who grew up riding motorcyles with
his brother Roger in the Land Between the Lakes,
has little desire or experience in enduro competition. The 24-year-old also has found his interest in
motocross diminishing since his accident.
"I can do motocross," he said, grinning, "but I
don't like to. Not anymore, anyway."
But give him a hare scramble anytime — make
that all the time, as Hendon has wasted little time in
'starting a new circuit in the sport, competing tv:ro
weekends ago in the first race of the Mid-South Hare
Scramble series in Paris, Tenn.
And, of course, he plans on defending his national
championship title next year.
Hendon's secret of success includes recognizing
the partnership between man and machine in much
the same way that cowboys depended upon their
horses. ''The best way to ride is to let the bike do the
w.ork," Hendon said.
"You just guide it; you don't want to manhandle
it. It's sort of like a good horse — sometimes you
may try to steer it and it does what it wants to, and
then you're in trouble."
And his hare scramble philosophy is far removed
from hare-brained thinking. While saying one of the
most necessary attributes of a rider guiding a 506cc
two-stroke bike down a trail through thick woods is
quick relexes, Hendon added, "You also have to
have a stable mind.
"You can't go out there and go banzai, run into
stuff," he said. "It takes a lot of finess to get the
bike through the woods."
While he doesn't want to go banzai, Hendon may
adopt a more-Oriental mode of thought next year.
His championship season was sponsored by a slew
of sponsors, including ATK, the motorcycle
manufacturers who provided his ride.
FOXBORO, Mass. I API —
Williams, a defensive end, hit
But sponsorships simply meet expenses for the
Brent Williams got up from tackl- McMahon first and rookie nose
most part, he noted. "If I win, I get paid bucks. If I
ing Jim McMahon still clutching tackle Tim Goad tackled him a
don't win, I get nothing,—Hendon said. "You don't
the Chicago quarterback's injured split-second later.
make money in this sport; you get paid forlia*ving
right leg. The next day, Williams
fun."
"It was illegal," Ditka said
thought his own leg was being pull- Monday. "Somebody twisted his
But Hendon won big. and a bigger payoff may
follow. "After this year I've had a lot of new offers,"
ed by McMahon's coach.
knee after he was hit. He was
he said. "It's all up in the air right now, but if the
• Bears coach Mike Ditka accus- aware the knee was twisted but he
money's right. I'll probably go Japanese ( a
ed a New Ehgland Patriot of il- walked off the field because he
Japanese-manufactured bike ) next year."
legally twisting McMahon's right didn't want to show he was hurt.
That's simply one way of keeping up with the
knee after the initial hit Sunday. A I'm going to file a report with the
competition, and the competition in the sport is
knee injury sustained on the play league."
growing rapidly, Hendon noted. Three hundred
is expected to sideline the quarter"If you're going to get into that,
riders is an average number, he said, while in one
back at least four weeks.
that would probably create an enrace insMissouri Hendon competed against approx"It must be a joke" is how tire new office staff with all those
imately Apo other motorcyclists
Williams described his initial situations being reported," New
That's a lot of heavy metal in the woods. "We
reaction.
England coach Raymond Berry
were catching people by the end of the first lap,"
It wasn't.
said. "There should be about 50 of
Hendon said. "But you're always passing
Ditka said he will file a report them a game, 14 games a week. It
somebody Most of the time you have trail courtesy,
with the NFL over the incident could run into the thousands real
and the slower riders will move over. But
that occurred early in the second quick, couldn't it?"
sometimes you have to pick your own trail."
quarter of the Patriots' 30-7 upset
Patriot players reacted with
Hendon picked his own trail right to the national
victory. Ditka didn't identify the denials, disbelief and accusations
championship in 1988
target of his )accusation. but (('ont'd on page 9)

Pats wonder Ni\lhose
leg is being pulled

Lady Racers gain recognition

Michelle ti enning

By TIM TI UKER
MK Asst. SID
Two Murray State Lady Racer
basketball players are considered
among the best in the nation according to a national publication
devoted to women's basketball
Michelle Wenning, a 6-2
sophomore forward. was selected
second-team Freshman All
American, making her one of the
top 15 freshman players in the nation last year according to

Women's Basketball Yearbook
Wenning averaged 15.2 points and
9.2 rebounds in 1987-88 and gained
All-Ohio Valley Conference
Freshman Team honors

well. Smith averaged 21.8 points
per game last seas, whIth rank-ed 25th in NCAA Division I
women's basketball. She enters
this season just 109 points from
Laura Lynn's scoring record With
The publication also picked
1,624
career points, Smith should
Wenning and perennial All-OVC
finish
her career as one of the top
guard Sheila Smith, a 5-10 senior,
five scorers in OVC women's
as pre-season low honorable menbasketball history.
tion All-Americans
Women's Basketball Yearbook
The publication selected Smith
is edited by Joseph Martinez of
to its pre-season All-OVC team as
New Castle, Del

shells r.rilth
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'We, not I'

or 1,1,1

is Green's motto
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Yankee Stadium. But Steinbrenner also is not known as a supporter of
pluralism. After all, there have been 11 general managers, 17 manager,
30 pitching coaches and nine spokesmen since he purchased the team on
Jan. 3, 1973. He banishes all who disagree with his decrees.
"I think the understanding George and I have is that we're men and
we're going to talk together as men," Green said. "We recognize there's
going to be difficult times along the line."
A difficult time in Yankee Stadium is any period in which the home
team is not in first place — comfortably. When the Yankees fall behind.
Steinbrenner makes suggestions.
"I'm confident I can handle those kinds of confrontations," Green
said. "I think the respect factor — I respect him and, I think, right now
he respects me."
Steinbrenner and Green have much in common,from their desire to be
in first place to their tempers.
_
"I don't think George Steinbrenner's worse than anybody else in
baseball, and he's better than most ofihem," Green said. "I want to win
today. I want to win tomorrow. I want to win next week and certainly in
1989."

Wrangler "wrestles" with sports and politics
For several years, a question of
dispute among scholastic circles
Is whether life imitates art, or if
art imitates life.
Sometimes sports columnists
like to think life imitates sports.
I'm beginning to wonder,
however, whether or not life actually imitates pro wrestling.
At least "life" as it is being
defined by the sports world and
the political world.
Today's card includes three
matchups: Doug "Bambi" Flutie
and the Patriots vs. "Iron Mike"
Ditka and the Bears in a tag-team
match; Mike "Duke" Dukakis vs.
Kirk Gibson; and, Orel"No Funny
Jokes About My Name" Hershiser
vs. his own good-guy image.
• • •
It was bad enough when Doug
Flutie was a member of the Bears
and Ditka hung the "Bambi"
nickname on him. I mean, I don't
understand why a Heisman
Trophy winner and successful college quarterback can't at least
deserve some respect from his
own team without cracks about his
height.
Well, "Bambi" turned into
"Bambo" Sunday, as Flutie lofted
four touchdown passes against the
Bears in a rout in New England.
Flutie, who had been the object of
name-calling and taunting threats
by the Big, Bad Baby Bears prior
to the game, kept his mouth shut
and started the game with an
1100-yard touchdown pass on the
first play from scrimmage.
Now Ditka is the one who is crying (see related story). It seems
his own quarterback — Jim

McMahon, probably unrelated to
World Wrestling Federation announcer Vince McMahon — had
his knee twisted during the game.
And Ditka thinks it was
intentional.
Oh, my. Intentional violence in a
pro football game? Forget the
Pentagon price-fixing scandal;
the FBI and CIA should immediately investigate these
charges.
Next thing you know, Ditka will
be claiming that Flutie's coach hit
Richard Dent with a folding chair
and that new Patriots owner Victor Kiam tried to shave Neal
Anderson's head.
Where's Gorilla Monsoon when
you need him?
• • •
Speaking of football — San
Francisco quarterback Steve
Young made probably the most
dramatic run of the year in his
game-winning touchdown against
Minnesota on Monday, but I doubt
if anything can compare with the
remarks supposedly made by New
Orleans Saints running back Craig
"Ironhead" Heyward after his
73-yard touchdown run two Sundays ago against the Raiders in

the New Orleans Superdome.
According to Saints kicker
Morten Andersen,- Heyward
claimed to have "help from
above" during his run — after he
broke into the clear, he looked up
at the huge TV monitor in the
Superdome to see if anyone was
following him.
Or maybe he was looking for the
match between Hulk Hogan and
The Big Boss.
• • •
Whatever Heyward was watching on the boob tube as he made
his scoring run, it probably was
better than the political coverage
that has been given to the candidates in the presidential
election.
Let me say first of all that I'm
non-partisan and do not plan to
vote unless they change the ballot
to include a "None of the Above"
lever.
I am, by nature, apolitical, but
I'm really getting sick of seeing
politics borrowing from the world
of sports — and the thing that has
gotten me the most ill is the constant Democratic refrain that has
been harped on ever since Game
One of the World Series. I'm talking about the constant reference to
how Mike Dukakis is going to be
just like Kirk Gibson and "hit a
game-winning homer in the bottom of the ninth."
I don't care who wins the election, but I've got to say this: I
know Kirk .Gibson, and, Mike,
you're no Kirk Gibson.
c By the way, did you know that
the two candidates scheduled their
debate around the National
League playoffs? What does this

say about our priorities?
• • •
Orel Hershiser, by the way, may
always be remembered for his
superb pitching during the last
part of the season, the playoffs and
the World Series. Or he may be
remembered as the man who sang
hymns to himself on the bench.
But Hershiser is saying "No
more Mr. Nice Guy" to the
Dodgers. Hershiser and his agent
are wanting, they say, a five-year
contract worth $10 million. If not,
Orel threatens, "We will try to set
an indoor world record" during
arbitration.
Maybe he could just wrestle
Tommy Lasorda, best two-out-ofthree falls.
• • •
In closing, this word from the
paragon of journalistic virtue, my
favorite newspaper and yours,
"The Sun" — available in the
finest supermarkets and drug
stores coast-to-coast.
According reporter (and I use
that term loosely) Stanley
Donaldson in the Nov. 1 issue of
"The Sun," a 44-year-old man in
Toronto, Canada who had a mild
case of the flu, complete with a
fever, was watching pro wrestling
on television.
The man 'apparently got so hot
under the collar, he simply burned
up. That's right — poof! — no
more Anton.
The closing quote from grieving
wife Maria Givers: "The amazing
thing i that Anton was burned to a
cinder, but he barely singed the
chair. It's still in front of the TV,
just the way he liked it." Just thought you'd like to know

Connell named as MSU baseball assistant
Former Murray State infielder
Jay Connell has been named
MSU's assistant baseball coach,
filling the void left by Leon Wurth.
who left Oct. 10 to join the baseball
staff at Georgia Tech.
Head coach Johnny Reagan said
Connell will act as assistant coach
through the spring, when a fulltime assistant will be hired.
A native of McClure, Ill., the

graduate student in business administration at MSU said as assistant coach he will be more involved in the decision-making process
than he was as the graduate assistant, a role he filled lasr season.
"I'll have to take off time for
recruiting in the spring," Connell
said. "I've done some previously
with him (Reagan i, but this is going to be even more serious."

Connell's responsibilities will include being in charge of team
practice and making travel
arrangements.
e Louisville native Greg Doss is
the new graduate assistant for the
team. A)1987 MSU graduate, Doss
spent tfr spring season playing in
the St. Louis organization with the
Class IA Savannah (Ga. i Cardinals. He was forced to leave his

UK claims SEC cross-country championships
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. ( AP ) — Kentucky and
Alabama were the big winners at Southeastern Conference Cross Country Championships.
Kentucky won the men's and women's titles Monday at the rain-soaked Harry Pritchett Golf Course,
while Alabama runners captured both individual
crowns.
Kentucky won the men's tam championship with
37 points, the lower the score the better. Tennessee
was second with 39, followed by Auburn at 88,
Alabama 89, Florida 115, Louisiana State 164,
Georgia 173, Mississippi State 249, Mississippi 258,
and Vanderbilt 294.
Freshman German Beltran won the individual

championship by running the 8,000-meter course in a
time of 23 minutes, 54.33 seconds
In the women's division, the Wildcats ran away
with the championship, compiling just 22 points.
Alabama, the defending champion, was a distant second with 68 points, followed by Florida at 82, Tennessee 115, Auburn 121, LSU 181, Vanderbilt 185,
Mississippi State 198, and Georgia 217.
Another Alabama freshman, Carole Trepanier,
won the warnen's individual title with a time of
16:55:39 over a shorter 5,000-meter course.
Kentucky's Don Weber was named SEC coach of
the year in voting by league coaches.

Pats wonder...
(Cont'd from page 8)
of their own that Ditka was a sore
loser and had some dirty players
on his squad
"Nobody twisted his
(McMahon's) leg," Goad said
"That's a laugh," Williams said
"I've never tried to intentionally
hurt anybody."
Cornerback Raymond Clayborn
who played in the Bears' 46-10 rout
of the Patriots in the 1986 Super
Bowl, said: "Why don't they lose
graciously? They didn't win
graciously in the Super Bowl and
they don't lose graciously "
Williams cited two instances of
what he called dirty plays by the
Bears Sunday
He said that in the third quarter
Bears left guard Mark Boltz hit
nose tackle Toby Williams' ankle
from behind after a play had ended and while Williams was
heading for the sidelines
He also said Chicago defensive
end Richard Dent hit Doug Flutie

after the New England quarter
back had gone out of bounds
"I don't appreciate him (Ditka
saying that I tried to hurt anyone

intentionally when he knowingl
has players on his team that inten
tionally hurt people," Brent
Williams said.

position as catcher and return to
school after suffering a broken
thumb in June.
Doss, who is working toward a
master's degree in business administration, said he's uncertain
about his career plans after the
spring semester, but he's thankful
to have his new position on the
'Breds staff.
"If I decide I want to get into
coaching, this is an enviable opportunity." he said. "Coach
Reagan has so many contacts and
knows so many people, it wouldn't
be difficult to get a coaching job."
As graduate assistant, Doss is
working primarily with the catchers and pitchers, but he also 1,
giving sme hitting instruction
Doss was a catcher for the 'Bred,
from 1983 to 1987.
Connell lettered all four years as
a 'Bred. He played second base for
three years and shortstop his
senior year.
Both Connell and Doss said they
are impressed and pleased that
Reagan has confidence in them to
assist in the management of the
team.
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Football
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
V. L T Pct. PF PA
_Buffalo
8
1
0
889 199 139
N.Y Jets
5
3
1
.611 206 184
Miami
5
4 0
556 176 182
Indianapolis
1
5 0
444 205 179
New England
1
5 0
444 155 199
Central
Cincinnati
7
'a
0
778 252 178
Cleveland
6
3 0 .667 153 132
Houston
6
3 0
667 215 213
Pittsburgh
.
2
7 0
222 189 237
West
Seattle
5- 4 0
- .566 158 174
Denver
A- 5
.444 390 195
L A Raiders
4
5 0
444 1191 216
San Diego
2
7 0 .222,116 186
Kansas City
1
7
1
_167 112 149
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
N Y Giants
6
0 -667 190_178
Washington
5
4 0
, .5515 216 212_
Phoenix
5
4
0
556 214 196
Philadelphia
4
5 0 .444 203 187
Dallas
2 7 0
222 148 182
Central

778
2 0
0
5
566
4
222
2 7 0
2 7 0
222
2 7 0
222
West
LA Rams
7
2 0
778
New Orleans
7
778
2 0
San Francisco
6
3 0
667
Atlanta
2 7 0
222
Monday's Game
Indianapolis 55. Denver 23
Sunday, Nos.6
Dallas at New York Giants
Detroit 4LMuulesota
Green Bay at Atlanta
--- Los Angeles Rams at I-Sitta-deiphia
Miami at New England
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati
Tampa Bay at Chicago
San Francisco at Phoenix
New Y-drk Jets at Indianapolis
New Orleans at Washington
Kansas City at Denver
Buffalo at Seattle
Los Angeles Raiders at San Diego
Monday: Nos. 7,
Cleveland at Houston

FOXBORO, Mass AP } - Victor Kiam
the new majority owner of the -New England
Patriots, put in a 924.1 million bid to buy
bankrupt Sullivan Stadium where the NFL
team plays. an attorney involved in the case
•
4.4,4•

said
Robert Caporale the attorney for tr
Stanley Miller -who is overseeing the ,
said that parties have until 3 p m Friday 2.•
submit sealed bids

.The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press college football poll with first-place
votes in parentheses. season record through
games of Oct 29, total points based on
20-19.18-17-16-15-14-13-12-le.10-9-8-7-6-5-1-3-2-1
and previous ranking
Record Pts Pro
1 Notre Dame .440
8-0-0
1.144
2
2. Southern Cal 11
7-0-0
1.097
3
3. Miami, Fla 'ii......6-1-0
1,041
4. West Virginia 121
8-0-0.
950
7
5. Florida State
7.1.0
886
6
6. UCLA
' 7.1-0
847
I
7. Nebraska
8-1-0
835
5
8. Oklahoma. ..
739
•
9. Auburn
7-1-0
- 715
9
10. Wyoming.
9-0-0
Oh
10

11 Arkansas
11
564
12 Oklahoma St
6-1-0
490
12
13 LSU
379
5-2.0
13
14 Michigan
32-1
14
352
17
15 South Carolina
7.1.0
301
16 Syracuse
6-1-0
281
16
17 Clemson
6-2-0
15
18 Alabama
6-1-0
19
21-6
Is
19. Georgia
6-2-0
162
20 Brigham Young
7-1-0
81
I tie Indiana
6-1.1
81
Other receivoig-votes Texas-RI Paso 26
Washington State 19, Southern Mississipp,
15, Oregon 7. Colorado 6. North Carotin.,
State 6. Pitt 1. Texas A&M 4. Army 2
Washington 2, Western Michigan 2, Hoy,
'
1.

NCAA Division I'%A Poll
MISSION. Kan'Al' - The top 20 teams
in the Division I-AA football poll of the Na
tional Collegiate Athletic Association con
ducted by the-NCAA Division I AA Football
Committee with first•place votes in parer
theses, season records through 0, t 30 and
total points in the balloting
Record Pts
1 Marshall W Vs
40
8-0-0
2 Western (Illinois.
76
90-0
3 Stephen F Austin St
71-0
72
4 Idaho
67
6.1-0
5 Western Kentucky
63
7-1-0
6 Georgia Southern
a-21i
59

Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit
Green Bay
Tampa Bay

164
205
112
160
165

11
16i
lea
187
233

242
190
199
169

150
1414
172
244

:h..
2-.,
.•

-7 North Texas
.
s Middle Tennessee St
Delaware,• • ••,
10 Furman..S C
11 Northwestern St Le
12, Eastern Kentucky
18. Jackson State Miss
14 -Connecticut
15 N'illanova
16 Appalachian St
17 Boise St.
i tie Lafayette. Pa
19. Citadel -SC
20, Montana

4.

Briefs
NASHVILLE. Tenn i Al" :date quarterback Chris Swartz and EaStern
Kentucky tailback Elroy Harris have been
seterten the Ditto V-11197 etlittferarter -errdfensive players of the week. league of
(ideas announced Monday
Swartz. a 6-foot-3, 105 pound sophomore , ompleted 3001 43 passes for an OVC•record
459 yards and three touchdowns in a 43 6 win
.ver Austin Peay Swartz also rushed for '10
vards. giving him 409 total yards. another
league record
Harris. a 5-10 2-5 junior, rushed for a
areer high 244 yards and'three touchdown
39 carries as Eastern Kentucky defeated
Wurraf State 31.24 in overtimes_
s
Eastern Kentucky defensive end Tim
rornassewski, a 5-11. 226 senior was warned
'he Division I AA league's defensive player
the week after he recorded six tackle:tome assists, two quarterback sacks, two

ble against Murray State
Morehead State tackle Joe Gagliano .. 2
sittioraemee earned otienowe nriornew....1Ihe
week honors as he graded at 44 per, entd.
an Eagle offense that passed for 461s cards
and had 5146 total yards against Austin l'eay
Tennessee Tech punter Tracy Gralami
was named the specialist ot the week
•
punting 10 times for a 44 2 yard tiV.
Graham had four punkt downed msi
20-yard lifie against Tennessee State
The rookie of the week award is shared
Eastern Kentucky s Tim Lester and Ten
nessee State's Craig Lewis
Lester, a 510, 190 freshman ran 17 limefor 11111 ,verdo
touchdown against Murray State
a 5-4. 156 freshman rushed id times
for 11 yards and two touchdowns 1n Ter.
nessee State s '17 23 win user Tennes-ee
•
Tech

Mae:,
National Hockey Leaallt•
V. ALLS CONIEKEN(
['strict Division
L T Pt.
14
NY Rangers
1
s
17
2
f'ittsburgh
1
0
7
14
6
5 0
Philadelphia
12
1
4
NY Islander.
9
5
9
1
New Jersey
6
4
3
Washington
7
7
1
Adams Ills nine
doston
17
Buffalo
6
.2
12
10
5
0
ilartford
n7 0
quebe,
10
4
7
I _ 5
Montreal

Chicago
Minnesota

Is
59
49
3::
37
Ati

la 4
29
51
42
35
46
45

47
48
41
43
40

31
34
.19
70)
471

4MP8E1.1..111SFI.RI.N1
Norris Ills 4804.1
T Pt. 4.9 4.
14
!urouto
17
4
%V —117
1
Louis
5
3
1
304
II
35
4
I Ietrolt
41
II
4
39
3
MONTREAL , AP - Pittsburgh Penguins
enter Marie Lemieux who had three goals
nd nine assists in four games last week was
lamed the NH1. Player of the Meek Mr the

.4
S
1
I . 1
Smy the His Ision

Calgary
Los Angele,..
Edmonton
V ancou
Winnipeg

7
•

5.:
31

1:2

I
6.1

1,5
p.

-- 4'

Monday '• Dane'
Calgary K.-Chicago .1
Tuesday's Game..
Vancoup‘r at Pittsburgh
Washington at Detroit
Montreal at Hartford
Los Angeles at Quehed
Philadelphia at New terse,
.
Numipeg at New York 1,1,4nder14 edsseedHay Game.
Boston at Toronto
New York R.angers at Bultalc.Los Angeles at Montreal
St Louts at EdITIOnItH1
period ending Oil 34.1
laemieux who is on a pat e tc •
r
re, ord shattering 276 points this Year ha. 16
goals and 22 assists for 18 points in 11 game.
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But new Yankee manager expects `difficult times' with boss
NEW YORK (AP) — George M. Steinbrennei III runs the New York
Yankees in a style that matches the numerals at the end the owner's
name: "1, I, I."
This view of baseball does not coincide with that of his new manager,
Dallas Green.
"I had a slogan in Philadelphia, We, not I," Green said Monday. "I
think that's the way it should be done."
As Green said Monday, "We're gonna have a lot of fun."
George Dallas Green Jr., the 17th manager in the reign of Steinbrenner, was introduced to New York on Monday. He has the reputation of a
tough guy and sounded like it.
"I'm coming in here as a new guy because everybody who was supposed to know about these guys didn't get the job done," he said.
Green is the first Yankees manager to join the organization from the
outside since Billy Martin came to New York in 1975 for Billy I. And
Green has his views on how things should be done.
"I really believe in some disciplines that are really necessary to bring
a team together," he said.
Talk like that is what convinced Steinbrenner to bring Green to
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Murray Middle sixth graders in Margaret Boone's class enjoyed collections from Latin America brought in by classmates recently. Jensen
Douglas, Lindsay Branch and Dawn Toth share their items with the
class.

71

National School Lunch Week Was recognized at Murray Middle School
recently. Teachers Judy Tucker, Patsy Oakley and Lanette Hunt enjoyed the day's menu.

Martha Wilkinson speaks with Murray High senior Kelly Prescott during his computer class.
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Murray Middle sixth graders enjoyed a presentation on Latin .Imerica
by Debbie Bartolucci recently. Music and different items were used to
describe the different cultures of Latin America.

Murray Middle School fifth graders Ryan Cunningham, Sharma
Norsworthy and Tabitha Paschall were served from the national menu
during National School Lunch Week.

Martha Wilkinson, wife of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, visited Murray High
School recently. Pictured with Wilkinson are Bill Wells, principal of
Murray High School; Doralyn Lanier, assistant superintendent; and
Doris Cella, chairperson of the Murray Board of Education.
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Murray Middle student James Curtis watches as Joseph Beane mixes
salt into the butter the class made by churning cream in a blender.
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Dr. Beth Clark's language arts students are participating in the writing
program at Murray Middle School. Sixth and eighth graders are involved. Pictured is Murray State student Stephanie Mathis helping the
students.
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Third graders at Carter Elementary were luncheon guests of school
counselor Mary Valentine recently. The students were selected by their
teachers as a reward for positive behavior at school. They were served
French food and had a lesson on France. The luncheon was part of a
series on "Manners and Social Skills" funded by the Murray Foundation
for Excel!ewe in Education. Pictured with the students are Mary Valentine and Melissa Easley, foundation chairman.
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
city Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Fifth-grade students at Murray Middle School, through their library
skills program, created their own title pages. The top 10 will be chosen
for a best seller list. Winners are, front row: Kurt Neighbors, Quinton
Singleton, Greg Miller and Jayson Brittian: back row: John Bryan,
Paula Alcott (librarian), Sandy Bennett, Dawn Buchanan, Emma Shaw
and Rachel Hutson. Not pictured is Shaun& Waller.

Murray Middle students Joseph Beane, Shane Jones and James Curtis
display their art work made by carving designs in cut potatoes and printing patters with poster paint. Both projects were part of a unit on
following directions in Kathy Mowery's sixth-grade class.
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The Holiday Cookbook
will be published
Tuesday, November 15th
Send your favorite recipes
before November .5th to
The Murray Ledger & Times,
c/o Holiday Cookbook,
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ki" 42071.
•Each entrant may submit one recipe. per category
Categories Include
Appetiser. Bread Salad Main Dish and Dessert
•Each entry should be typed or printed

Overall Winner Will Receive $35
Category Winners Will Each Receive $10
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for all
occasions
Celebrate EVERY
special
day with a
flag—our design or
yours_Come see
at 602 Main St..,

The Murray Middle School percussion section is one of the hardest
working sections in the Middle School Band. Pictured above are Paul
!laugher, snare drum; Mary Friend, cymbals; and Carolyn Jackson,
snare drum. Pictured below are Nicole McCarthy, bass drum and Vair
Booth, tri-toms. Not pictured is Sara Klaus.
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By Stephen B. Brown
Professor of Music
Murray State University
On Thursday evening, October 6
the well-known due-piano team of
Yarbrough and Cowan gave the
season's opening concert for the
Murray Civic Music Association.
This reviewer had heard of the
duo-piano team of Yarbrough and
Cowan for many years and unfortunately had never had the opportunity to hear the duo perform in a

live concert. The evening's performance was a splended success, as
both artists exhibited the highest
level of performance and ensemble skills.,
The open number on the program was the "Duettino Concertante nach Mozart," written by the
brilliant pianist/composer Ferrucio Busoni. Yarbrough and
Cowan selected a conservative,
but nonetheless successful tempo
for this delightful work. Their

handling of phrasing and dynamic
nuance was particularly
impressive.
The "Introduction and Fugue"
of 1946 by Ralph Vaughan
Williams was the second selection
on the program. This massive and
often brooding work displayed the
unusual ensemble talents of the
husband and wife duo-piano team.
The work contained many thick
chords to be played simultaneously by both pianists: throughout the

piece, the pianists were always
together with clean sharp attacks.
Chopin's "Rondo in C Major,
Op. 73" was the next work on the
program. Despite an unfortunate
memory slip in the Rondo, the
duo-pianists were able to captupe
all the verve and brilliance
necessary for a stunning performance. Although much of the
figuration in the piece was
repetitive and at times
monotonous, the pianists obvious-

Black students honored at university
At 10 a.m., the students will
break into small groups to attend
three 25-minute academic sessions of their choice with
representative of each of Murray
State's six colleges — Business
and Public Affairs, Education,
Fine Arts and Communication,
Humanistic Studies, Industry and
Technology, and Science.
Lunch will be provided in the
Curris Center Ballroom beginning
at 11:30 a.m. during which Sgt. 1st
Class John DeBoe Sr. of Fort
Campbell, Ky., will deliver a lecture on The Plight of the Black
family in the 1990s."
Personnel from the Office of
Student Financial Aid will be on-
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Piano duo not affected by minor problems

Murray State University will
roll out the red carpet for some of
the area's finest students as it
hosts the fourth annual Honor's
Day Program for Distinguished
Black High School Students on
Wednesday, Nov. 9.
The event, sponsored by the Office of Minority Student Affairs,
the University Center Board and
the Minority Programming
Specialist, will begin with
registration at 8 a.m. in the Curris
Center. At 8:45 a.m., the students
will be officially welcomed to Murray State by Lydia Jones, coordinator of minority student affairs, and Dr. Kala Stroup, MSU
president.
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Mother Needs to Shift Gears
After Reckless Words to Son
DEAR ABBY: As I was leaving
the second floor of a major department store yesterday, I saw a little
boy around 3 or 4 years old screaming hysterically as he ran blindly
and all alone across the floor and
onto the escalator right behind me.
Halfway down the escalator, he
was still alone and screaming. His
little face was contorted and purple.
That was bad enough, but a woman
ahead of me — all the way down at
the bottom of the escalator — turned
around and yelled, "No, I don't
want you! You're a bad boy!" ...
Abby, I am a mother, too, midi
can't begin to describe how much I
hurt for that boy. I could never
dream of pretending, even for a
second, to abandon a child. I might
have given him a tongue lashing, or
thlatened to spank him, but never
would I say,"I don't want you," and
I surely would never have taken my
eyes off that kid in a large department store, never mind turning my
back and leaving him!
Later I was sorry I didn't give
that woman a royal blasting. What
would YOU have done?
HUMAN,TOO, IN BOSTON
DEAR HUMAN: I would not
have given her a "royal blasting" — that would serve only to
embarrass and humiliate her,
and she'd probably take it out
on the child when she got him
home.
I would have approached her
as inconspicuously as possible
and quietly told her that I knew
she was upset ("I'm a mother,
too, and I know how you feel
..."), then suggested that she get
some kind of counseling to help
her deal with the difficult job of
parenting.
Of course, you would risk
being told in no uncertain terms
to mind your own business. But
it would be a small price to pay
if it would cause an out-ofcontrol mother to seek the help
she needs.
•••
DEAR ABBY: A while back
someone wrote to you complaining
because she got too much attention
while shopping in a department
store. (She said she wanted to just
"look" without having a salesperson pounce on her and stick to her
like glue.)
Abby, what planet does this
person live on? The last time a
salesperson "stuck to me like glue"
was 20 years ago. If I'm lucky
enough to find someone to wait on
me, I stick to her (or him) like glue!
Last winter I was looking for a
flannel shirt, and when I asked the
salesperson if she had any, she
looked at me like I was crazy. Then
she asked me what "flannel" was!
Last month, my favorite department store eliminated two cashiers'
counters, and there was one woman
frantically trying to help the line of
customers waiting for her.
So, dear "Too Much Attention,"
the next time a salesperson sticks to
you like glue, give 'em a big kiss for
me and count your blessings.
MARGARET MORRISON,
LOS ANGELES
DEAR MARGARET: I'm glad
you wrote. In response to that
letter, I suggested that the

seliesperson approach the custoffier who appeared to be looking, and say, "Take your time,
and if you find something you
want, let me know — my name
is Maggie."
Well, management in retail
Instruct their salespeople never
to turn their backs on a customer who appears interested
in any piece of merchandise he
or she can touch. The millions of
dollars worth of merchandise
shoplifters steal would blow
your mind!
And who are the shoplifters?
The last ones you'd suspect. A
young mother with a child in a
stroller and another in her
arms,or a well-dressed, middleaged woman wearing a full coat
and carrying an oversized purse
or shopping bag.
I was also informed that if a
store manager saw a salesperson ignore a "shopper" who
was handling merchandise, that
salesperson would be in for a
reprimand.

hand to discuss loan, grant and
scholarship programs available at
Murray State. In addition, information about the MSU Honors
Program will be provided.
At 2. p.m., members of the
Minority Advisory Council will
conduct tours of the Murray State
campus, immediately followed by
a panel discussion, featuring
selected members of the council
answering questions from the
students about student life and
things concerning MSU.
The Voices of Praise will perform at 3 p.m. in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center, followed by a poetry reading by
Roderick Reed, as senior speech
major from Murray.
The Honors Day Program for

Distinguished Black High School
Students is designed to recognize
students who have displayed extraordinary leadership qualities in
high schools throughout MSU's
four-state service area of Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and
Missouri. To be invited to participate, a student must also have
at least a 2.8 grade point average
on a 4.0 scale and be in the top onethird of the class.
"The program is a tremendous
tool for the recruitment of minority students because it gathers
together some of our area's best
students and exposes them to all
that Murray State has to offer,"
Mrs. Jones said, "It has been very
successful in the past and we expect that trend to continue."

ly knew the work well and
displayed the requisite amount of
pianistic virtosity to make the rondo sound refreshing and totally
appealing.
After an intermission the duopianists performed Benjamin
Britten's "Introduction and Rondo
all Burlesca." This brief selection
was well played, although both
pianists could have used more color and drama. It should be stated
that Yarbrough and Cowan
travelled with their own grand
pianos and consequently were
thoroughly familiar with the
pianos on which they were performing. This reviewer found the two
pianos wonderfully matched; both
instruments, however, had a
curious "twang" quality, which
frequently made the instruments
sound tinny.
It was the last piece on the program, Rachmanioff's "Suite No.

Local farmers urged
to attend ag classes
Area farmers are invited to attend the Calloway County Young
and Adult Farmer Classes which
begin this week at Murray Area
Vocational School.
Classes are designed to benefit
those engaged in production
agriculture in grains, livestock
and tobacco.
The Young Farmer and Kirksey
classes will begin tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the school.
The 1988 USDA Disaster Program will be the topic for discussion. David Riley of Calloway
County ASCrWill be present to explain benefits due farmers following the drought this summer.
Farmers who benefit from the
disaster program will be encouraged to take multi-peril crop
insurance in 1989. A local insurance representative also will
be present to explain the insurance programs available for
the coming crop year. •

surance for the 1989 crop also will
be discussed.
The New Concord and Lynn
Grove Classes will begin Tuesday,
Nov. 8, and Thursday, Nov. 10, at
the Murray School.
All interested area farmers are
encouraged to attend these
classes. Johnnie Stockdale is the
Adult and Young Farmer Vocational Agriculture Teacher for
Calloway County. He can be called
at 753-1870 if you have any questions on this year's program.

2, Op. 17" which was undoubtedly
the highlight of the evening's concert. Both pianists exhibited
marvelous control of technique,
style, and musicality. The
treacherous second movement,
the Waltz, was beautifully played
with soaring expressive lines and
wonderful attention to dynamics
This last movement, the well.
know Tarantella, was da7.7ling
with its fast tempo and amazingly
clear repeated notes.
As an encore Yarbrough and
Cowan performed a short selection by the French composer
Francis Poulenc. As is typical of
Poulenc's style, the piece was lots
of fun, with attractive melodic
lines and appealing, at times trite.
harmonies. The duo-piano team
performed the Poulenc encore
with much elegance and finesse, a
perfect closer for the evening
program
-

It's That Time Again!
Annual Murray
Lion's Club

RADIO
TUES, WED & THURS
Nov. 1-3
Beginning at 6:30 'til
each evening

WSJP 11.30 AM
WBLN 103.7 FM
"Help those in your community that need help."

Get Ready For Winter!
S

"One Stop
Does It All"
Furnace
FBters

The Hazel Class will begin
Thursday. Nov: 3, arrp.m.
Dees Bank of Hazel.
-Discussing the 1988 USDA
Disaster Program will be Mrs.
Bobby Fitzgerald of the Henry
County ASCS. The topic of crop in-
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Your Individual Horoscope

Fraaces Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1988
2 .
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
It's a day more favorable for
pleasure than job interests. Plans fall
into place for a vacation and couples
make fortunate decisions regarding
their children.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You have very good judgment
today in family and property interests. Welcome news may also come
involving a financial matter.
Romance,though, may be iffy tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to Jupe 20)
You're clever and on the ball today.
Creative pursuits are favored. Partners are more than willing to meet
you halfway. A friend, though, is a bit
irksome.

Irk

THE FAR SIDI

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Common sense decisions today
involve home and finances. Though
you're productive on the job now, you
need to be careful not to step on
anyone's toes.
LEO
cit
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Someone you know cares more
deeply than you realize. It's a good
day for contacting others. Judgment
is good and conversational skills are
tops! Things fall into place.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
You're able to gain a better perspective on your financial interests
today. Some tasks at home will finally
be completed. Your sense of duty is
strong.

By GARY LARSON

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Though you seem to get along very
well with your friends today, you also
could be a bit irritated about a
partnership concern. Don't nurse a
resent/Int.
SCORP 0
(Oct.23 o Nov.21)
COE
Talks in business today are of a
confidential nature. Though nothing
dramatic happens now, income
should improve. The daily routine
goes very well for you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov:22 to Dec. 21)
You'll be hearing from friends at a
distance. Some make plans today
involving education. Tonight is not a
good time for combining business
and pleasure.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Research about an investment
matter pays off for you. Talks with
those on top are favored now. Some
conflict arises tonight about either
travel or a family concern.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You work well with others now.
Collaborative enterprises are favored.
A talk with an adviser proves beneficial to you. Avoid careless use of
credit tonight.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
4111P
adiliir
Judgment is good about career
interests and it's a good day to reach
for the top. Don't let money be the
cause of an argument between you
and a close tie tonight.
IF BORN TODAY, you are sensitive
and cooperative. You work well in
partnership, but are also capable of
standing on your own two feet. Both
creative and practical, you sometimes
have difficulty reconciling these
qualities. You're a very hard worker
when interested, but you need work
that you enjoy to be truly productive.
You'll succeed in creative pursuits or
a business allied to the arts. Birthdate
of: Burt Lancaster, actor; Stephanie
Powers, actress; and Ann Rutherford,
actress.
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Charles Ward (left), director of development at Murray State University, and Linda Moore, development
coordinator-annual fund, presented Dr. Tom Auert interim dean of the College of izdustry and Technology,
with a check for the total amount pledged during the first-ever 1 T phonathon. Alumni of the college pledged
$8,865 for the 1988-89 fiscal year. Sponsored by the MSU Foundation, the phonathon utilized a volunteer corps
of students and faculty from the college to man the telephones during the 10-night event. Auer noted that the
teamwork of I & T alumni, Current students and faculty resulted in a successful fundraiser for the college.

MSU phonathon successful
Students and faculty from the
College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University raised over $8,800 during the college's phonathon Oct.
3-20.
The 178 student volunteers
received 406 pledges from I & T
alumni totaling $8,865, according
to Linda Moore, development
coordinator-annual fund. The top
night for the fundraiser was Oct.
10: 77 pledges totaling $1,675.
"The volunteers associated with
the College of Industry and
Technology worked very hard to
make their phonathon a success,"
noted Mrs. Moore. "I really appreciated the students who
donated their time, and the interest and support from the college's facutly were very important
to the project."
Graduate assistant Maggie
Angerson of Paducah coordinated
the college's corps of volunteers
with Chris McNeill, Office of
Development phonathon chairman. The MSU Foundation is the
sponsor of the phonathon program, covering the cost of
telephone calls, printed materials,
postage and equipment.
"It was a pleasure to be able to
assist the College of Industry and
Technology with its fundraiser,"
said Charles Ward, director of
development. "Dr. Tom Auer and
his dedicated department
chairmen remained positive
throughout the effort and participated nearly every single night
of the phonathon."
Auer, interim dean of the college, noted that the hard work required by the phonathon resulted
in substantial rewards.
"I was really pleased with the
support we received from the
faculty and students as well as our
alumni," he said. —This was a
'first' for the college, and I believe
everyone is very excited about the
response we received."
Ward noted that 375 of the 406
pledges were first-time givers to
Murray State, and that the college
has now established a good base of
support to build on in the future.
"Let's give credit where credit
is due: to the alumni," stated
Ward. "They were asked to support the university and they
responded well. Obviously the I &
T alumni believe in the university
and the education they received
from their college."
Two Murray State freshmen
from Princeton received the cash
prizes offered as incentives to
phonathon volunteers. Tabitha
McGregor earned $200 from the
MSU Foundation for raising the
most dollars in pledges, $765, and
Marsha Tyrie received $100 for
soliciting the most pledges, 32.
Both 1988 graduates of Caldwell
County High School, the young
women credited part of their success with being phonathon
"veterans" — they had participated in the Optimist Club
phonathon in Princeton.
Miss McGregor, a student
worker in the Department of
Home Economics, is the daughter
of Wayne and Violet McGregor.
She is majoring in office administration at Murray State.
Miss Tyrte is the daughter of
Cecil and Judy Tyrie. An elementary education major, she became

We need you.
•

VVEPF FIGHTING F-Or?
YOUR LIFE

American Heart0
Association

involved in the phonathon throughi
a home economics class.
The student fundraisers said
they they will participate in the
Phonathons sponsored by their colleges later this year.
— Other incentives offered to the
students working the phonathons
include refreshments, a T-shirt

and a five-minute telephone call to
anywhere in the United States,
Mrs. Moore noted that the
challenge remains to beat the onenight toal of $6,870 set during the
MSU Foundation phonathon.
"With a team of motivated
volunteers, anything is possible,"
she said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Dart
5 Condensed
moisture
8 Hurried
12 "The —
Ranger'•
13 Anger
14 Des Moines is
its capital
15 Appraises
critically
17 Shred
...19 Web-tooted
birds
20 Become
aware
of
21 Harvest
23 Time gone by
24 Temporary
bed
26 Lassoes
28 Ancient
31 Either
32'Caspian, e g
33 Asner ID
1

1

34 Marry
36 "Crimes of
the —"
38 Mournful
39 High cards
41 Strip of wood
43 Candle
45 Dinah of
music
48 Meal
50 Pin for
fastening
meat
51 War god
52 Poem
54 Rockfish
55 Additional
56 Cooking
vessel
57 God of love
DOWN_
1 Pennant
2 Be defeated
3 Thrust in
4 Plague
5 Underworld
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cotton
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song
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25 Native metal
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27 Split — soup
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Notice
(.1 R DOT Ceramics
new hours
Classes
Tuesday and Thursday
10a m 2p m. and 6p m
10p.m 474 270F
GLASS Repair —L
-177
placerfient work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass. in
sulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Cen
ter, 753 0180

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional Chimney
Cleaner
Offering Fire Box Repair
Damper Installation,
Custom Hoods and Bird
Screens
4.Serllor Citizens Discount
24 Hour Answering Service
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GRANNY'S KountrY
Krafts will be open on
weekends through Dec.
11th, 1988. It will then
close for winter.
Sweatshirts, pillows,
folkart, crocheted dolls,
decorated hats and
brooms, quilts, antique
baby cradle and
grapevine wreaths
Hours: Friday
6p.m.-9p.m.; Saturday
10a.m. Op m.: Sunday
12p m. op m. 5 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
121.
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OPEN NOV. 1
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peril
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Almo Kountry
Corner
Crafts & Antiques
9-5
Tues.—Sat.
PRETTY Punch
Embroidery Sweat
shirts. Come see us at
Lynda's Pretty Punch
Shop for an your Punch
Embroidery supplies,
including 500 patterns,
Glu-N Wash for easy
application, and
Guaranteed For Lite
needles Free lessons,
Free pattern with each
visit; Free catalog with
purchase of kit Sweat
shirts S4$6 IS, M. L.
XL, XXL,. XXxL)
Children's $3. Also see
our new line of per
celain and leather and
snakeskin belts,
buckles, billfolds,
keycheins and vests at
great savings! Located
1 miles west of Hazel on
State Line Road, 893
West, 192 8580, Also
have gift selections and
will take custom orders.
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CLASSIFIEDS
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BURGESS
WATER WELL I
PUMP CO.
Water Well Drilling
Pump Sales and Service
Alan Burgess
(502) 247-6658
Mayfield, Ky.
Water For America
Since 1954
Rawdwriar•Fww•implewmcW•Onst
Free Estimates
Reliable Samos

GLTDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can $29 99
Get at Black's Decorat
ing Center, 701 S 4th
St , Murray

unent
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edged
corps
at the
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1
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e onerig the
vated
ible,"

I.

PUNCH embroidery
supplies! 3 miles nor
theast of Hazel on old
Murray- Paris Rd. at
the Green Plains
Church. Receive a free
pattern and catalog
with purchase of
needles. Also will take
orders. 492-8360.
TANNING SPECIAL!
New Concord Family
Hair Station_ 360
minutes- $30. Free
European Tanning Ac
celerator. 436-2714.
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape inkluded.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.
•
E clean your rings,
free
We discount
jewelry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you Gold Nugget, 106
E . South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502.247 6762.
1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance will have to
pay the first $540.0
before
Medicare
pays anything. For
free information call:

III
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Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our 28th Year"
5

Lost and

Found

i150 REWARD. Lost
Siberian Huskie wear
ing red .nylon collar.
Answers to "Judy"
753 3376 or 753 7158.
LOST Red Chow, T
year old. Answers to
"Brutus" or "Brut"
489 2484. Reward.
6

Help- Wanted

PABYSITTER needed 4
days a week from 2p.m
to 5p m. Must provide
references and own
transportation. 753 3862
after Sp.m.
POO 'KEEPER with
strong accounting and
computer background
Excellent salary Send
resume only to
P0
Box 1040-M, Murray
MULTI Line insurance
company is accepting
applications for sales
representatives in the
Murray area $300 per
week to start with
potential 1st year in
come of $30,000 Will
train. Excellent ben
efits. Must be 25 to
apply for a confidential
interview Call 247 6867
E OE
MATURE, personable
lady needed for full
time retail sales Ex
perience preferred, but
not necessary Apply in
person. 402 Main Street,
Murray

6

Help

Wanted

T.5RY cleaning presser.
Good hours, good
wages Apply in person:
Boone's Laundry, 605
Main.
EASY Work! Excellent
Pay! Assemble products at home. Call for
information. $04-641
8003 Ext. A-8047.
FULL daytime waitress
needed. Apply in person
at Pagliai's. Ask for
Patty. Monday Friday
9a.m.-11a.m and 2p m.
4p. M .
NEED a lob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
You are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
Council. JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:3012:00 5 days a week.
NEED female restau
rant help. Apply at Big
Apple Cafe, Puryear,
Tn. (901)247-5798.
N OW hiring for
Christmas: Earn up to
50% of what you sell in
Avon products Call
753-0171.
NURSE'S aide- work on
call, part-time, all
shifts. Apply in person:
Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr.
E0E.
POSITIONS available
for Registered Nurses,
full time and part time,
various shifts. PRN
positions available at
special salary. For
more information contact Personnel Department (502)444-2125
or 1-800-633-1178 (in KY)
or 1 800-5435. Lourdes
Hospital, 1530 Lone Oak
Road, Paducah, KY
42001.
SOCIAL WORKERB.A. Degree in Social
Work, eligible for
licensure. Contact Personnel Office, OUT WOOD ICF•MR, Dawson Springs, Ky 5027973771. Equal Opportunity
Employer
Accepting
Applications
For Nurses Aides
All shifts. Flexible
working hours and
beginning salary at
$3.50 per hour. Full
scholarships
are
awarded annually to
CMA school and LPN
school for
those
employees interested
in a career in longterm care.
Apply at
West View
Nursing Home
1401 South 16th St.
Murray, Ky.
EOEJM F

Situation

9

Wanted

CHRISTIAN lady will
do housecleaning
Re
ferences available 4928899
MOTHER of 2 will do
babysitting. 7536235.
WILL pick
759 4644

up

leaves.

Instruction

1 1

-......
diVISTIPIIiii•
. an ••!•••
.04 H
/
1
4
47

•
NOM.
Train to be.
•TRAVEL AGENT
• TOUR GUIDE
• AIRLINE
RESERVATIONIST
Start Locally, Full Orno/porl
time Train on INia airline
computers Home Study
and Resident Training
Nat'l headquaters,
Pompano Bch., Ft.
•FINANCIAL AID
AVAILABLE
•JOS PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

1.800-327-7728
A.C.T TRAVEL SCHOOL
(Aoentdried Wanner NHSC)

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of life insurance, IRA, major medical, medicare
supplement or nursing home insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several companies to give you the best possible
rate and benefits and deliver the information to you at your home. If you
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
give you free claim service.
Our office Is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do is
call.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
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43 Real Estate
31
Want to Rent
Miscellaneous
49 . Q s .e d Cars
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
3
BAY tlean up s op ItO
house
in
DROOM
Mi
HP
ING*
ERSDL
Rand
ODD JOBS! Will run
1975 CADILLA
Sedan ALLEN'S Tree and
errands, clean homes air compressor. Very covntrV, Will maintain miles- north on 121 on 1
Septic Tanks
•drive train
and offices, do laundry, good condition, $3,000. and repair house for acre With aft - hook ups excellent,' body and Landscaping Service
for
a
Free
'estimates.
rent.
trailer
Call
Haul
753-0318•
after
part
of
Pumped
Howard
Brandon
753
etc. Call 762-2473 frorn
Interior .%00d, power- ing mtilch, manure,
,-Sewer lines cleaned
7,p.m. 753 3018
BUILDING 5- apart6'30a m. 8a.m. or 4389 or 753 5960
everything. Was $1,603..• gravel, dirt. 753 8619
--Grease Traps
or
ments with 25x40 store
55 GALLON barrels 'for
330p.m.•6p.m.
pumped
.
Just reduced to $10001 753-0951 after 5p.m
front plus land. for
Portable toilet
WILI.. keep children in sale. Keith's Lawn & 32 Apts for Rent
Call 759•4489,after SP M'• 753- 2 33 2 24 Hour
apacapproximately
•50
Industrial
Tractor,
rentals
my home in Hardin
BEI5ROW furnished tmen.t r units, 130'3 1976 tH'EVROLETI answering service_
...Office trailer rental
Monday- Friday, 8a.m.-• Road, 759-9831_
Capris Classic; good
sales
apartments.
sfa0.
per
•
Chestnut
St.,
adioining
ARPIIANCE SE R
2p.m., day or night BRAND new Nissan
. Condition, $800. 753-1226. •
VICE.. Kenmore.
month, water paid, no MSU 615-262-0000
Saturday and Sunday. generator, 2600 model
pets. Available PUILDING and lot, 504 1978 DODGt Monaco Westinghouse
Must sell, best offer
437-4678.
November 1. Call 753- Maple. '100'x50' brick 440 mag, 4 bbl, AM-FM Whirlpool 28 years
Mobile John &
753 9660, evening.
5980.
building near down- cassette, PS, P.B, clean experience Parts and
D
3
CAT
dozer,
1,700
Septic Service
inside and out 436 2767.
11. Instruction
service. Bobby Hopper,
hours, like new, $24,000. 1 BEDROOM furnished town, has showroom,
527 9945
1979
BUICK
Regal,
good
apartment
nice
large excellent for offices.
753-4872 or 436 58-48
Howard Brandon 753
1 800-592 3308
rooms, fireplace. Gas $30,000. If Interested cendition. Call after BRICK' block & concrete
4389 or 753.5960
and water furnished, write: IKT, p.o, Box 4:30P M. 492,8320.
driveways; sidewalks,
FIREWOOD for sale
1979 T-BIRD, $1,200 patios, house foundations, MOBIL O home
Close to campus. S175/ 760, Metrop(01.15,.
437 4667.
specie
Lafter.5p.m. 753-7323.
month.
753-7276.
62960.
chimneys. New and rep
list for all your mobile
TRAIN
FIREWOOD for Sale
CAPRI.
1980
Classic, air.'27 years experience. • home repairs. 759 4850.
TO BE A
Tree removal_ Free :2 BEDROOM duplex in i<ENTUCKY•-Lale- • 101;
PROFESSION4
Northwood, $285 759
12x60 mobile home, sharp, engine .rebuilt, Free estimates. Large or NEW Business. Staples
estimate 436'2758
*SECRETARY
$2,600,
Days 753 1953,- small ipbs. Charles Bar
septic, well, lot goes to
4406.
Welding & Boiler Rep
FIREWOOD for sale
•SECAIECEPTIONIST
survey line. $16,500.' nights 753-087b. - •
2
furnished
nett 753-5476.
BEDROOM
air. Certified welder
Red oak seasoned or
*EXECUTIVE SECRET/AY
442 1770 or 442-3632.
198D CUTLASS: blue CONTRACTOR
Por
and mobile unit 24
Stan 'malty Fa lime/pail time
green $25 dumped, $30 apartment available
November 1. $250 per KOPPERUD Realty with • blue interior, table storage buildings, hours. Hot water heater
Leam word o(nce.sing ana
stacked: 436-5430
related secretarial skills Home
month. No pets, gas offers a complete range clean,, new fuel , pump: pole barns, general and plumbing
Call
Study and Resident Training
of Real Estate services Makes good work tar., home improvement. 489 2484.
heat, air. Call 753 5980.
Nal • NOLIgkerk*, PTAV1•5 er• FL
GO carts, go carts, go
2 BEDROOM furnished with a wide selection of $1,300 or .best offer. Call Quality work for less. P.A. ROSE carpet and
carts! 5 HP single and
*FWANCIAL AID AVAtiAlikE
apartment available quality hoMes, •all , 489 2368 after 5p.m. or Free estimates. 8'x12' upholstery cleaning.
'ice PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
double seats. Keith's
November 1. $200 per prices. 753-1222, toll free- 753 1377 anytime'. Can for $585. 489-2663.
Quality results and
Lawn & Tractor Center,
1-800-327-7728
month, water paid, no 1-800-251•HOME Ext.: be -seen at Murray Lock DUNAWAY S Painting
satisfaction. 759-4450.
Industrial
Road.
Call
•
THE HART SCHOOL
pets, no children. call 711L for courteous, Shop, 201 Maple.
interior, exterior, re
759 9831
PLUMBING repairman
,r 1 r
A
competent Real Estate 1981 MAZDA GLC,•
-753-5980.
sidential, commercial. with same day service
HYSTER forklift, 2,500
safer/era: Memse,
service: We make buy- door, 5 speed, great gas
DUP1_EX
with
2
be•
753.6951, if no answer, Call 759-4850
ShLSA:
lbs., $1,400 Been in drooms
in Westwood. ing & selling Real mileage. After 5p.m. 753 2332. Ask for Mike.
storage, needs repair,
PROFESSTONAL
753-7323.
'•
$275 a month. 759-4406
• Estate easy for you.
FENCE sales at Sears Painting Contractor
Howard Brandon 753LOT for sale • single 1982 REGAL Somerset
FOR
RENT:
3
room
now Call Sears 753 2310 Brighten up your home
4389 or 753-5960.
apartment, 306 North family dwelling, 're- Limited,',fully loaded, for free estimate -for
LARGE, large, large
Call now to book your
stricted, joins AM/FM cassette, velour
6th
St.
Call
753
0408
INSTRUCTION
re+
your needs
selection of storage
top notch Quality Pain,
Gatesborough, water, interior, sharp. 753 0509
from 9a.m. 9p.m,
FOR most any type - ter who has years
buildings in stock for
tiku LEARN TO DRIVE
sewer and gas. 753-5541.
or 759-1543.
immediate delivery. FURNISHED apart
driveway white rock experience in 1 2-3 story
TRACTt2R,TRAILER
FORD
1983
Escorf
waAcree Portable ment near university.
••••aperwc•
gon, blue, • clean, excel- also- any type gravel; homes and businesses,
.
Buildings, Mayfield, 753-6045 after 6p.m.
nwid•W
lent condition. 814 Col- girt and sand call Roger has all tools and
MALE roommate to
•DOT Carillostion
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Road. Ask -Ms, Hudson, 753 4545 or equipment. No job too
dwater
•KM cc psolion•
44. tots Tar 1-1-1e
large or too small
ORDER Now! Christ share 1 bedroom aparImmune
ide
during
office hours 753-6763.
•Wrsownent Dept
mas trees, wholesale tment, furnished, 1610 NICE mobile home rots After. 5:'30p m, call 753 GUTTERING by Sears. Phone now 753 5192
•Anon:sal AW
Farmer Ave. Call 759- for sale in Scenic Acres
(502)247-7831.
Sears continuous gut
REDING and Carter's
Aselabis
4952 between 7p.m. and near East Elementary 1817. Good buy $2,900.
RIDE away with a free
1986 CHEVROLET ters installed for your complete mobile home
ALLIANCE
10p.m.
School,
City
water,
TRACTOR MAILER
gas hand held blower
customized van, raise specifications. Call repairs service Cali
TR/WONG DENIERS
cablevision and root, dual air and heat, Sears 753 2310 for free 492 8806 for estimate.
with the purchase of NEAR universiii
LEBASOW TN
bedroom
apartment.
blacktop
road.
55,500.00.
any Toro riding mower
ROCKY COLSON Home
Cal loll Ws*
TV, deluxe size rear estimate
Keith's Lawn and Large kitchen, dinette, Day 753 7668 or night couch. Michelin tires,
Repair Roofing, siding,
large
living
room,
bath
1-800-334-1203
753-2394.
Tractor Center, In
low mileage, many LICENSEE) electrician, painting, plumbing,
dustrial Road. Call with shower and tub, SHADY lot in Sherwood other extras. 437-4254.
concrete
Fr-ee es
residential,, and corn
ample
closet
space,
Forest. All Serviegs,
759 9831_
timates. Call 474 2307 or
1986 REGAL Summerset mercial. Air condition
fully carpeted, central 759 9268.
SEASONED firewood.
753-6973.
15 Articles for Sale
electric heat and air. TWO large lots. for Limited,.'charcoal grey, ing. Sales and service
436 2744_
light grey velour, multi• Gas installation and
Dishwasher,
disposer,
12' SOLID aluminum
THE Gold Nugget: range refrigerator, mobile home near Ky. port V-6, loaded, moon repair for natural and
satellite dish and Drake
Gold- Diamonds Black washer- dryer hook-up. Lake. Has septic' tank roof,.36,000 actual miles. LP. Fred's Repair 753
receiver, $750. Antique
Hills Gold. Discount $235 deposit. $235 and driveway. IM' Like new, reduced to $7, 7203.
cast iron wood cook
jewerlry every day. We month. Available • about mediate possession. 300. 753-0509 or 759-1543.
Treated
LICENSEb Electri
stove, small, $300
buy old gold. If we don't November 1. 759-1300, Owner financing 1988 BLACK Pontiac
Decks & Porches
Silver Royale Western
have what you want, we 9: 30a.m. 4:00p .m., available $2,950.00. Call 6000, 4 door, 22,000 cian, Doug Jones Elec
tric Residential wiring
Pleasure show saddle,
Bob at 753 0697
will get it. 'Free ring Monday Friday,
miles, $8,200. 1986 blue
4x6-25- rails $200
hand tooled, 15" seat,
WOODED building lof Pontiac Grand Am, 2 and electrical and elec
cleaning. We sell for 15
NE bedroom apart
numbered, matching
on blacktop road in door, 61,000 miles, $6, tric motor repairs. No
6x10-25- rails $310
Guaranteed. ment for
less
rent. Call Candlelite Estates near
rewinding. Call
breast strap and
Special orders availa- 759-1164.
700. Both are extra nice_
10x16-25" rails $620
briddle, all with silver,
Almo. .100'x195' city 435 4218 days or '4354116 759-4751.
ble. Southside Court
super nice, $750. 436
L&L Roofing & General
Square, Mayfield, Ky. TAKING applications water, natural gas. nights.
riceb •
for
Section
8.
Rent
2105.
$3,850.00 Day 753-7668 or GOVERNMENT SEIZED Repair. Also, getter
247 6762
att ce We r
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or -3 night 753 2394.
repair and painting
1 PROFESSIONAL hair
WATER heaters, elec
vehicles from $100
BR. Apply Hilldale
Jesigns and
Free estimates 10%
dryer chair left. Price
tric, 40 gallon, double
Fords Mercedes. Cor
Apts., Hardin, KY. 45. Farms for Sale
References 8 °bolos
discoLint for Senior
greatly reduced for
heating elements, 5
vettes. Chevys. Surplus.
Equal Housing
citizens. 474 8057
quick sale! Need space!
79 SURVEYED wooded Buyers 'Guide (805)687
years, glass-lined tank, Opportunity.
*CALL (502)492-8488*
JJ & Co. (formerly
MAX W. Parker,
$119.99 Wallin Hard
acres near Kentucky 6000 Ext S8155. •
.'
Joyce's) 753 2511_
Attorney at Law For
ware, Downtown Paris,
Lake, good road front
TIYVERNMEN
CABBAGE Patch doll
Tn.
age, very reasonable SEIZEQ' vehicles from mer County Attorney , SHEETROCK finishing,
34
Houses
for
Rent
heads, any style, any
price, $24,00,0 Phone $100 Fords. Mercedes, former District Judge. new or repair 436 2811
SUREWAY Tree
hair color 437 4697 after
BEDPOOM country Kopperud Realty 753
of kerosene heaters and
Corvettes Chevys. Office, '104 N. 4th St.,
.._jervice . Topping, prun
4:30p.T
carry a full line of parts home. $150 per month 1221
Surplus. Buyers Guide: Murray, 753 ing, tree removal. Ae
EMBER Hearth
plus deposit Call 753
Keith's Lawn & Trac
(1) 805 687 6000 Ext. Home, 753-7900.
46 Homes for Sale
nal bucket truck Fully
fireplace insert, $400.
MITCHELL Paving
tor, Industrial Road, 8164 after 5:30p.m.
S 8155.
1978 16' jon boat, trailer
759-9831. ,
1 BEDROOM house
BEDROOM home in THE Last of the -gig Driveways, parking insured for your prot•
ection Stump removal
and 35 Evinrude elec
WOOD for sale oak and with kitchen applian
country. 2 extra sleep
Ones! 1984 Olds 98 lots, seal coating and
tric start motor, $1,800.
Alse, with .no lawn damage
hickory, $25 a rick. ces. $500/ month. Call ing rooms upstairs, Regency, 4 door; fan, stripin,g
No
753-9963.
_
753 9424 after 5p m. large living room and 38,000 miles 1984 ElUiCk limestone, gravel, top Free estimates
759-9313 after5p.m.
FOR.sale
Sharp
M F
Central LeSabre, 4 door, soil, and grading, Phone obligations. 753 5484.
dining room
TELEPHONE wiring
copiers and fax
1 BEDROOM house, gas heat and air. 12 maroon: 52,000 miles. 753 1537.
machines. Demo units 26
$200 a month plus -miles east of Murray. Both are local Murray mosILE HOME jacks installed phones
TV
Radio
Call
also available
$50,000. Call 753-1203.
deposit. No pets 492
cars, new cohdition. Specialist repair, moved residence and
1 800 248 4319. Benton, 19" ZENITH color TV, 8360 after Sp.m.
5 BEDROOM, Bedford Rick's Vinyl Roofs & leveling, underpinning, business experienced
$150 436 2533, leave
Ky
stone/alluminum trim
set ups, tear downs, Call Bobby Wade 753
Motor Sales 753 9877
2220
OFFICE equipment, message
-roots, floors, plumbing
in Aurora on 1 acre
36 For 'Rent or Lease
new and used desks,
Within 1 mile Kentucky
wiring, washing, WILL do plumbing in
chairs, file cabinets,
hurricane straps. 759- stallation & repairs. All
MOBILE Thomelot for t.ake. Immediate oc
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
glass show cases,
Now it's
..auaranteeci Free es
cupancy $48,000
Re
4850.
rent, east of Murray
1979
typewriters and folding
REPUBLIC mobile Call after 5p m
duced $43,000. Call Bob
SEASONED oak timates. Phone 492 8899
tables See Marty home, 14x56, 2 bedroom, 753 9227
or 753 1308.
Lester 522 3644.
firewood. 753 5476
1 bath, unfurnished
Futrell "at South 4th and
4 B'DROOM home on
RENT to Own a Heavy
SEWING machine rep WILL do roofing,
call
$5,500.00. Days 753 7668 Duty Washer and wooded -3- acre lot,
Elm Streets or
All makes and plumbine, painting, &
air
753 7668 days or 753.2394 or nights 753 2394.
Featuring' 2 baths,
Call
Dryer, $18 per week
models, home and in- yard "'fork
nights.
19110- MOBILE HOME, Call Movie World at kitchen with breakfast
dustry. Call Kenneth 753 4370
ACHS Dormer chain 14x60, 2 bedroom, 1 753 4663
area, large living
Barnhill, 753 2674, YARD landscaping
saws, Model 111 with 3 1 bath, unfurnished,
rborn/ dining room,
Leveling driveways and
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
cubic inches, 18" bar, needs minor interior 37 Livestock-Supplies
den with fireplace, 2 car
bushhogging 436 5430
& List,
electronic ignition, ad
repairs. $5,850 00. Days
or 753 0659
t1MMENTAL and garage. 247 7048 after
GM Executives
justable automatic 753 7668 or nights 753
2 .m
CUSTOM LIME
Per
Simbrah
bulls
.Program
Vehicles
2394
chain oiling, D2M anti
Y Owner: 3 bedroom,
56
Free Colurrin
SPREADING
formance & semen
vibration, 2 9 9 95
2 bath, brick with
601-142-3100
Excellent qual
tested.
Agricultural
OMEf
or
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
ity. $650 & up Cadiz, fireplace and 2 car
Hwy. 79 W - Peril
Lawn * Carden
Weimaramer female
Center, Industrial
bff
Located
garage
Ky 522 7630
dog in country. Won
Road. 759 9831
Gatesborough 753-9983.
MORRIS LUTHER
derful pet Free to right
SIDE WO boxes, fit long
38 Pets Supplies
FOR Sale By Owner 1
759-9965
family. Call 753 7657 or
pick-up. Indigo cabinet
50
Used Trucks
BEAUTIFUC
orkie bedroom house in Lynn
753 00.11
zig•zag sewing
Living
room,
Grove.
1981 FORD truck, short
female, housebroken,
machine'. 2 lawn
lot.
extra
den,
Price wheel base, 4 speed
inteece 8 Exterior
very tiniest $225 cash,
mowers, 1 like new.
Door Windows
adults only. (901)4/9 red.uced. 759 4449 ot. overdrive, air, PB, very
Brown and Sharpe meT-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
753
8859.
good body. 527 9351
•
2229, South Fulton
tal guage. New careyeing iipors
1 84 CHEV
GREAT Dane pup- AKC GOVERNMEN.T 1 7
borator, fits Chrysler
Roots Keel Reeled
Champion sired brindle Hornet! $1 00 (U Rep- customized van, dual
cars 1941 Chevy Coupe;
Best Pricer Q,..mitv ,es/,Its
air) foreclosures, tax air, raised roof, $8,500.
male, shots, cropped
Custom IS ottlicn
see to appreciate 436RV a Comps( Revak
delinquent prdperty. Call after ap m
Paris, Tn
$400
2868
Cohunets
'Factory Exporkancili
Now selling This area! 759 1628
5831
19011642
TAPPAN range, set of
Building I sonic-Ong
.(Refundable) 1 518 1987 GMC Jimmy Sierra
Call
*
HAPPY JACK TRI
All Types Of
bunk beds and Murray
Pitotina Horroaa."
459 3546 Ext. H 973 for Classic 4x4, blue
41
*
and
VERMICIDE
re
10 speed bicycle. 759
•PHONE(SO2)4924488•
listings.
•
Custom Woodworking
•
silver two tone, dark blue
cognized sage and ef
4707
•
NEW )'bedroom, 2 bath, interior, fully loaded, 24,
s
1980 WOODLAND. fective by U S Bureau of
USED mowers for sale
•
brick home with large 2 000 miles, extra sharp'5&
a
2 Gilson 11 HP with 14x80, 3 bedroom, 2 Veterinary medicine car gerage
*
Energy
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
11
*
grass catchers, 11HP bath, central heat and against hook, round, & efficient central gas 753 0509 or 759 1543
showroom
tapeworms in dogs and
FORD van, 71 model, •
'Drop by i see our
*
air, unfurnished, nice
scars, 8HP wheel horse
in
and
air
Located
heat
SOUTHERN
new tires, new paint,
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -(S•hin• Bunny 5i...a
Keith's Lawn & Tractor $8,850 00 Days 753 7668 cats
STATES INDUSTRIAL Martin Heights sub
new clutch, new brakes,
Center, Industrial or nights 753 2394
division.
Call
759
1503
**********************
new starter Must sell,
Road Call 759 9831
1981 14x70 With 9x2/ RD.
for an appointment.
best offer
753 9660.
USED refrigerators and slide out, extra nice, UKC and PKC re
evenings.
gistered Blue Tick 47
Motorcycles
stoves, apartment size vacant now 489 2648
female out of Hills Blue
and full size. See Marty 1986 MOBILE home
Campers
Fe5 Cycle and 51
P,0R
Futrell at South 4th and 28x65, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 branch Times Night ATV Center
Used
Champion
Hills
COACHMAt4
1976
76'
Elm Streets or call bath, yellow vinyl Sid
ATVs, parts. service,
bunk house, good con
753 7668 days or 753 2394 ing, must move. Must "Sadie", 5 months old
accessories
and
tires
$125. Call 759 1429 or
diTiOD, $3,800
437 4827
nights
Sell! 75 3- • 3 1 5 3
200 North Main, Benton, after 5p m
•
after 5p m.
WOOD craft items Will 9a m. 5p.m. 436 7582 436 5463
527
1680
Ky.
502
WESTIES C ampion
1983 TOYOTA
take special orders
after 5p.m
line AKC, satisfaction
Sunraider motor home,
436 2785.
Used Cars
49
This 3 BR brick on approx. 3i4 acre features
guarantee $300 $600
34,000 miles, 1 Owner,
28, Mobile Homes tor Rent
TVA insulation, heat pump, and a
759 4556
• 1969 PONTIAC GTO, for full galley and bath,
16 Home Furnishings
mobile
151zoom
61
parts or restorable roof 'air, engine air,
BUYERS' HOME WARRANTY PLAN'
rLECTRIC 30' range, home for rent Call after 40 Produce
492 8194 6p m 9p.m
sleeps four Good gas
For more information call
white, $125 753 7526
rn 7539227
1975 AMER! AN milage, prieed to sell
ROLL top desk, dark IN Hazel, 3 bedroom, WINESAPS, York ap
cider . Motors Hornet Spor 7530822
pies,
turnips.
oak, like new 753 2937
partly furnished of
tabout, 90,030 miles, but
489 2467 for informa
753-4000
ROUND glass Top table unfurnished $150 per tion Tucker Orchards, runs welt, $350 Call 52 Boats Motors
with 4 wicker back. month 192 8220 after
after
5p
m
753
7678
1987 CREST lIt 75
Murray Landfill Rd.
chrome chairs, tan 5P M
pontoon boat with 40HP
seats. 9100 firm, good MOBILE home
7 be
Evinrude motor with
condition. 759•4886 after drooms, partly fur
extended warranty
5E.m.
nished, nice quiet park
Phone 753 1515 after
Call after 5p.m. 753 4632
5p.m.
Musical
22
or (205) 245 6291
53. Services .Offered
6 lessons 437- 4461
•Auniverearlei 'Birthdays
29 Heating and Cooling
PROFESSIONALLY
'It's a Girl *It's a Boy *Weddings
CornMerc-121
A7
- -TRIE Service and
restored 5'8" Baldwin JACieETED Ashley
stump removal Your
'Grand openings *Retirement 'Reunion
24
burns
stove,
wood
Residential
grand piano, half price
ser
professional tree
'Any Other Occasion
of new one 10" Estey wood, 2 years old
Your Design
vice All types, remo
leave
2533,
436
console piano, $750
val, topping, feeding
Many character signs to choose from with
or Ours
message
437 4412
Free estimates 50'
personalised plaques that are your to keep
WANTED- -Responsible
Estiniate.s
Free
bucket truck and chip
30 Busrfiess Rentals
as a reminder of that special day.%OS are
Party to take over tow
Call.S3'90
per
monthly payments on APPROXIMATELY
easy to set up outdoors or in.
Call
• HAMTLTON Cultured
sPinet piano. See 000 square feet availa
502-354-8803
marble and tile 643 Old
ble November 1 800
Locally Call 800 377
Benton Rd 753 9400
South 4th St
3345 Ext 102
•
9

Situation' Wanted

24

Lane's

*Four Star*.

wr-IFF,T7-711-WF1 s

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet, Oldsrnodle,
at
Pons, TN

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

ibi.

MTG BETTER HOMES & GARDENS

Rent a Sign
for All Occasions

Call Judy at 753-0062

Motercraft Custom
Cabinet and Remodeling

. ;•

'

•

•

akfl.
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Holiday uneventful
for several officials
in Calloway area

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1988

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mildred Rodgers Coleman
Mrs. Mildred Rodgers Coleman,
54, of 415 Barger St., Mayfield,
died Monday at 4:55 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Born Dec 19, 1933, she was the
daughter of the late Obie Snow and
Ethel Womack Snow. She also was
preceded in death by one grandson, Johnny Lyell, one sister and
one brother.
Mrs. Coleman is survived by her
husband, Wilson Coleman; two
daughters, Mrs. Cindy Lyell, Rt. 1,
Hickory, and Mrs. Sharon Stanley,
Rt. 2, Mayfield; two sons, Stephen
Rodgers, Mayfield, and Gary Conway, Cartersville, Ga.; 12
grandchildren.

Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Rozzell
Chapel Cemetery in Graves County. The Rev. C.C. Dennison will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Rudy Dunn,
Eugene Madding, Romey Holmes,
Joseph Hobbs, Jim Jones and
Roger Hill.

Industrial systems studied
A video teleconference sym- satelli
te broadcast on artificial inposium on expert systems for tellig
ence at 8 a.m. provided by
business and inudstry has been Texas
Instruments titled "The
scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 10, Knowledge
Worker Productivity
at Murray State University.
Challenge."
To run from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
The broadcast will include
the Barkley Room of the Curris report
s on the payoffs realized
Centerl the symposium is for from
expert systems by three cormanagers at all levels, as well as porati
ons — BASF, a German
computing professionals who ad. chemical
company; Coopers 8z
vise managers.
Lybrand, one of the big Eight acIt is sponsored by the College of counting
Business and Public Affairs at porati firms: and Kajima Coron, Japan's largest conMurray State, in cooperation with struct
ion company.
the College of Industry and
Presenters for the broadcast
Technology and the Center fox w111
be John Scully of Apple CornContinuing Education Ir rrd
and Dr. Ed Feigenbaum
Academic Outreach.
otanford University, who will
Participants will view a live
p sent a special report on the use
of xpert systems in Japan's indu trial community.
. Members of the Center for
Knowledge-base Systems at Murray State will make a presentation
beginning at 1:30 D.M. for those

Local fire and law enforcement
officials say Halloween was
relatively quiet this year.
Calloway County Sheriff J.D.
Williams said that other than the
usual two tire fires in Dexter,
nothing was reported in other
areas in the county.
The Kentucky State Police also
Friends may call from 3 to 9
had no reports in Calloway
p.m. today (Tuesday at Byrn
County.
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
The Murray Fire Department
The family requests that expresresponded to two leaf fires and one
sions of sympathy take the form of
vehicle fire Monday, according to
donations to Grace Baptist
a spokesperson for the
Church, 1000 Backusburg Rd.,
department.
Mayfield, Ky. 42066, or the
At approximately 1 p.m., a fire
American Cancer Society.
in the engine compartment in a
car, owned by Alberta Donaldson.
was out on arrival at Second and
Maple streets, the spokesperson
The funeral for Truman Asbury
Born March 31, 1907, he was the
said.
Oliver was Monday at 2 p.m. in son of
the late Lester Oliver and
At approximately 5 p.m., fire LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morti- Nellie Mae Elkin
s Oliver.
fighters extinguished a leaf fire at
cians, Paris, Tenn. Jim Canter
He was preceded in death by his
1403 Glendale, according to the
and Henry Hargis officiated.
wife, Mrs. Susie Bishop Oliver, on
report.
Pallbearers were Rudy Hutson, Jan. 15, 1972; one daugh
ter, Mrs.
Firemen extinguished another
Randall Beasley, Hughiette King, Hugh (Paul
ette) Orr; and one
leaf fire at Eighth and Payne
Billy Jackson, Charles Littleton brother, Franklin
Oliver.
streets at 8:40 p.m., the spokesperand
Dan Grimes. Burial was in
Mr. Oliver was a member of
son said.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. lATh —
Bethel Cemetery in Henry County, Blood River Church of
Christ.
Barry
Bingham Jr.'s planned
Josephine Wolfe, 48. and her
Tenn.
newsletter on ethics in journalism
son, Barry Morrison, 25, both of
Mr. Oliver, 81, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Survivors are three daughters, likely
will come out early next
518 S. Seventh St.. received a Tenn., was pronounced dead
on ar- Mrs. Elmer (Ruble) Broach, year.
criminal summons Monday night rival at 30 p.m. Saturday
Henry
, Tenn., Mrs. Thomas(Ann)
at
The Fine Line originally was
after a raid was conducted on their Henry county Medical
Center, Pierpoint, Rt. 2, Buchanan, and planned
to be published late this
residence by the Murray Police
Paris.
Mrs. Billy (Carolyn) Wheatley, year.
Department, according to detecHe was a retired farmer and Buchanan; two sisters, Mrs. Ocie
tive Charles Peeler.
Tennessee Department of Conser- Grubbs, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. -- Bingham, former editor and
The summons is for illegal
vation employee. He also had been Tennie McSwain, Puryear, Tenn.; publisher of The 'Courier-Journal
and The Louisville Times, said he
possession of alcohol in a dry op- employed as maintenance
man at 10 grandchildren; three great- is trying to get enoug materi
h
al in
tion territory for purpose of Paris Landing State Park.
grandchildren.
hand for thee monthly issues
resale, Peeler said.
before he launches the publication
Wolfe and Morrison are scheduland has had trouble doing that.
ed to appear in Calloway District
Bingham hopes to obtain
Court on Nov. 7, he said.
Services for Walter H. Conner 3:53 p.m. at his home
at 1508 freelance articles on ethics queswere today at 11 a.m. in the chapel Sycamore St., Murray.
tions from "top professionals" to
of Blalock-Coleman„ Funeral
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. appeal to superv
ising editors who
Home. John Dale and Robert Gladys Byrd Conner;
two make ethical decisions in
Usrey officiated. Jerry Bolls daughters, Mrs. Louis J. (Rebe
c- journalism.
directed the song service.
ca) Boyd, Athens, Ga., and Mrs.
"Getting good quality stuff is
Active pallbearers were Fred
Charles (Linda Sue) Butterworth, more difficult than
BOBBY WOLFF
we thought,"
Broach, Ray Broach, Terry
Orlando, Fla.; three sons, Ralph
he said.
South blamed his misguess in Broach, Gene
McDougal, Lenith
B. Conner, Alva, Fla., Walter R.
trumps on the wickedness of Hal- Rogers and
Howell R. Clark.
(Dick
) Conner, Mayfield, and
loween witches. He said nothing
Honorary pallbearers were KenJerry L. Conner, Huntsville, Ala.;
about applying better technique.
neth Grogan, Allen McCoy, Stan- two sisters, Mrs. Johnnie
Taylor,
Dummy's heart queen went to ford Andrus, Jim
Armbruster, Tedalia, and Mrs. Pauline
East's ace, and East returned the di- Jack Cochr
an, James Washer, Jenkins, Johnson City, Tenn.; two
amond seven to the 10 and ace. West Edgar Rowla
nd, George Patterbrothers, Ruble Conner, Dening,
led back the diamond deuce and son and
Gary Page.
N.M.,
and Waldo Conner, Sedalia;
South won his jack. South cashed the
Burial was in Murray City
16
grand
children; 31 greattrump ace, catching nothing of con- Cemetery.
grandchildren; one great-greatsequence and pondered about his Mr. Conne
r, 87, died Saturday at
grandchild.
next play in trumps. Should South
play a low one in hoes of finding an
original doubleton king or should he
play the queen to try to smother the
jack?
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) — The
After indicating he would appeal
South went for the play of a low U.S. Supreme Court has denied a his conviction, Vance
was allowed
trump. East won the jack, and request to hear the case of a by U.S. District
Judge Henry
West's king eventually took the set- former high-ranking state govern- Wilhoit to remain
free on bond
ting trick. Was it the goblins or was ment aide, Henry S. Vance Jr.
while his appeal was pending.
it a pure guess'
Vance, 45, of Lexington, thereby
But federal prosecutors, arguIt seems like a guess at first lost his bid to be released from
glance. (Goblins don't know any- prison while he appeals his convic- ing that Vance was a danger to the
thing about bridge.) However, there tion for supplying the gun used to community, appealed Wilhoit's
decision. The federal appeals
is another element. The impending kill a Florida prosecutor in 1982.
diamond ruff changes things and
In July, Vance was ordered by court sided with prosecutors and
South should lead the queen of the 6th Circuit C.S. Court of Ap- ordered Vance jailed.
trumps to try for a smother play. peals in Cincinnati to begin servOn July 13, Vance reported to
Why? Give East the K-2 of trumps ing his 15-year sentence. Vance the Federal Correctional Instituinstead of J-2. Now the low trump was convicted last October of giv- tion in Atlanta.
drops the king, but a third diamond ing the gun to Lexington resident
Vance still could win his
lead nets West a ruff and the game Bonnie Kelly. She is serving a life freedom if the appeals court overgoes down one anyway.
sentence in Florida for the murder turns his conviction and orders a
of Eugene Berry.
new trial.
NORTH
10-31.•
•8
•K Q 5

Truman Asbury Oliver

Bingham
newsletter
out in '89

Walter H. Conner

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE'

unfamiliar with expert systems. It
will provide a knowledge of basic
terminology, current applications
and sources of additional
information.
A registration fee of $25 per person includes all symposium
materials, refreshment breaks,
lunch and .6 CEUs (Continuing
Education Units). Anyone who
would like additional information
may contact Dr. John McGregor
in the Department of Computer
Studies at Murray State at
762-6214.
Person who wish to register
may call (502) 762-4229 or send
name, Social Security number, address, telephone number and
registration fee (with checks
made payable to Murray State
University) to: Conferences and
Workshops, Center for Continuing
Education, Murray State University, Murray, Ky., 42071.

Remember the 10th

1

The 10th of each month is a very import
ant date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your
payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent
business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale
cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them
by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the
difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before
the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks
.
Collection time can be an inconvenienc
e for you and your carrier.
So.. paying by mall is a simple way to
avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother
of monthly collection.

Miirray Ledger & Times

RGENCY CASH RAISING
turn:

Vance case denied by court

TO'A

•9 8 6 4
4K 6 5 3
WEST
EAST
•K 5 4
•J 2
•J 10 9 3
•A 8 6 2
•A 2
•7 5 3
4J 8 4 2
4 Q 10 9 7
SOUTH
40 A Q 10 9 7 6 3 . .
11 4
•K Q J 10
•A
Vulnerable Both
Dealer West
rhe bidding
West
North
East
South

Pass
Pass
Pass

Pass
Pass
1•
1 NT
Pass
4•
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Heart jack
LEAD WITH THE ACES
10 31 B

South holds •K 8 6 2
V Q97 2
•J 10 5 2
49
West

North

Pass

6 NT

All pass

ANSWER: Club nine One of the few
times its best to lead .a singleton
against a no-trump contract There
is the danger of giving up a trict

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs If Strstlea
Chrysler
OSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp

General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

MAW Rocker
$79

5 Piece Den Group
lieraosd 50001riaMity room group of solid wood frames
s$fflifiatic team cushions covered in durable space-age
.
_ ta, chair 2 end tabies & cocktail

511
/
4
133% +1
/
2
33/
1
4 +1
/
4
15/
1
4B 141/
1
2
37/
1
4 •1
/
4
18% +%
54% -%

Name Brand T.V.'s

91% -%
10% +/
1
4
54% -1/4
41% -1
/
2
47 +1%
112% +1
3•
/
1
4
%
311
/
4 •/
1
2
.7.41

Christ
Gift ideas
at

A41 South

733 7617

Koss.TheL:rwat GM tabu'14 dliGessues.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
stars

Sofa
Sleepers

seediar
oll
lid Wood
Rock s

'349

A
Low As

39
pc. in saris

Our better queen size set with
plush
tad
99

I I WM sad ell
MI
11114116 as.
Mbar. smipsoss

116

Ictorian Brass
Plant Stand

$7i,

.111011

,

able Close-Out
VII

11141.41SISAM
le1.4•111.110
111.1114111.4111

'399

Bun
Bed-

Twin $

WINDSOR PLACE

PAT GOSSUN1

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

—•

ovecs Sofa & Chair

on

All Our 00d Lots

Vnirria AMMO

l's I I swims in.

$

.

BETTY BOSTON

Mur•ay

%MAPS %I., 's
I.
itrusterS.
irss ISui bast. Roper. IN
s buy./ %rause. ito.slpos• 4rt 144. Ira.
liI Narrows•lilt. IS Ism.% by.....4.r IS. I ••
lowsor. over ••• onestly sasedy
iii 11 MIMI lbs.
1114.71417.15
I's I I4110.11111
11111.111-411.75
II I I MIMI be.
biLiS414.14
VI ii 1MM as:
smaiss.os
awns
1.11 1.1 171.11P1155.
111141.0•114.1111
Oil I I 1/4•4441 as.
ses.6044.411

3iwrfri

Console

Prices as of 10 a.m.
+ 1.95
Goodyear
2148.45
1.11.M
41% + 14
Ingersoll Lund
28% W/s
JerrIco
SI% unc
Kmart
• gm ./
1
4
Kroger
.11CPenne),
151/4 -Vs
. Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
t".S.Tobacco
Wal•Mart
C.E.F. Yield

with any other lead.

Hog market

_
JediN44101

Stock Market

414 VAIN STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

South

IC

25''

753 3366
East
I NT

NO

Illt***********
1984 Gran Am, 2 dr

gold

auto

air, power
87,900

************

Sy 8royhI0, Ashley. H

YOU DON'T
NEED CASH
MEE miasma FOR
AO DAYS-DP 10 30
MONTHS TO PAYCHECK ON CASH

puRoom s

FURNITURE AND APPL.
ON TNT!' WEST SIDE Of WARD tIJIONS ON TIHE
SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN

MURRAY. KY 753-4872

STORE
HOURS
MON.-FRI.
8-5
SAT.
9-4

It Will
Pay You
To Drive
Mlles
To This
Salo!

lets yes'
put on a shows:wisher& With movable arms. s-ass
AMAMI

the Christmas

Your.
Knows Best or Snow Whits
VHS Videotape for fun
4,0%0531v
At

bet,
Quartz Analog
'. with Mickey! wean

ney "Wrist Watch" Quartz
1014.,Miokey Mouse show

• Childs'3-PC.Dish Set with
sney characters for him
Melamine. tet

G1 Niobium Mouse Corn Popper with
"mouloer bump & go action. Bette.
not Incise. Ten...
9.99
13) MOW Mystery Action Car with
Micicsy end Donald on patrol! Batts
not Ind Ian * /24168 /2
9.99

Disney' Learn-To- Dreset
help young fingers to face,Amman,
oil% button & buckle! Asstd. 14 In.
high. Ages 1-5. Nag
T 1311111311

ftf- /A

,
J

HARDWARE STORES

CZ,

4-Ft Pins Chrletrass lee is one
piece and ready to decorate With
4-in outswept branches brown
center awe.
roorm.

A) Disney' 5-Pc. :I
Glass Set
shows Mickey and Minnie dancing!
8-oz. glasses. MAIMS A 506000 6 7.99
B) Disney* 10-0z. Glass Mug for
sipping a beverage with a "friend!"
tarns A S06634 Alv
2 for 3.00

(
.
<
0
,
4

i. Ar Value Charge Card My Amer•rao[swear{
VISA and Atriatertard welcome at parr pahng storea'

100-Light String-A-Long'
Miniature Sot includes a BONUS
35-light
Choose clear or assorted colors ost maisri
T

12i
11Vrall
slick
ft ig h/low
resistant

Cooker with
for easy cleanu
mp control. Hea
is sem
. saw

I

Vir-In. Cordless rill/Screwdriver delivers 22 and 350 rpm
forward or rever
for versatile
drilling! resin
r mon

10•'"

Rod Coaster Wag
offers
plenty of room for hauling fun!
Features 34-in steel tray, tip-free
turning design wr
ii

4.99
True Valus• Camaro IROC-Z
is a detailed replica with decals
roll cage and window netting!
Asgard colors TAW
TIMM V

Along Ciwistwuis Carol
VH Tao* P5t yoti f(Army ths
unCirig bell over the sights and
of Christmas at .ssas

Crystal Pim Thee is
to hold plenty of hot
s for yourself or to mak
gift mei
A %DM/

Special prices in effect until December 17 1988

GICtSe'
GOInfOrta

CHRISTMAS TOYS &

SEE THE BACK COVER FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST.T4fillefike.HARDWARE STORE

Building fun
for busy fingers

11

;",•
•

,••
"

.40

16.99 woo

100-Pc. Pre-School
Super Blocks Set

Plenty of budding fun is packed in the
handy storage bucket Create buildings, bridges and more that snap together! Ind boy and girl figures, fun
eyes, mouths, chassis. 5144
T angle

102-Pc. Peace Keeper
Bating Sat Ina everytibia b build a powerful tank. W/
isiMary *pure. 8-12. sass raw u

g
oks

tra

,

Tianktue

.c .12.99

f Tyke Bike'. Lets littfe ones breeze
along indoors or out. With easy
steering. Ages 1W-314. as 7 4313701 a

Touch 'ems"' Baby's

book offers soft texture*,

Agora 6-24 mos. use I seises

- Doily Surprise. Heats a special
Maxi hat can grow or shorten Mr
aiklust by raising her arms. loci
Otpillkipaitftt. 3-up. wie

7 MOW

Junior Lineman's Belt can get
'repairs" done fast with this complete
est. Incl. cordless phone with ringing
action, 4 tools iris
f 615COB II

Petite 880 Typewriter is great
for teaching youngsters the fundamentals
With backspace key, end-of-line bell, reversible
ribbon cartridge Ages 6 & up .062
4,8065 5

24.95
T1

Fisher-Pri e
HARDWARE STORES

59.95

5 1?

=I

Pipeworks 1000 Basic Set lets little

els es corm $ COMM MM.IL NSW

Baby liamilar days new
and Itiona an paw% coda
gowarotbdis.(notind3.
stprak an
yams

'engineers*" construct their own creations
Of vehicles, tables and chairs Ages
3-up
to play, 5-up to assemble MO
as,
OM Illumber-Ossul 111whiest IMM011ers 4 Illooliniften

Aar dodos
Mosshall or
Poolkair offers lags arantalsd disInQPInyysy

play for reel action. 2 levels of play
Batts_ nol incl. 6-up.

lalcing Whiz Kid"laschas mak
Wan& raidIng. music and Imre.
Rune on AC prewar or balk(not led.).
Ages 5-tio. Mess
I odor

Smiwt Start teetunse 11 bill-in Notable and insichbook vilthrpoMora
Usk Medsoisr or boa trod kiMi.
Apo ri-up. awe
TOMO

kladdlma
Microphone corns, Oland/KW
4-in. full-sound spieler. 84 Mend,
eV bud ammo
lassos

Mskildy tam Cawaii• Rsoordsr
features sing- along microphone
and a preprogrammed songs Rata
not Ind. ram
'OMNI•

31.95 4###
Magic Scan
Checkout Counter

king up the sales! Features moving conveyor belt, register, scale, food, money,
shopping basket Ages 3-7. 3100.• T ru357

Jim-Rake.

sail for

fun!

Mack* Truck
Here's a detailed replica
of the classic 1926
Mack' Bulldog with
crates and rubber tires!
Its a bank too!
8 & uP "
:46°
T 471w

12

71actors are authentic ale-cast
metal replicas with steerable tire•J!
Assfd sizes. sawn
T 471909 12

Seible* Island

edesseins•

log hammock. pat.
and more-for a ea

ROAD
CHAMPS

bn

byes&
mew•

*94

Fun' Barbie"' comes with boating
eldipaltbt sop

T

wins tz

Your
choice
a
oimritOnsa Set brings together a powerful pickup
with roll bar, rugged off-road racer with air foil
a tough trailed Set 18 36 in. long. 925
I 201/61 b

Sets

lbur
A) Timis Solsklie has bsby-eolt skin and comes
T MUM
dressed in a cozy nightgown. 12 in. 12201
Solskin• has Ube'N Fiuffy* hair. Plus, she
"
. °id°
411 41 41 grliertb

Set • • • ..: 149 tg I.

#).

includes
and dot 4 & hit at.

"'NW flashy MclInt.aNaimary
T •11/2011 N
.Matti 3& up. gm

,giCirj•

Masseur Warriors* Mountain
PIllpeat includes 4 Monks monsters
with moving jaws,tails and legs and
3 cavemen!3& up. NO
T 91061/5 5

Itarsarf
raseerv
fundlues Paw & on• so

Rock'Em Sock'Em Robote'
Game lets you knock his block off
in lots of fun and exciting boxing
battle& 3 & up. nu
T 47sns

T5

MICKEY MOUSE

11.99'Ionlia

Tuff Frame
44.95

Dress 'N Dazzle

Hat 'N Belt Set for
high-fashion dress-up fun' Set includes surface washable hat and matching bet' that's
sized to fit all Choose from 3 asst'd styles
Ages 5 & up 69133
I 9110 725 12

32%x 182soc38 V2M in.

Bookcase Toy Chest keeps
rooms neat with 2 roomy shelves
and toy storage Sliding chalkboards e
m62457 •

t

Gat:field* "Hang On"lets
keep this ooraii,a1 c,at flan
nct.Pius,he comes with a••
in•
WO.

22.9524..161ou

1841H in.
Toy Toter is a great way to
organize a corner' Smooth plastic
connectors hold strong. Bright.
cheery graphics. sto
T 5110 209'

-•

tingti.
t
Handbag Set. Gus
so 10.99
Jewelry Set •ex • saves 2. 5.99

36.95...

Table & Chair Set combines

bright graphics and easy-to-clean
surfaces Includes 2 matching
wooden chairs. &V
T 175136 1

TiaRkeliee
Professionally asservileed Iota nominal charge at partscspating stores

Caiddb.

Arkii. lip

44.95

Jenny Lind liable & Chair Set
ostablites teeing beauty with que)ityl

31.95

Musical Rocker has electronic
music box that plays8 cheerful tunes.
Mot $8 x 24-in table and 2 theft. With graceful styling and beautiful
Yeses. *harry mash. see
0011.11111111/31111V1112
T SUM I

ettesOteskiliesitelkest"
Rosewood Manor

411P•

t.

t7vix2211.412
Is. lwJe

noidti-pane'Mth drew&
ows, hinged front door, durable
I construction end 3i) pieces of
Orr*

furnishings. at

4

ft

*AWN

Skillman are the die-

Skybusters Aircraft Carder'
based on the U S S. Enterprise-and
T 32075.3
Its a carrying case! sow

and theirs-afth
IVY
14•627 36
realistic dat04,1000

29.95

.

x
Truck
Hook-N-Ladder
arm Set gives you horse and cat -,o
a ladder 36 in.: base revolves
awn. fencing, 2 cows,
T 6416962
3-up ices r 4.066
. 32% in, long. se
4
*
I
4
4
41tA
it%I
I

4, 46, 4V
IP
4

41,

12.99

18.99
Golden Eagle Express is a doublesleeper cab and trailer with opening door. 25 in. long. 300
T 475200 4

Vs.,Ca&4,11t.4
-off

lbss Across' is an
indoor/outdoor 3-0, tic-tac-toe game
that's fun for the whole family! 18x 18
in 2-4 players, 5 & up. 090 T62.44366
efie)
t

•

-INA "if

ing lets you bowl a strike, split or spare with snap-action
1611011111.1•11.1ifia needy hand and
shooting and enjoy all the fun and challenge of real bowling! Set includes
cool head to remove sticks-not
easy-to-set magnetic pins, realistic 3-ft long alley for strategic shots, storage
marbles! 5 & up. net
T 476103 a
area and scorecards. 2-4 players, ages 5 & up. ioss
T 62454 4
10
4
11010.4kt5
IP4
eeee110
40
5;1Ir ,
5 Ir
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

3

1
a I3 .
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1
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,
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•11..

4.9954.c.mint F•rrn
. tractor, opening wagon, di
T4/1
an tank.

.99

2-Pc. III Farm Set ina stowable tractor, tough
_ moms

in its steiting,
colors suioo

1471

sow choice
and Action Games Choose the fun-Mied Mr. Mouth'
' • 4 niavers(ages 5 & up)or Perfection* beet-the-ileter
•a upr Tor nours ot last-Paced family kin! Igeollt70

aa,

9.99

Scrabble• Crossword
Game is the standard for wordgame fans_ An ever-changing combination of strategy and chancel
8-adult gag
20111402

Your choice
Remote-Control Dump ruc
l nailer is highly detailed, with oper
ating headlights and real action. Batts,
not net Ages 5-8. o292.0290
T

7
8
4

.99 A) Dino-Riders harness the power of moving
dinosaurs' With rider and gear! MO
T 534 8116 12
.99 Eli Dino-Riders Rulorts are evil warriors with
moving monsters and gear! etio
T 63411*. 12

.99C) Dino-Riders Starter Set with hero or Rulon
rider, dinosaur, weapons' PTV
T 634167 12

14atentaci Human"!4 & uP. message:,
Vehicle for hign-liyi%
-imams

II a Pretender*
heroid *MOW of mill
that changes from a Willful.
mighty robot' 5$ up.saw

MINN

Your choice
• -Fire Engine or Police Car,
'.mystery "bump-n-go'
ng e
a

23.95
-

A) Mum
ddvert
• Ilibrt Hogs storms the beachhead!
12_99
mess
With driver'
C)Cobra tallefto" Igoe 10 1111ar with
7.99
wie res. rim12

S & up
have weapons and
210 Each
clOilleierfraws mon
El Phantom X-19 Stealth Fighter in dudes Pilot' les 7 ri0i75
24.99
FI Desert Fox 6-W0s for sand betties!
rower
Includes driven s
roa

21.95
Remote-Control Farm Set brings
together a tractor-with working lights
and smoking exhaust-a detachable
wagon and a plow Batteries not included Ages 5 to 8 oaisi
7 TS ill 4

12.99

Your chosr.Aa
Remote-Control Sports Car gives
you a classic selection-Porsche.
Corvette or '57 Chevy! 12 in., with
dual sticks, operating lights. Batts.
not incl Aigt4Q 5 to 8 0337
T 12SS4

59.9

Remote-Control Great American
Express Train Set nct. engine,
tender, boxcar, cahnse,20-ft layout.
Working headlight. smokestack Batts
not included Ages 5-up. lao r 217364

GA. Joe' Foldbig 1Pant
for sieepout
follh s PVC

oiled Magnum does
ad" high-speed forward,
and stopl Separate motor/steerAges 8-up wee
T41205

G.I. Joie Siumberlilisee° 13ag GA.Joe Sleeping Nog is
holds all your campout gear in with Forts"awlaweauossa
meow 30x117in hie
styiel 20 in. long. seem
1101,46411
•

40) 4
)
0 4
)4
1

o-Controlled Excalibur
move'
high-speed forward or low-speed
forward k , ,,,ugh terrain. Boyers., left, right, stop
Batts not Inc! Ages 8• up. 16960
47601 6
4)

4
)
0
)
40

.0)

that flies Wks 18 m
Batts not incl.
8-up 414137
TIMMS
Rechargeable Batte-y Pack arts 2INEXI a 19095
Quick Charger for above_ vss I man U..29.95
4411)
11)
ittp.

•4)a)

VIAl WHEW

59.9
IP-Cp

MU nis

115

44

MECHANIC

.95Double Easel with chalkboard, 17 x 20-in.. 50-sheet paper pad
chalk, dip, eraser Ages 2-6 V* r 223526

69.99

Junior Activity Gym
locks together, gives kids a 'tunnel"/
hiding place. Ages 1 11-4 47ie
1 222422 ,

Pains-Grip Sander WASits all-beNbearing construction to bring you
pieleasionet mean w -sheet sac
S-11. power cent mews
y WOK i

ptIVIV,

Toddle Tots' School Bus with
onver. childn3n. Agee 1-5 war MIMI

TOOL,

Toddle Tots' Fire l'ruck with
moving ladder. Ages 1-5,2671 1402646

Savosiertvercklarges
lte base? With bit. too I 24024* ,

&421c4Power. ScrmwdrivAcceimporiss Set incl. 2 fiat, 2
Phillips, 1 Tore bit. eves

71111606 1

,!asteMEXAJ(,

mc

59.99

AF 34.95

Fbribig Easel inci. chak, erasers, paints, paper, brushes, cray-

"balerllier Bookcaso(by
Chest with cushion moldings.

ons,clips. 48 in high. 23. 1324674

331/2 in. high. 672

NOV,gott
4

4

4

4

Ot0,
41.0.44,P
4

10

4

4

1176266 •

Toddler Tuff" Deacon's
Bench has under-seat toy storage. 334 in. wide. as T suns ,

Lift & Cut
Rechargeable Razor
Sitting Bull Spring Horse is a handsome

25-Ft.Poorer Tape Rule with I-irt
tape.3-in. case. wales 1 ra4s444.99
100-Ft. Prolassional Tape Rule
6 361306•16.90
wita-in. Wade.

classic, with its ornate saddle tnm and sturdy
brown adjustable frame. With "easy-up" stirrups
and soft cushion grips as
T 273116 ,

qt, 0:4-Okt.Ctp.4*OpIN011.

1111111

4)iti V*06OhOh01.

For great fun in the snow!

MECHANIC

Intex Recreation

has 3 tloatuic cold head,
.
trimmer. chanter.

V ',it your participating rizaryaeati Hardware Store
. 'V•
!i, cutrf
for detail,

0

211rem,,uut

9aris

2.

T13

24.95

229

A) Molded Snow Shovel with wood
shaft Ages 3-up ,9 r 271635 24 2.59
B) Glad-A-Bob"is a 42-in. roll-up
snow slider In T 320i 21
229

C) Glad-A-Boggan will hold two
kids! 48x17 in. 744 T 353003 Ft
6.99
Di Flying Disc" is the 26-in, snow
Saucer. W/gnps. 726 T 00117 6
3.99

n' Fastback
E) Sno-Tube'is a 39-in inflatable toy F) 45-In. Cha
for snow and water fun? Center panel Sled has -Blue Racer" runners.
keeps rider dry With handles and a shock absorbers Gas SOO 212 r2 24.95
handy repair kit .6262 16773646
6.99 55-In. Sled.655 D306666,2
34.95

3-Pc.Solid-Joint Pliers Set.One
7-, two 614-in models. my a SAW,3

110
P4Ra Challenge your family t

19.95

16.99

Dap! Game shows how far you'll

Dynamite' Action Game. Random

go to answer questions, perform
dares!4 to 8 adults. la
• r morass

-blasts" topple bridges) For 2 to 4
adventurers, eget% 4-up. 4613T113143 6

9.99
Sorry!' is the game of slide pursuit?
Move up, back arid slide. 2 to 4 players, ages 6-adult no
T260116

Your choice

°raja• Board. Mystifying oracle
answers your deepest questions! 2
players,8 to adult es
TH1110111

irP1 11 WITH
IrkTaTli

M. Nowt %mirk

19.9L.

16-in. Big Whaler Cycle
In Cobra Z° for the boys or
Seasethearr cycle for the
glrla, each with adjustable
seat, safety-styled handlehers. Ages 3-8 1701o1

IN1.61, 714

Cannonball Express" Electric Train Set has 6 cars-including a
True Value' boxcar? 45x 27-in track layout with telephone poles, road signs,
bridge, headlight and sound effects
4 71
4

I A new mystery midi
time.8-adult 45 T 3646105
9.99
Clue Master Detective"' Game
Is a more challenging version, '
more rooms,suspects and weapons!
Ages 10-adult 30 T 110327 6
19.95

Fun for kids...
values for
parents!
Double-Wheel Scooter for well
balanced, ride-on fun' Double-wall
nstruction. wide, cornfort handle.
3-6 yrs. arni
'41.261'
Pony really 'clip f- opit"!
Contoured sent his baby's bottom,
with easy-grip handles, sort mane
12-30 mos. Me
T AMMO
Clued Rklers are fun for IS-4-yesrolds! Stable design, steering Iront
wheels Knobby tinis, Monis& large
headlamp Quad Ellastor for boys,
I Atte Ms • for girt& 110,110
1'

nocideig

dkibi"Science Set helps rases
hernia. try and biology. Incl. 50- and
Mineral tipechnens. With

Price
IriaNtlir4e)
,eierrAer,e0Wie
)

Snow awn sssesess asambet

Isher

Sualthr Owed Plow runs in 2forward
up 10
to 5 mph-end 1 reverse. with Power-Look*
eiecaric brake. rechargeable beillerien all-eurtios
wheels. 37 In. long. Ages 34. Men
Ter

AWOL)* takfle. 4 cir2141)1

arkl -1

orw.i
i
t
w
e:6es
"1ng-imedviindetaidebsits71:6 Inatom
siih
gverlowi
chargeabio

-

7niiiZiaeae,
1,59,terchom

Altalnelledatiseloriose-isstiog

maw In 111db:tab's%ilaiiheabbs,etc
Choose a 2j* otC or D, or one 9t/
eFt2
battery einiseassvosi

a

C) Videocassette.

',tricai, plumbing, kitchen

or o
projects Each *twos 1 hr

lbolbox
. A)
lea 9.4n. deep top :veg. Ughtweigtit,
armee is
-ustglicior plastic •••sro>.1

57

.9981 Freewheeler°Cord-

lotto:R:0r mct charger stand
't r?OP 4
-41„fir.A.;434acirigli.

r

4.79o)

1-11 Slicker Mini Glue

Gun heats tilistl Easy to use, with 3
ss.oa
CAW( glue IlliC*S.
2 Flashlight with lithi

7

.49E)*sod Drill tor last action!
Stores4hspaal bite in its rugged
gestic litebtlig,estee

incy backup system Krjg

Rechargeable Batteries. Choose a
2-pk. of C or D, or one 9-volt bat-

- liery. 20C2f303C136

E

,
AA Rechargeable Batteries.'
WICi E 262766

A) Gripe" Grab Cowhide
AI 12.99
8) Prime Tan Grain Cowh
Gloves. Adj. M. L nreee& we 9.99
,C) Fancy Piligers° Stret
W*116146 217
Wm? Orie

zee' Halogen
30041.brighbr than a regFlugepta and villierProot tdeel ter

Precurved! IkeL ieraia.

2-HP Garage Door Opener is a
1
/
It
automatic reverse-when the door hits an obstruCtion,sower
a•
button.
Mem& Plus auto. light delay and "doorbelr control
WS. HCESS011
purse!
pocket,
in
fits
ner
Transmi
Control
heinotaMbi

?High-Poet
Flashlight features a super
krypton bulb. rii.s3

-Lite°
lasts up to Ps hours
E sreAss6
el Rime

Includes 20 betbartes 6111166-E

E Nene 11.

kilektierl
.
44404
4

44*
16WSIMOVVVV406,
410
" VANW$6,

Dustbuster Plus- Cordless
Vacuum has an extra-powerful

motor plus a crevice tool, upholstery
brush extra filter bag i3 5.5205034

Dustbuster" Cordless Upright

Power mash. 2-motor system Ind

2 waystocharge.

brush.
u
plug in! Ne..I
nt
=roto-dnven

All° Plug-in Lamp and ApTimer controls your lights

u're away.

F 32667t 12

more power and
Smart Pack" Neavy-01dy Batteries provide
are
mason belleries. These top-quality batteries
tallger Re than
an
dotage las. Choose a 13-pk of C or D, or
saired in steel
E 412
of UMW SiOck up!wdeo.www-a
8-131t. ot AA cells Vera

bee. or

A gift for any workshop!

44

4-In. Circular Saw
1
/
.99A)7

uses its big, high-torque 2-HP motor
and handy scales and cutting guides
57,551
tOr better results_ uaissv3

31.998)

Variable-Speed
saw has a V,-HP motor that runs at up

to 3,200 spm,with a 0-450 toot to tilt left
S71737
or right. 30 amps wmiSm)

ed

43.99C)Variable-Spe

Auto-Scroll Jigsaw works at 0-3,200

spm with low vibration Front assist han340024
dle, 3.0-amp motor vii.as.is

44.990)

Vi-Sheet Orbital
Sander is high speed-10,000 open-

with a full Vsr-in orbit diameter Allball-beanng construction wren,

4-In. Variable3
/
32,99E)
Speed ReversingOrM is a workshop
must with a V,--HP motor. 0-2,500 Mtn
sn /12 5
range, locking anger wikrisko

V

77e

69.99

Disc GrindG)
er boasts a powerful-5 5-amp motor
and side handle for controlled pertormance 1N/flange kit kft111120 r 54

7

.99 H) 13-Pc. High-Speed
Drill Bit Set has Vs.- 4-in bits (b11

64ths), heat-treated and precisionground, in a plastic case vi3 ma
v

39.99

.1) lee-In. Reversing
Ora/Hammer delivers up to 40,000

blows per minute! Variable speed,36(1
assist handle, trigger lock eereas snow.

A) 5-Pc. Oak4 Drams Firepillas
Tool Set combines elegance and
34.91
Precticeilityl /4-44. w55q1

your the eli,66f
Fathead braes. v tetiose iv

SAO
114*. Leather Seedy Gloves
= at* tisalgekt to omits* hands near
Pk
TWO Set. neer wise
in cies- booboo Peir asoi sewn .4.90
be‘Set
C)11-Pe-Ftraphacel
sic black VVIItt stand. shovel. poker 3)919.109.Saarlallabesartietegirwe /ream NW
.ssis long fOr
iind brush. 2140 Y 6161101Y .
,(3) Cael-frott Lag Lighter
E94-Pc.Polishedmilvess

29-In. Fireplace Tongs egAch,
reach m 10 sad, remove Of rePlabv
2.49
log& Bleck aims y semi
38.4n. Asher seti oak handle

SA0
1
Ruggeri! "i.air
40-1o. Log_iteess Crib hues
wooddry neatand isetlith urn99
lop itesign oast y
M)Log Haider *eh amestatie

BLACK&
DECKER
FasToast

2-Slice Toaster

browns bread and pastry .n almost
half the time of ordinary toasters.
Eztra-wide slots adjust for thick
cool
or than slices Eitcr.or
to the touch

10-Plus Food Processor slices preparation
time for easier meals! Includes metal and dough blades, slicing disc, shredder,
yt 263005
spatula and cleaning toot Powedul 85-HP motor CLC1OP

Salad Shooter Electric Slicer/Shredder
shoots ingredients directly into salad! Designed
Mse24i.
for fast action' Easy to clean. caw

BONN
39.99

Pour-Ornatic• 8-Cup Coffee Brewer is designed to
start brewing delicious coffee
immediately! Long-life construction includes durable
copper tubing and a stainlesssteel tank. Almond. oe N 132507 A

8-Cup Replacement De5.99
canter. act) N 32606 FAS

ipf%
jpaglANNeketeigke*litlekeflipip

59

.99 Electric Broiler Noene seals in the naturei juices

Ir

15-in, rack and rotiseerie are
947I2
height-adjustable.

Express MOM,
Oven kw

lielelbessier/Oven/lifolier
does it all in one compact appliance!
KieenKole interior and steel body
01711131
clean easily news

tion cooking Prep,

to

halt the time. ielit

and 030811t5 yOUr
rOtne. Law

,.....1111..._
WEST BEND

3

6-Qt. Stainless-Steel Electrio Wok.
69

Adjustable heat settings stir-fry delicious meals
4 en rsi .
in minutes' Ind accessories woof,

399.99

Professional Home Security System proor
tects your home by instantly sensing an invader when a protected door
and
window is moved, sounding a loud alarm, and bnnging all other alarm
light components into action It includes a system controller, lamp command, 6 entry sensors. I signal relay, 8 Duracell' 9V batteries, mounting
XKI420 3
hardware for installation No special wiring needed we

.
99 FARBERNWE
39

9

9.99

Deluxe 2-Slice Automatic Toaster with radiant control for uniform
toasting Wide slots ?0030

Nant,s3

12-Speed Mixmaater• Mixer Ind
heavy-duty dough hooks, I's and
4 at stainless-steel bowls

117CMAO 2

v,32-Cup Stainless-Steel Percola

tOr *nth cup-a-minute brewing and a
cool-touch handle .2r4

JiäVa&e® has thHel4

copper bottom line!

HARDWARE STORES

Come and get it!

32.88

Deluxe Waffle Baker is a griddle and sandwich grill too, with Teflon II coated grids,
ready light, adjustable temp. 8 in. 2TO N 617166

54.

10-Pc. Stainless-Steel Cookware Set has the
ciassic look of copper bottoms for the most even heat distribution. This set
comes complete with 1-, 2- and 3-qt. covered saucepans, 6-qt. Dutch oven,
W 576 9113 2
steamer insert. 1560
10-in, open skillet and a handy 1

Family-Size Griddle also makes a great
warming tray with its SilverStone' nonstick
cooking surface. 21,02 x12 in. an
N $75216

199

Click 74 Cli
.
611
push-button re

2V3-0L Whastling Teakettle
with copper. 2708 W 2963726

7-Pc. Country Forge' Cookware Set is simply
and coated with StiverStone• Supra! 1- and 2-qt
saucepans.5-qt Dutch oven, 10-in. fry pan. mama v., 51110n *

for all size&
quickly too. 744yric

5-Ot Cast-Iron Dutch
stow*. evenly for balanced
'iv 302234
Self-basting lid. aocia.A

12-In. Chef-Style Fry Pan with SitverStone• coating 55032
*V 264 NW 6

40 op ege$441etie)ge$4,140Attl

ioeiesaiel

sap

69.95
A)Magnalit. Covered Oval Roaster
With Rack. 183
/
4x **irk 4a0
.111(772

39.95

Your choace

B) 1111signadite* 12-In. Covered Deep
Chicken Fryer. Aluminum 45.•:,. *s-svp,.
/
1
2-01 Covered Stock
liagnalite" 7
IN 5 TO 001 2
Pot is polished aluminum 4 T3.1

4-Cit.
^amend stk kernels.
eases.
,toot 04100

Akan
H9

H12

Your microwave headquarters

DESIGN
S

ER

ES

l.frOVIt

74.88 cowur)
Micro-Mite Compact Microwave Oven
sniali enough to tit in tne coziest of kitchens' It
features a 3-cu ft capacity for quick and easy
cooking and reheating. Ideal for dorm apartment
summer home 450 watts of power
.

Oa,

0
'a

MR.

E.

18.88

10-Cup International-Design Coffee Maker

combines European styling, deep-brew basket.
y41111,5
decanter with lid and 25 filters, os-e

modern gYiinQ

WEST BEND
""IRRIPP"'"

C01011
the host/astern
th er Inostat keeps
lectric,

y xeyees

9-Cup
rrinvis_
ft

N 721 7I2 3

io40,eitliesiesioits)

thp

83.001111111M
Plealevallawir

Stemware toeturestraditions' crystal on gryceful.

Cordless Freedom Photos
24-Pc. Crystal Glass Set wite

S
t
r:011.
52,4

eight 10-oz. rocks, 12-oz. beverage
and 16-oz cooler. i3443151
AZ

A MOM P4
A 411

likodWhos. aft

A

heiMPIN0116.si

A

Mit

11-Pc.liblernates Set w/2 cruets.
salt/pepper shakers, butter dish,
creamer & sugar bowl. Vann

has a range of up to 1,000 It,
auto. dialing, speaker phone,
intercom, radial. PF
*wens

94.99
Nomad' Cordless
A)

Phone with Intercom, paging, radial, built-in security
54773

Your choice

7.99

Basket Buffet' inciudes amber baking dish and nat-

ural fiber serving basket. Choose 8-in cake dish, 1%-qt
covered casserole or 2-q1 utility dish i...00ausasiw
AS

99

14.

Your choice
4-Pc. Petite Pan Set with twO2-_
3-Qt. Covered Casserole offers cup pans, lids e43-i3
A 5354453
convenient baking and cleanups' 1W-Qt Covered Casserole
in
Pastel bouquet pattern. A3-43 A 42700D 3 pullet bouquet A,.c
A MOW 3
4
4, 4V 411jp.% 4,
41If
41141
1 46
,
4160
.14e46
P
tr
lir
.4
P

6.99 19.99

Your choice
25-Pc. Flatware Set in fine staio-

less steel offers a full service for 4.
Choice of patterns. 23PfliST
A'

▪
Your choice
3-Pc. Servin' Saver'Set with 4,
6, 12-cup sizes. OM
w 1643733 0

Sevin'Saver Dip & Snack'Way
with snap-lock lid. 3•32
w sums

4,

4,

0

iMPFAIAL CYTTANA710MAL

42-Pc. Flatware Set offers complete
service for 8, incl. serving pieces.
Lovely Serta pattern WAWA
A 575724 I

14.99

9.99
Seeperless

USA.

Citation DeskAVall Phone

Thindlkie Desk/Wall Phone

iteditional Desk Phone

features a large keypad, ad;Listable ringer. 30164
op

combines a lighted dial and
sleek styling. maw
si 55542,4

classic styling and is
tone switchable. oessA ••

AntiwarSystem has remote
turn-on, call In-

4

1141111•

44.99
Big Button Phone for
D)

accurate dialing!VAth WAnumber rediel, volume
control. wee
asses.

Amp
18.88 Hot Pot' Travel Kit 29.99
Steam VOW' Gm16.88 Travel Care Spay/ 24.99
Rescuer' Emermeet flessener includes lint. fabDry Iron foldscomPodir.includes
gency AU/FM/TV-Sand Radio/
Beds. not incl.

12-Pc. Dinnerware Set serves 4
10% -in. plate,6-en. bowl, 10-oz. mug
Dishwasher sate! 7732-98AVA
*6

has cups, spoons, containers for
hot drinks anywhere! 1.1816 Pi SWIM 4

ric brushee. ewe

UNISON•

a

orsiti446:1)14OP
416

e

IA 524 7b1

C)Speakerphone remembers 32 numbers,displays
time, date, number called,
has radial 5112676
N 3116P)•

e
36%
MO

$

pouch, multiple aselaus.

ittlItke Ito0:$

410131

Flashlight/Siren. ER

N 52,5536

$y4e$10

1

•

16.99you,thm.

2.99
D) Careal/Soup Bowl.
E)10-0z. Mug. niswieorw
F1 Dinner Plate ,4004
,
11P

WANOTSIP A4
A
A FS

Ape
A MI
• ,1•1

Visions' Cookware goes from
range-top, to oven-to dishwasher!
A) 1á-Qt. Double Boiler for gentle cooking, reheating. via. A 354114S 2

19.99
B)3-Pc.Cookware Setwith 1 it-pt,
lit -qt. saucepan w/lid. vie Awls
C)9-In. Covered Chicken Fryer
has 2W-cit capacity. 1,12

Claim

BRkun

Time Saver Portable Roller Set

Curling Iron System features reg-

39.99
Cordless

Shaver combines a

REMNGTON
Cordl▪ ess Shaver has a twin head

heats in 90 seconds and comes with
8 medium ribbed rollers and camped
carrying case "c-s
m forces

ular and mini curling attachments,
curling brush, pilot light and dualheat control 511061,0.6
5327.75

built-in recharger. worldwide voltage adjustment, extendable trimmer,
carrying case nos
Pi MK AU 10

design for fast, close shaves, travel
cover and a brush Uses 2 AA batts.
564 770 6
(not
)

A St1/1140 2

8,99 most&sem,

2495
6

7-Pc. Worthmore • Polished Aluminum Cookware
Set with SilverStone %interiors. 1- and 2-qt. cov'd pans,

5-qt. cov'd pot. 10-in saute pan wraslii

3

**woo ,

complete, up-to-date cookbook
V 271407 f4
Over 1,400 recipes NM

Better Homes and Gardens
New Cookbook has over 1,200
recipes, 00011-3*57573172

5-Pc. Stain

Set
includes Ir. 1 2. 4 and 8-qt sizes
for all your needs' I063
Vi see,

2-Lb. Cookie/Cake Tin lets you

Carry-All Tins come in assorted

store holiday treats Great for giftgiving, too 'nos
A 43107024

holiday designs and make a perfect
way to share goodies! 241-7.0 •1111072 72

Lady Master Tool Set includes

2-Pc. Scissors Gift Set comes

basic household tools in a handy
carrying case Colors 71.112 A $474.11

with 5 and 8-inch scissors-ready
for gift giving! sni
A 37042,

16-Pc. Cookie/Pastry Press indudes press, 12 forming plates and
1131161414
3 pastry tips. %sawn

orator Set lets you create
=
cookies, pastries, desserts
Press and 6 dps washidatei3

hue Cookware
a

interiors,
rimer,. 10-in
anfili 2
m-qt cov'd sauce-,
S7-Pcilvegns.,S5Caint-q°fltebridge.
•11111" try pan
Sit has

7.99

19
klesterbilt C.ousred Aleittlaam
Roaster With *sok cooks a big

Greet Cooks • Bakewere is evennonstick aluminum Choose 13 x 9-in
pan, 1514 x 12-in cookie sheet. 12-cup
pan or 12-in pizza pan weetl• artl,33

Betty Cracker's Cookbook

The Christmas Book covers the
traditions and origins of the holiday
Hardcover
1. MOND

Cake Server Plus has a removable
cake plate and ice base that becomes
A Oriel ,
a serving tray! .i,700-4,ci

22-lb turkey, www

8111414

••..• • * •
3-Pc. Mixing Bowl Set of tough
stainless steel has hanging rings,
plastic covers c
W aSSu

1

4-Qt,Pressure Cooker of aluminum

with 15-lb control, high-dome lid lor
faster cooking ww3A
*MN.

PPM

Greet Cooks' Baking/Cookie
iSet 10108 x in. iwee-a•
*masks

?r'Is a 12-on.. high-dome
On*** Sion Poonacote" nonstick
easy-clean interior id ww-IA
•AA

Omelet Pan is also a double fry
Mini 9%-in diameter with nonstick

interiors. MIKIS

W MON P3

14.88
Saute Pan Set brings together 10and 12-in pans with SilverStone• interior; wood handles 1101741 74 ,4 01340tt•
r311
,
4*%Ne/

eltio

0)40440i0 104010P

!SNPill
lo AO40AO40
A
A
A
A
A
Ammailmill

Quality Cutlery

999
•3.

to 5-Pc. Slant Block
•
Set resoled-oak block. 3-in paring,

.▪ coupon.ileie

5-in boning, 6i5-in French Cook's
A 5035751
and 8-in slicing knife. 515

•

14.99B)2

-Pc. Starter Set
with a 3-in paring/boning and
6-in utility/slicing knife in an attractive gift box 640
1447140 ,

moosei,en.

twtiw,

• SAVINGS COUPON
▪ '811 CHRISTMAS CATALOG

•
111
U

88c

19.99

with coupon
without coupon 1 49

Cl 4-Pc. Steak Knife
Sot in Classic design features stain-

Baker's Socret• Mini Loaf

Pon cleans up quickly! 5% x 3 x
S 24 in awro
w %POS. 3.
11/

ono coupon
ow cuslomor
LAWN

Illsuusiemusi

8,99

Eico

Baker's Secret • Ouik-Clown "'
Nonstick Broiler Pen with mini'
tray 141t* 10% x2 in

370 lin 0

2.99
Oven

Your similar
Thermometer stands or
Minsk rand C*sodas 460, emir!.
Veit Thermometer aim 4-in
100131 and zoned dial eir•
001

free steel blades and black comfort
handles Dishwasher Safe is, A SCO 14,
A) Adjusts
stick 6 positions
IWO 0
B)3-Pk. Wire Baskets. 8% 8- and
9%-in diameter*
A, 113 +17

Reversible Carving/Serving
Board. 14.20 in a.i w awns B99
15-in. Wooden Lary Susan turns
easily. quietly

0.3 *SOWN 3

12.99

.99 ID) 5
29
hely Set

-Pc. Classic Cutfeatures 4 popular knives
in a handy storage tray Lifetime warranty' Dishwasher safe xr • 10170, '

H19

Personal care starts here!

Aailialuee

T
12.88
Continental Prima

CONAIR-

6.88

Your choice
Hair Dryer New Twist" Hot Styling Brush with

combines 1250 watts with European handy soft bristles. 13C1OPICS
N 3011522 12
styling, a compact design and retract- Pro Style' Curling Iron includes
able coil cord. vow
N 301535 72 high/low settings. wows
N 3)172s 12

12.88
Sate ides Nair Dryir
against shocks by sediliag 11140rd
waled 3had Ming% bawl
. 1350W wow
ninny•
1'

2=

Turbo Spa turns your bath Into a
whirlpool hot tub! Automatic 61,101, 10
power levels, it-HP motor with aerator,
carrying handle. swap
of PIM
•

Ii'SthoIIs

14.99.
Natural Wonder'Heir Dryer offers 1100 watts, 4 drying settings,
touch 'n' tilt hood.
N 822890

16

24.99

shutoff, 6-ft. cord. rio-es

Benders"' Nair Shapers
soft heating pouch brassy
and waves' 14-pit PSi

Well-Moura Heir Dryer
3 beat/speed selections,automatic
is WINS

Foot Beth Pius Is the soothing
massage tor aching feet! With 4 relaxing settings. 199200
N 902r2 1

- "14n.Flower Vass of beautiful handcut glass featuring assorted etched
floral patterns

A 64 7851

A) Classic Gooseneck Lamp is
an all-time favorite' Brass and walnut
A 5114 465 6
Includes bulb 7200-06
B Asteroid Desk Lamp offers
high-intensity light on an adjustable
A 6112046
arm. Incl. bulb aaos-ia

The Conductor' Pocket Watch
with locomotive embossed zase.
Ind golcttone chain .Kon A )0777

FA

C) Piano Lamp features a brass
finish and adjustable shade to direct
Avows
light easily. 62051
D) Banker's Desk Lamp with
cased-glass shade. elegant solid
A 139004 4
brass construction 02090

TIMEX°
Keeps on tickle!

2299
12.88
Styling Hair Dryer combines
1500W, 2 speeds, 3 heat settings.
Lightweight, compact imam Kamm a

Crimping Iron includes waving
Oates, auto. heat conIMIand a convenient pilot light vilort

P. Mee 12

cue

fateALeALe,j4el&
"WI wi.fr wIRP "IP wIRP

choice
S
Ladies' Quartz Walich has a
comfortable fabric strap with
A 32T6* 5
leather accent 21.721
Ladies' Expansion Band
INetcli with solid-state quartz
analog timalweging. 0911Z2 A3275315
Meals Cleartt Watch Mein
accurate time. Fabric strap for
a awn
added comfort. 081111

34
Dryer *4th3allialenta
lat
Milwa
viatts, 3 heals and speede.
worldwide voltage. wow
Po 10115

Foot Chargers is
in dry rasesage system with 3 Invigorating
levels. Quist in.4

eAL. ;IPAL4%4epALetaeykejok
"RP wiir "RP
wRiP "IP

414,

A

IPAEttlA

01400441
i

111101111L/TE

16.99

For
Both
Clip-On Lamp & Quartz Alarm
Clock Combo with matching country goose decorations. 111373 A 611 5915 ,
ety,

.
egre
.1
4
*PeIV
i
*

- 4r

eotts. no. incL

Pure Air 99' Electronic 'Mr
Cleaner with an ionizer. 17121 w mos]

Smoke Grabber" Ashtray is cowerful and cordlesst oso

N svizo

TIMEX'
"'beagle
eitilati*OW illelhe soar wools*
rfght In theleitile700
Nairn

Power Massagor"
soothing speeds! moo

able
N 301106

A/ Mew's Expansion Band Watch
with bold numerals and sweep second hand Quartz. 01311 A 401432524.99
B)liten's Quartz Watch has a mineral glass crystal, day/date, alarm,
26.99
hourly chime nix, A anew s

telephone numbers,

9
29

.99A) Men's Water Sport LCD Watch has a stopwatch with split time. 1st & 2nd place times i-ev-w A AAA 737

Clwono Watch stores
memos aarseleo A 5745231

KW
2gil

.99B)Men's LCD Runner's Watch with a pac-

Es Men's LCD/Anabg Digital Watch in
tvallw-41mistant and warty for the active man IOWA 3151S3

W A 821747,•

ing feature and timer/stopwatch ior the athlete

C
.
)bleffs Analog/Digltal Water-Resistant

lg MOWSLCD/Aisiog Watch Warn dual
i16a35'
arras, slOpealch,hotirtflifte apnea,Warm

WeliCh *Mures hourly signals. 5 daily alarms

Arlo"

89.99

billatpislt` Horne Plaque
USIPS misting bristles to thoroughly
clean Math and gums. is: avow
Repillelelllatt Head.sisogne

ism

Sertaacas grab
PA001/ ausaamataaa
assembled
charge
at poriacapothig atones

tor a

"awl 001111

4294
4..xer bers:

19.99

I GOO Gill combines lia-

-4
221/1-12.__Ond-Toveh
Sue'
foduiestawarrier bet holders for wood
chock the food, plus Erthannorneter, wawa

Battenes inckided

,

e.:01Vore/c(

99.99 19

or charcoal cooking liking llucit-frway` lid so Ws
easy to

19.99 c,

12.88

Lektro Blade- Shaver has twin
Lady Remington' vibrating blades for closer, more comA) Super Mesh'
Shaver with an ultra-thin screen for shaves as close as a blade and has a fortable shaves' Cordless design lets
N 519280 12
super-close shaves' sum
sum
compact travel case 111E113,500 N 758542 ,2 it go anywhere' vvii

\ weber

Sq. in coots:tarsi with warming rack, 3
BTU killand towel holder,
/ceder miertatelebs.storage reek MildtP tank,Awn esiwww,

't..466k1110.-406•urnink
M
36.

24•9913) Micro Screen'
Shaver includes toiletry case shaves
AU ,2
as close as a blade' ip

yl

.

..jor

.99 3-Pe. Barbeett•

libel Sot. rum-4

r 107900

AsIsmallelbselbousli
rechargeable see uses circular
Ion. W/4

o

18

.88 B) Norelco' Rotary
Razor Replacement Heeds. Self

COrliS111p/8
Cher-e-Owe Indoor
electric auk a slay-cool
*

1999.

Teblatop EiatitTle
Gall with 1,170W eleinsal oft
warrnupsl 178 sq. in.,.,. 04111111

32.88

Dant&

way to cleaner

sharpening blades wow:

29

.99 A) Men's Cord Shaver

with long hair trimmer and sturdy
travel Mae DWI! voltage ;ow

Al 364 9*' 12

59.99

C) Lift & Cut" Rechargeable Shaver has 3 floating
heads, tnmmer, charger 199:011 N 216402 17

32.88
)i Lift & Cut' Electric Shaver
with 45 soft-sharpening blades in 3
65606472
floating heeds row

Beth
MO May to reed. 11111114PPIIP

Meetibigiat Berne Vrah
AlGt. NNW
a aide Nardi wawa
ssieselaP4 Pourwt pawl,
110498
2idurammiiiaalitftt-#0042,
AMOv vociorrh Bottle

Piar-Away''
odis. thread, bawl ries.
A)
flarentell4W. be,
•Iirrtiirilty too ,t4aii
Partaliikwit,nar•Nrroiter
viali

124n. Rainbow Thariik
- Said numbirs. iw
Fit Marlow TItertrionwlooir
whir. humidify too amp

em.o.....$
m pew-omom

=Pea.drapes and mom* yaw

29.99

Cuddle Up" NNW.* VW.*
Blenlist is ths oesiihrlebig wig to
s
=
bat drafts sorsIteral Thie
50x11(Wit isorNilc bank* It
wash*,and ad 2 seling...ma
worse
10-6. oat. woos

rewastryst

elleedist
"

34.99
ou*ConersIemssic Sionlotin Ill
ISM
sow es•-•wir es
464.
Gomm am 06.4•n« N
, 10
FuN BIEL 111.4004

A) 17111n. Kangar
Stocki g w/friend fl
pm/caarse s
B) 19-in. Stocking
sculptured, print
&Bed 'T 271457 F24
C) 20-In. Plush
Stocking w/large podia(
cric T,7711117•

Grand sold ssperstely

Yuletide Carolers play 3 melodies
in harmony sound! Includes 8
light. Matt& not incl.),
TX/, ez

6,99

Santa and Reindeer SEA makes
a great centerpiece! Includes 10,.
midget bulbs. was
T =XI X

'four choice

Gable-Yount Chrlebnas Light
Holders. 12-pi(
M50 48
Gotkerialount Christmas Light
Holders. 16-pk.
T 302456

Watley Garkind. Choose from a

variety of assorted MOM and festive colors to add a touch Of flair
throughout your home.

111-11L addle in dtrer and iridescent. 500-pit. rswag
.
13) 11-Pt.Iteed tisdatd addle a loses*
look to your ham Chose*slaw geld,
red, pearl or Widowed.Imi
2.49

4',Vtib
44444444P4'40•
4
4 P0
404
.
4
4
.
4
4 44r*ele4'464
:
416
ctfe1114444%
PPM
01
* V
P
1*
P
/PPP

Ottle.4040
A

1N11

eele15111104e
POW,
440
A

Door Ringer has 6 beds, red-velvet
streamers and bow. imawi 7.99
8-In. Wreath with 50 odd bells,
red-velvet bow we rinses* 5.99

02

/117
414/
7•0:
:
,
H A ROWARE eTORES
186

.

OW/

34.95
8

48-In. Santa
shines bright to add a festive look in'27''79 '
doors or Out i370

Your dec(
1 1,

19.99

9.99

Quartz Wall Clock keeps aocunste time and adds a
ofcharm. Choose the multi-color Father Goose modalSarni
13* x 11 in high, or the slate blue Flying Geese model
that's 11% x 104 in high 5.292 4/Tm44-4
A

14-In. Square Clitartz Wall Pock in a choice of Ailturrin
Floral or Elite designs to accent your kitchen They feature
bold numerals molded cove frames and a sweep hand that
keeps track of the seconds s••••,0-4
•

Gaillrlit Ma Clock in a contemporary style for today's
modern home Choose the elegem Empire I model with
souare case or the tasteful Jeweltorw Sapphire featuring
a hexagonal case, stylized hour markers. awn
•

nomad Wood Wall
Clock offers a classic style with
quartz timekeeping. masa .seri'

Sewing Clic**lb**
Clock has an erribrofdefy hoop CMG 9 in occis

mem,

SPAM"
tarelma. Marra
Clock lean LED sham old gooseneck lamp all in snort was. amiss ,

199

10-In. Single Ivory Candle

001111gon Quartz Stan
Clock Matures easy-to-reed numer-

als Contemporary. owsso

.99 40-In. Christmas
Candle is made of durable plastic
7,4632 6
with light inside

clear bulb eccic 0202 90
8W-In. Sins& frory Candle
3
brass base * 4477 74

14

Cookla
wart/ movenwat

wfth
A 498387

Commerpliss Omni
lealwes•or*goose
dial dmign as-sew,

A

AMOR ,

-Ft. In dor/Outdoor
Garland resists weather With 5-ohi
4.99
stnfingth s, 71/9111 7.
10-In. a 9-Ft. Ovrag-Sranch
Garland is ideal tor indoor or out9.99
door use man i woes/ 0

s
A)3-Pc. ICIIchen Set
and a pot holder V 71A4417i4 329
B) 15:254n, Kitchen Towel.
Assrd. 100% c•tton *rig ea.. 1-29
Putted Pot Holder.
C)
mei 911IS
Astird prtnts Tomas v

161

your
and
of se-

14.99

Big San' Delors Maras Clock
has luminous hands and numbers
A keywound diatomic,ow
AMAX•

We cask*
Tabs-Sae Aber* Clock Is WMA IMO s
nous. AlltrarOund. else

Coessi000llIon" hi %Mall Clock
with round raw*

.11^.11

•

viesso

Each

SPARTUS.

European-Style LED Alarm
Clock vial billary hockup groomer
concealed seeing controls for a
sleek chain look maw,

SPARTUSElectronic Atom Clock onionsto
fed numerals 411141 A 9.0•1611
Compact LED Alms Clock Inca
snooze leallure MCI 111101114 0 LIS

A) Holiday Plastic Ann/ears. 9 oz
1.64
20-Ct woo v XXX ,',.
B) Hakim Print Plastic TUmbiers. 10
t64
Oz_ 18-ct. remi v num •-••
C)Holiday Petit Foam Please. Rt. in
1.47
35-ct. awe v Armed so
D1 Holy Dellign Milk
54x106 in um w MU,rtf

Srlabisco
1.57

A,A4211

.16

-On Okras in
ryesions. V largos ne
A.

1inihr all

—.40
\
11 IP •
iNge6tEr.

14.99
Freedom

Your choice

CifielOireiCtj Olt

Cordless/Rechargeable Hand Mixer otters 3-

speed, thumb-tip control tor a variety of mixing tasks. cans
maim.
Cordless Electric Knife recharges in its sleek storage base
Features contoured handle for easy control.
N 24011111 6

air

•

9.99

2-Speed Air Deod

helps fitter and disperse
Containing tobacco solo
pollen, dust, househol
Odors. an
N 346065 6

PS IMUSTRIFS

419%,„„,fta
a

1.9

tion w/opening doors. CC0-5T

olawism impaul

11111% Memiereerd

aim 11, aNie

Capin

iusi •••11811* as le MOM
us l•
mem
am a NOM
means 1111,ism•Om MOB esso amemail TIN no is FIN

'

13.99

-'

Power Workshop ,with

True Value' Delivery Truck
"hauls" big loads! Steel co ruc-

0, we 6.O0)••••••••• mei MI WNW NW dm awls.am
1•1011110.111
NS
mulleft
Ong llama mg ON

your collection.

IsherPrice

"ft11444

c INS W OOTTEll & COMM CNICA00

Holidays
•.
is volume 23 in the rith

Cheerful holiday packages. Arist'd
designs. 100 Sq. ft. 470320 v 577 71{ FSCI

14.

Beam On $1

1.99

18-Sh•et Wrapplhg Paper for

033

ized power handle and
lachments to make it seem like
you're drilling, sawing. I
tool caddy, board. Batts.
incl. Ages 3-7 2006
7 447903 6

aleuemess Illembellsers
OP
iinailine MIS Mil Ttas waist so Is prowl mon•
NOMCM
N Al Ma1 aellinplall SeMN Mile MOM
Nom el Nisi Sea willgal
a wars a
'— mom ow
=Ma sale us uySusi mai slimins we Ise as comiel we as imulaclums
deloSey MOM Mt ate swim es ripe Seeareme cmwa ram ORM
-

al rare onni gull alb sersosia we mom mai Nollme Mos
In MY•mos ills miss illsO•vie•Is vas011.00us 010 OW HO
OM 00 MI OW an MIPM Elum ThinkINSeOM% urns CAM 0010
E00000. NOM 10,2010. 11100 PINSK Swim.CNN=bu eri is walue.
ONNI %Am 101 MN RV& 1ft 00010.0110001 a(000 & C0110114

MURRAY HOME
AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE: 753-2571

0
10

3.99

2

Satety-tused plug. 2 spare bulbs.
Clear or color bulbs. uwa2 SOW*

Outdoor use Choose clear or color
bulbs U9442-36Ci. A
tic

50-Light Merry Midget" Set for indoor or outdoor use

.9935-Light Merry lAidget"
Set uses only 18 wattst For indoor or

A)25-Light GSM
Set. 01-1-25CC 7 329406 0
11.99
B) 25-Light Cool Bright Set.
Mord odors. 01.77111K3 T MONO 1010.99

.

31
.
.
-tight*String-A-Long Set.
Clear, colors. WSJ 35CL T 20
3.99
B) 70-Light String-A-Long' Set
Clear, colors. UW2000, 70
4.49

rtircircw-ip
'
JoLoa

,••\;OM

N.

41.00 loggpbe_
so-ucatta"4411

4-4

41110.

NT-Slue:Bright.

3.69

50-Light Add-A Long" Ss4 for indoor or outdoor

decoration.'Choose cleat or asst'd
color he
deruo-as
1 74

2.59

NOMA ik

35-Light Midget'

clear or assorted color bulbs.(Nairnbad protection Ideal for Indoor or
outdoor use inee-se
7 24

14.97

140-Light Marquee' Mini Lights provide 63 ft
of lights to motion! Choose clear or
assorted color bulbs. 1A00,

-

For
Gutter Hooka" snap on:to hang
lights, plants, feeders Clear wows

esittOt•
o Nt416tellgt

Vs VS 4303.1se

eskesettokeskokesk

4
.88Indoor/Outdoor Lampholder
for ground floor, wall With
6 ft cord woo

:PV4-

9

.99 Halogen Outdoor
Pleadlight
Ashore lot 150W
90at bulb.sg 4447/7

Houestioki
Card with
esfety-fock • -outlet polarized
Arallable in
or brown.
OPL wanewa
1.19
PL
PI
1.30
1,2 Ft feisepair
tie
ISsee.
e
t9111

abolesl
991e
messa
Chriemaislbee
Ws_
honey 111-ot tree ssni.
9"stril

